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(I1) representatives of educaltonal institutions, agencies, organizatlolls,
and as:41(1811.ms (including professional and scholarly associations for the
advance:nem of education and research) ;

(C) persons with special knowledge of, and specIel competence with,
technology as it may be used for the luiprovement of library and Informa-
tion services; and

( I)) representatives of the general public.
(c) (1) The Conference shall be planned mid conducted tinder the direction of

the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (hereinafter
referred to as the "Commission"). All Federal departments and agencies shall
cooperate with and give assistance to the Commission in order to enable it to
carry out its responsibilities under this joint resolution.

(2) In administering this joint resolution, the Commission shall
(A) when appropriate, request the cooperation and assistance of other

Federal departments; and agencies in order to carry out its responsibilities;
(It) make technical and finaucial assistance (by grant, contract, or other-
wise) available to the States to enable them to organize and conduct con-
ferences anti other meetings In order to prepare for the Conference; and

(C) prepare and make available background materials for the use of
delegates to the Conference and associated State conferences, and prepare
and distribute such reports of the Conference as may be appropriate.

(d) A final report of the Conference, containing such findiugs and recom-
mendations as may be made by the Conference, shall be submitted to the Presi-
dent not later than one hundred and twenty days following the close of the
Conference. Such report shall be submitted to the Congress not later than one
hundred and twenty days after the date of the adjournment of the Conference,
which final report shall be made public and within ninety days after its receipt
by the President, transmitted to the Congress together with a statement of the
President containing the President's recotnmendations will respect to such report.

(*9 (1) There is hereby established an advisory committee to the Conference
connosed of twenty-eight members, appointed by the President, which shall
ndvise and assist the National Commission in planning and conducting the
Conference.

(2) The President is authorized to establish such other advisory and technical
committees as may be necessary to assist the Conference In carrying out its
functions.

(3)- -Members of any committee established under this subsection who are not
regular full-time officers or employees of the United States shall, while attend-
leg to the business of the Conference. be entitled to receive compensation there-
for at a rate fixed by the President but not exceeding $100 per diem, including
traveltime. Such members may, while away from their hones or regular places
of business, be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence,
as may he authorized miller section ni.e3 of title ri, United States Code, for per-
sons in the Government service employed intermittently.

(f) For the Otters* of this joint twoletton, the term "State" includes the Dis-
trict of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Guam, American Samoa,
the Virgin islands. and the Trust Territory of the Paeitle Islands.

(g) There Is authorized to be appropriated such sums AS may be necessary to
carry nut this joint resolution.

(111. nos. 746, 93d Cong., 1st sessl
JOINT RESOLUTION Tn tinthori4e and rewiegt the President to (nil a White House

Conference on Library and Informitton Service,: in 1976
Whereas access to information and ideas is indispensalete to the development

of hninan potential, the advaneement of civilization, anti the continuance of en-
lightened self-government ; and

Whereas the preservation find dissemination oe information and ideas Is the
primary purpose and function of libraries and information centers; and

Whereas the growth and augmentation of the Nation's libraries and informa-
tion centers are essential if all Americans are to have reasonable aeesess to ade-
quate services of libraries and information centers: anti

Whereas new achievements in technology offer a potential for enabling
libraries and information centers to serve the public more fully, expeditiously,
and economically: and

Whereas maximum realization of the potential inherent in the use of advanced
technology by libraries and information centers requires cooperation through
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planning tor, and coordination of, the services of libraries and information cell-
ters; and

Whereas the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science Is
developing plans for meeting national needs for library Gad information services
sud for coordinating activities to meet those needs ; and

Whereas productive recommendations for expanding access to libraries and
information services will require public understanding and support as well as
that of public and private libraries and information centers ; Now, therefore, be it.

Resolved by the Senate and BOHM of Representatives of the United Males of
America in Conoress assembled, That (a) the President of the United States is
authorized to call a White House COnference ou Library and Information Services
in MU.

(b) (1) The purpose of the White House Conference on Library and Informa-
tion Services ( hereinafter referred to as the "Conference") shall be to develop
recommendations for the Oirther improvement of the Nation's libraries and
infottuatIon centers in accordance with the policies set forth in the preamble to
this Joint resolut too,

(2) The conference shall be composed of, and bring together --
(A) representatives of local, statewide, regional, and national

agencies, organizations, and associations which provide library and infor-
matiou services to the public;

(B) representatives of etliwational institutions, agencies, organizations,
and associations (including professional and scholarly associations for the
adva of education and research) ;

(C persons with special knowledge of, and special competence with, tech-
nology as it may be used for the improvement of library and information
services; and

(D) representatives of Federal, State, and local governments, professional
and lay people, and other members of the general public.

(c) (1) The conference shall be planned and conducted under the direction of
the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (hereinafter
referred to as the "Commission").

(:) In administering this joint resolution, the Commission shall
(A) when appropriate, requtst the cooperation and assistance of other

Federal departments and agencies tai order to carry out its responsibilities;
(B) make technical and financial assistance (by grant, contract, or other.

wise) available to the Slates to enable them to organize and conduct con-
ferences and other meetings in order to prepare for the Conference; and

(C) prepare and make available background materials for the use of dele-
gates to the Conference and associated State conferences, anti prepare and
distribute such reports of the Conference and associated State conferences
as may be appropriate.

(3) (A) }Lien Federal department and agency is authorized and directed to co-
operate with, and provide assistance to, the commission upon its request under
clause (A) of paragraph (2) ; and, for that purpose, each Federal department
and agency is authorized to provide personnel to the Commission En accordance
with section 33-It of title 5, United States Code. For the purposes of such section
3341 and this paragraph, the Commission shall be deemed to be a part of any
execatie or military department of which a request is made under clause (A)
of paragraph (2).

(B) The Librarian of Congress is authorized to detail personnel to the Com-
mission, upon reauest, to enable the Commission to carry out its functions under
this joint resolr on.

(4) In earning out the provisions of this Joint resolution, the Commission Is
authorized to engage such personnel as May be necessary, without regard for the
provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the com-
petitive civil service, and without regard for chapter 51, and subchapter III of
chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates.

(5) The Commission Is authorized to publish and distribute for the emit, rem*
the report authorized under this joint resolution without regard for section 501 of
title 44, United States Code.

(6) Members of the Conference may, while away from their homes or regular
places of business and attending the conference, be allowed travel expenses. In-
eluding per diem in lieu of subsistence, as may be allowed under section 5103
of title 5, United Stater Code, for persons serving without pay. Such expenses may
be paid by way of advances, reimbursement, or In installments as the Commission
may determine.
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(dl A final report of the Conference, contahtiug such findings and recom-
mendations as may to made by the Conference, shall be submitted to the Presi-
dent not later than one. hundred and twenty days following the close of the
Conference, which Mal report shall be made public and, within ninety days
after its receipt by the President, transmitted to the Congress together with a
statement of the President containing the President's recomtur adatlons with
respect to such report.

(O(l) There Is hereby established a twenty -eight member adlsory committee
to the Conference composed of (Al at least three members of he Commission
designated by the Chairman thereof ; (II) two persons designated by the Speaker
of the [louse of Representatives; (C) two persons designated by the President
pro tempore of the Senate; and (D) not more than twenty-one persons appointed
by the President. Such advls6ry committee shalt assist and advise the Commis-
sion in planning and conducting the Conference. The Chairman of the Commis-
sion shall serve ns Chairman of the Conference.

(2) The Chairman of the Commission is authorized, in his discretion, to
establish, prescribe functions for, and appoint members to, such advisory and
technical committees as may be necessary to assist and advise the Conference
in carrying oat its functions.

(3) Members of any committee established under this subsection who are
not regular full-time officers or employees of the United States shall, while
attending to the business of the Conference, be entitled to receive compensation
therefor at a rate fixed by the President but not exceeding $100 per diem,
including travelthne. Such members may, while away from their homes oe regu-
lar places of business, be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of
subsistence, as may be authorized under section 5703 of title 5, United States
Code, for persons in the Government service employed intermittently.

(f) The Commission shall have authority to accept, on behalf of the Confer-
ence, in the name of the United States, grants, gifts, or bequests of money for
Immediate disbursement by the Commission In furtherance of the Conference.
Such grants, gifts, ot bequests offered the Commission. shall be paid by the
donor or his representative to the Treasurer of the United States, whose receipts
shall be their acquittance. The Treasurer of the United States shall enter such
grants, gifts, and bequests in a special account to the credit of the Commission
for the purpses of this joint resolution.

(g) For the purpose of this joint resolution, the term "State" includes the
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa,
the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

(h) There are authorized to be appropriated without fiscal year limitations
such stuns as may be necessary to carry out this joint resolution. Such sums
shall remain available for obligation until expended.

Mr. 13nAnotAs. The Select Subcommittee on Edncation of the Com-
mitter on Education and Labor will conie to order for the purpose of
conducting a hearing on House Joint Resolution 766, and related bills,
to authorize a White House Conference on Library and Information
Services in 1976.

The Chair would just observe at the outset that he was pleased to
learn, while introducing House Joint Resolut ion Viee that Congressman
Gerald Ford of Michigan had introduced a similar measure, house
Joint Resobit ion 731.

Since that act of enlightened leadership, as we all know. Congress-
man Ford has been nominated, under the intli amendment to the Con-
stitution. for the position of the Vice President of the rnited States.

The Chair hopes that lie will not 1s' considered overly partisan in
pointing out that if Mr. Ford is confirmed as Vice President. the
lihrat'V community will be assured at least one friend in the adminis-
tration.

The Chair feels constrained to note that our consideration today of
proposals to convene a White House Conference on Library and Jtt-



formation Services in the vear of the Bicentennial takes place in the
context. of the most astonishing proposals by President Nixon.with
respect to Federal assistance to Idwaries.

I. speak, of course, of the President's request in the fiscal 107.1 budget
that we terminate all Federal akl to libraries in our schools and col-
leges as well as to public libraries.

lappily, both the (louse and the Senate have rejected this sugges-
tion on the part of the President., and the Labor-IIEW appropriations
measure which is now in conference continues these important
programs.'

'('hat the President could have made such a proposal, however, makes
our consideration of a White House Conference on Library and In.
fIrrination. Service all the more appropriate.

For it appears to the Chair that such a conference can help stimu-
late a national debate about the value of libraries and information
resources in our society, and it can help, as well, define the appro-
priate roles of local. State, and Federal Governments in the support
of these precious national rerources.

The Chair is particularly pleased that we have with us today the
distinguished chairman of the full Committee on Education and
Labor, who, throughout his service in Congress has been a vigorous
champion of libraries awl I will yield to the gentleman from Ken-
Welty, 'Mr. Perkins, for such comments as he wishes to make,

Chairman PERKINS. IA t ale Compliment our distinguished chair-
man, Congressman Brademas7 chairman of the Select Subcommittee
on Education, the subcommatee having jurisdiction over library
legislation.

All of you can be very proud that you have a great friend chairing
this subcommittee who has always protected your interests and will
continue to protect your interests in the future.

I share the concerns expressed by the gentleman from Indiana,
Mr. Brademas, that there was nothing in the budget from the White
House this year for libraries. This was very disturbing but. the Con-
gress did not stand by and let the special message of the President
on education be enacted in any form.

In fact, the Congress has totally rejected these recommendations
of the President.

I am thankful, Mr. Chairman, that you have called up the White
House proposal. The White House conference can serve a useful
purpose, especially in times like these when, after libraries have made
much progress in past years, proposals are pending to do away with
categorical programs and go to a general planwhere the money will
go to the State level without being earmarked. These proposals can be
thoroughly explored through your White House conference.

Every time a distinguished group of educatorslibrarians like
yourselfget together in a White lIonse conference and sit down at a
table and discuss problems mid concerns of librarians, I know that
something good will come out of it.

More than anything else, you are going to inch a lot of public
vsentiment in your favor and you are. going to help educate a group

of people who are not familiar with these concerns and problems.
I am sure that sound proposals will come from a conference of tills
kind because of the legislation Mr. Brademas has introduced. I
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endorse wholeheartedly the Brademas proposal and I know it will
be enacted.

Iii CIOStintf, the real reason I came before this distinguished group
this morningMr. Brademas invited me yesterdaywas to compli
mead, all of you for the good work you have done in the past, and your
int nest, .

Since you are here today representing States throughout. America
for the advancement of libraries. you are here. fora most worthy
cause. and I want to tip my hat to all of you and say "best wisheS."
You are in good hands under the leadership of John Brademas.

Mr. Bamamas. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for those very
gracious remarks.

The Chair does want to extend a particular welcome to the State
librarians from all over the United Styes, who are here today and to
say how glad we are to have them and indeed persons who may not fill
that particular responsibility but who are concerned with libraries.

We are pleased to have with us today :
Dr. John C. Pittenger, secretary of education for the Common-

wealth of Pennsylvania:
Dr. Frederick Burkhardt. chairman of the National Commission on

Libraries and Information Science:
John B. Harlan, president of the American Library Society, South

Bend. Ind.:
Jean E. Lowrie, president of the American Library Association;
The Honorable L. Quincy Mumford. Librarian of Congress;
Dr. James B. Rhoads. P.S. Archivist:
Roger Stevens. chairman. National Book Committee; and
Dr. Townsend Hoopes, president of the Association of American

Publishers.
Our first witness this morning is an old and good friend of the

Chair's, and I am pleased to introduce at this time Jack Pittenger,
secretary of education for the State of Pennsylvania.

The Chair would like to say at the outset to the witnesses that in
that there are several witnesses. we want to hear all of you and you
have been kind enongh to prepare statements.

if it is possible for you to summarize your statements, they will be
included in their entirety in the. printed transcript, and that process
will afford us an opportunity to put more questions to you.

STATEMENT OF TACK PITTENGER, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION,
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. PliTENGEO. Thank you very much.
I appreciate that invitation, particularly because I. was going to

ask your permission to do that if von had not given it to me first.
I will submit my prepared statement for the record and summarize

my remarks.
(Statement referred to follows:]

TF1sTiVONY OF JOB? C, PITTENGER, SFCRETART OF EDUCATION, COM MON wEATIII
OF PgN NSA* rvAN

Mr. Chairman. memht rs of the committee. honored guests. t am John C. Pit-
t Inger. Secretary of Edinrition for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It is a
privilege to appear before you today as a representative of the Commonwealth
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of Pennsylvania and the Council of Chief State School Officers. The Council is
composed of the chief education officer in each of the fifty states. I ant here to
speak in support of the proposal for a White House Conference on Library and
Information Services in 19713 as provided for In IL J. Resolutions Numbers 734
and 736.

The Council believes that this Conference will focus attention in a positive way
on the increasingly Important role that libraries and information services are
playing in our democratic society. Thomas Jefferson stated education is "the
most legitimate engine of government." "The corollary to this has been frequently
expressed by the national tenders who have identified libraries and information
resource centers as the heart of education.

THE USERS OF LIBRARIES

Libraries of all types, public, school, academic and special, long considered the
domain of students and intellectuals, have moved to the foreground as a prime
national knowledge resource. No longer literary morgues, they are on the firing
line in the struggle to maintain and advance our civilizntion. Education is not
confined to the hours and days a person spends in a classroom wherever that
classroom may he. in an elementary or secondary school, college or university, or
vocational training institution. Informational needs begin in the local community
where persons of varying occupations, ages, social status, education and Interests
live and work. They rely on information from many sources and in many forms
and they all go to the library. And now, the traditional library of printed mate-
rials. important as such materials are, no longer suffices. New media and new
techniques for transferring information are continually developing. Tape cas-
settes, video cassetes, twway cable television, facsimile transmission of texts
and pictures, storage of Information In a variety of microforms and production
of readable copy from the microform on demand are all part of the contemporary
library program. gtorage and retrieval of information for the housewife, farmer,
urban tenant, student, business Man, retired person, manufacturer or whomever,
is essential in every community for our continued advancement.

Special groupsthe aged, the blind and handicapped and confined in institu-
tions like hospitals, nursing homes and prisons need information and life enrich-
ment materials that libraries provide. Accurate information on subjects of na-
tional concern such as protection of the environment and legislative proposals
must tie available in a variety of forms so that every citizen can have access to it.

Non-traditional and continuing education programs are reaching out to give
new opportunities for learning to persons who find classroom education out of
reach or inappropriate. Pennsylvania is taking steps to make the open college a
reality for everyone in the state. '

The application of computer and other electronic technologies in the storage,
retrieval and transmission of information Is a significant development for which
we must have regional and national planning. In a 1072 report of the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education this development is referred to as "The Fourth
Revolution." The report bearing that title says that :

by the year 2000 it now appears that a significant portion of instruc-
tion in higher education on campus may be carried on through informational
technology perhaps in a range of 10 to 20 percent. It certainly will penetrate
much further than this into off-campus instruction at levels beyond the sec-
ondary schoolin fact it may become dominant there at a level of 80 percent
Or more.

Better than ever before, it can bring education to the sick, the handicapped,
the aged, the prisoners, the members of the armed forces. persons in remote
areas. and to many adults who could attend classes on campus but who will
find instruction at home more convenient. It can create new uses for leisure
time, can improve community participation by imparting greater skill and
knowledge to citizens. Informational technology is already heavily used in
the armed forces and In in-plaut training in industry. It is now more widely
used in primary and secondary schools than in on- campus higher education
and will continue to be used more at those levels in the future.'

1 Jefferson. T. The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ea. by Albert Elk' Beigh. Washing-
ton, Ike. Thoma Jefferson Mernorlai Assoelilon, 1907. Vol. 8,

Carnegie Commission on Higher EdncniiPn. The Fourth Rerotutton; Instroefional
Technolwy in Higher Education. New York. McGraw- chili, 1072.
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obviously the cost of developing anti Maintaining library resource centers Is
great no matter on what level or with what organisation they may be associated.

Information sourivs in a given 001111111111h y need to be coordinated to reduce
overlap and dapileath,i 1 of materials and effort and to provide Combhied resources
that arc greater hi range and depth than those of a single unit. For the corn-
munity's well being, the resources should be avallablf, to all. Public libraries,
school libraries, community college libraries, college and university libraries and
a variety of special interest libraries may all be serving different population seg
meats of the same community. Ways must be found to tie these msourees to-
gctlier, riot necessarily in el-mild/led libritrles, but certainly in coordinated and
vooperatively planned library units.

In Pennsylvania nineteen osaperatives have already liven developed, involving
all klmi: of libraries. Some of these are the Committee on Cooperation of the
r it iwe labrara Catalog in the Pidlailelllila area. the Pittsburgh Regional /Antra

ti i in the western part of the stale and the Rosh ra ansidranta Intcrlibraril
Coop, retire in the southeastern area.

Acmlein le libraries and larger public libraries are acting together in formal and
inferitial consortia in a wide range of :tett% Ries such as wide-area trick delivery
systems among libraries. maintenance of union catalogs of books, ndcroforins,

turdand lovriodients; provision for interlibrary loan; m% cooperative
purchasing of expensive materials. Fifteen Pennsylvania libraries are either
participating or are committed to pa rtIvipate in the computer - loused, shared cata-
loging scrvlee offered by the Ohio College Library Center at Colmalms, and more
will follow. Our land grant university will soon acquire a librardedleatol
computer. School librarians are moving toward participation in these programs.
These activities clearly extend beyond local boundaries. They are properly a na-
tional concern to which a White noose Conference can effectively direct atten-
tion, It would identify cooperatives on the national level nail explore means to
improve and extend regional, state and twat ones.

Experiments in new methods of organizing and delivering library. and Informa-
tion services must be undertaken. The Action Library In Philadelphia is a fed-
erally funded experiment which Is providing new Insights about the library
and Information needs of students of all ages in an inner city, and how to meet
those needs, It has combined sponsorship of the public library and of both public
and parochial schools. in Erie a pre-school media library Is involving very young
children and parents in an exciting world of creative activities such as a story
telephone line which tells stories to children dialing the library, and live animals
that children borrow n8 they would a book.

Millersville State College has been selected to participate in the national School
Library Manpower Study Project, a program that has identified the competencies
needed by school librarians. Changes in library and information specialists' educa-
tion are emerging from this study. Additional work on the national level is needed
in library education.

FUNDING

Since 193$ when federal funds began to flow Into libraries, Pennsylvania like
its sister states has benclitted greatly in its library programs in schools, colleges,
and state institutions as well as public libraries. The current diminishment of
federal funds for library programs. however, has a withering effect on the plans
that have been made and on the programs already underway. This situation
served to emphasize the urgency of the need for a consistent national policy with
respect to library and information services. The alternative Is halting an un-
coordinated growth of these services with wasteful incompatibility among sys-
tems, duplication of effort and great variation in the duality and extent of library
services available to the people.

As you, Mr. Chairman, stated on October 11, 1973, "there has been a steadily
Increasing recognition of the concept that all our citizens--are entitled to public
library and other services of a certain level and quality. To stimulate and assure
an equitable provision of these services, Congress has been sharing the costs with
the States and With local governments. This trend has been qiwstioned in recent
years__ 1 believe that Iwople outside Congress should also confront this question
more directly,"

3 Isradornag, John. speech on White hold Conference an Library and information
Serriees. congressional Record.. October 11.1975. 118924-8925.



Pennsylvania's fiscal problem is not unique. Our 450 piddle libraries and the
libraries in some 150 academic institutions had a combined expenditure of nearly
seventy million dollars In 1971, and this does not include the 4,000 libraries in
all our public schools and the hundreds of special interest libraries. The public
Libraries of our state are organized into n statewide network of local, district and
regional libraries, and they are receiving seven and a half million dollars in state
funds antutally, Vet there are segments of our population that have no library
service. Libraries, like other instittition.4, suffer front inflation. The proportion
of library budgets going into salaries is rising while that for purchase of ma-
terials Is declining. The large urban libraries are having to curtail essential
services at a time when information needs are intensifying, Our private colleges
and universities and state supported schools are having to cut back on acquisi-
tion of materials. Oar hospitals and prisons have needs for library service that
oat pace our ability to meet them. New media are demanded by library users of
all kinds. Clearly there is a need for national attention to be given these prob-
lems and for the American people to be aware of them. The proposed White
House conference will be an effective step In providing such needed attention.

NATIONAL 'ItoPOSATS

Two plans aro In the developinental stage for the generation of a national
program. The National Commissitat on Libraries and Information Science and
the American LIbrarY ASSOhlllon have each prepared proposals. By 1970 these
proposals will have matured and have been coordinated. The local. state slid
regional conferences that would precede the White House Conference itself would
focus attention on the need for a national program of cooperation and coonlina
lion among all types of libraries and informatiOn centers.

IN CONCLUSION

In the libraries of our natiou today as we approach the bicentennial year lie
the records of the vivid and rich achievements of the past, Tie libraries which
we envision for the future will be certain to e attain the recottis of our cloning
experiences with an even greater degree of accuracy and remembrance for all.
This emphasizes the need for consistent national planning between libraries
and government units on every level.

1790, john Phi ipot Curran stated, It is the common fate of the indolent
to see their rights become a prey to the active, The condition upon which God
bath given liberty to man is eternal vigilance. "'

The proposed White House Conference on Library and information Services
can be part of that vigilance.

Thank yon, Mr. Chairman. I shall be pleased to try to answer any question
from you or members of the committee.

Mr. Prrl'EN(:11i. I am John Pittenger, secretary of education for the
Commonwealth of Penosylvania. I am appearing beftre vou today
to represent not only the Commonwealth, but also the -- Council of
Chief State School Officers, winch consists of the chief educational
officers hi each of the 50 States and the outlying jurisdictions.

I have with me today on my left, Earnest Dorshueli, NV11.0 is the
State Mulligan of Pennsylvania: and on my right, lict,Ty Hoffman,
who is the director of our division of school libraries: both of them
distinguished people in their own fields and I assure you far more
knowledgeable than I mil.

I want to say just a word or two to tlw committee in simunarizing
in part what I have said in this prepared testimony.

I am Very happy to lend whatever weight I'enttsclvuitit, am) the
chiefs colt to Ilouse Joint Resolutions 73,1- and 766. asking the calling
of a White ifonse Conference on Library and Inforniation
in 1970.

4 Cisrran. Joim (tnomber nt the Irt,h l';\rItat,sc,111, 17'7,0 "Spiseth 1:1uht
of Eieet/on," 1790.
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I am partioularly ideased that the resolution talks about, as it
does, libraries and information services, because it seems to Meand
I think I can speak for my fellow chiefs on this pointthat that is in
fact the real question.

It is not simply a question as important as that may be, of the role
of libraries, It is a larger question even than that.

It is a question of how, in the next P) or 20 years, the American
iwor,k, am going to have access to information. What kind of in forma-
t do they need? Ilow will they get it? How will it be organized?

'['here are sonic very difficult questions, for example, of the proper
roles of the Federal, State, and local governments in this area.

I do not pretend to judge that mat ter. There are some equally diffi-
cult questions about the proper relationship between school libraries,
community libraries, college and university libraries, the Library of
Congress, State libraries, film centers, and all the other sources of
information in this clay and age.

There are equally cliff ettlt questions, it seems to me, about the rela-
tionships between hooks and computers and television and films, and
all the other ways that we now have of getting information.

I think the librarian§ in Pennsylvania and elsewhere have done an
excellent job over the past 10 years of beginning to transform the na-
tore of their own libraries in the sense in which the library of the
Borough of Swarthmore was a library when T went into it as a child,
I am sorry to say, some 35 years ago, to the kinds of places that
libraries like our State libraries are today.

But, we need help. Usually when I come to Washington, my con-
gressional delegation wails because they know M. hat I want is money.

This is one of the few occasions when I have come down hero and
what we are asking those of you in the Congress for is not money but
leadership, leadership in an area where we. have tried to do some
things ourselves.

My testimony contains a number of examples of cases in which the
State itself, consortia of libraries, both public and private in-State,
between Pennsylvania and Ohio and so on, have attempted to grapple
with these questions.

I don't think we can do it by ourselves. It seems to me that a White
house conference, say, 2 or 3 years from now could provide a kind of
leadership which nobody else in the cwilti y can, in resolving some of
the very perplexing issues that. I have, raised, both in the written
testimony and in the few comments which I have made to this point.

People beginning as long as 10 }ears ago. you know, have described
ourselves as being a kind of society in which information is the real
form of capital.

I recall reading a hook of Peter Drucker's some 4 or 5 years ago
entitled "The Age of Discontinuity." lie makes the point there just as
land was the principal source of capital in the Middle Ages and per-
haps until 200 years ago. then industry and industrial capital became
the prinipal fcirm of wealth.

Now in the. past 20 or 30 years we have created, for better or worse,
a kind of society in which the essential wealth of the society is in-
formation, knowledge.

That poses some fascinating but some very difficult problems, and
we want to compliment Congressman Brademas, Congresman Ford,
and the members of the very distin:Iptished subcommittee for their in-
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tercst in this problem and the lead(-4.ship which they are giving in tho
area of library informat ion services.

Mr. Chairman, l think that is really 4;11 1 want to say in the way
of formal remarks and I would be most happy to respond to questions
from the subcommittee.

Mr. Ibt.iimmAs. Thank you very touch for a most helpful statement.
What are the biggest problems yoo have encountered with respect

to encouraging planning within the State and across State boundaries
in the library and information resources field?

Mr. Pirrimalt. One, of course, is simply the problem of funds to
which the chahman has already addressed himself.

'That situation is so well known to everyone that I probably need
not comment further.

. Another problem, I would say, particularly when you talk about
eooperation across State lines, is what seems to me to be a kind of lack
in this field and in others of adequate vehicles for doing that.

It seems to me that one of the things that the White House con-
ference ought to explore is the question of NV livt her or not we can create
a political and other institutions in the broadest sense that are capable
of dealing with problems across State lilies.

It does not make very much sense for Pennsylvania to develop an'
information system that is wholly independent- of what is happening
in New Jersey, Ohio, Maryland, and West Virginia,

On the other 11;111(1, I am not sore I nut terribly keen about the idea
of the Office of Education devising an information system for the en-
tire United States

I would say, therefore, that the lack of adequate mechanisms for
dealing with problems on an interstate basis is one of the principal dif-
ficulties in the field at the present time.

Mr. llamtEmas. What. if you were asked to come up with an agenda
of subjects for dismission by a White I louse Conference on Libraries,
would you propose ?

Mr. .PFITENGER. I think I have indicated perhaps already, Mr.
Chairman, in my comments about three major questions.

One is the problem relationship of the Federal Government, the
States, and the local communities.

That is always a perplexing problem. T take it the view of the White
House is that the National Government has no role to play in these
matters.

That is not a view that I share, but there are some difficult questions
about what the proper role is.

Then I think there is another item which ought to be considered
and that is the relationship between different kinds of information-
providing services.

Citizens in Pennsylvania complain to me from time to time that in
a mediuni-sized community in Pennsylvania we are supporting a
school library and three blocks down the street a borough or township
or county library.

There tnay be reasons for that. But I think it also raises some
problems.

I would say a third terribly important question is the one of tech-
nologyhow, do computers and television an cable television and
the possibility now, I gather, technically feasible of two-way corn-
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mimic:16mi by television- how do those things lit into libraries and
in fOrntat ion sorvicus

Mr. lkItA0rwks. Thank
There are many other questions I would put to you but there are

nlatiV other Want to be Silk' my colleagues have a
ta nee to put tilleStiOnS to you.
Mr, Hansen?
Mr. IL\ Nst:N. Let, Me also eNpress my appreviation for ,vour

numy anit your presence here.
lie fore putting a question to von. I would join in the remarks of um .

chairman anad the chairman of the full cot mittee in paying tribute
to the librarians across the country.

I doubt if there is any group in the country that are snore dedik..nted,
have a deeper love for their work and, I suspect, get less public recog-
nition for support and encouragement titan the librarians.

I know and I ant sure you are well acquainted with our State
librarian. 110011 Miller, Who is Unahle to be here. She has been a very
strong supporter of these programs.

have the privilege of working with Helen doting my service in
our State legislature. I want to ask you about State support on
libraries, in just tt moment.

I .would endorse the Pord-linidemas proposal for the White House
conference.- This is a logical and velcome combination of support for
an idea whose time indeed has come.-

It would ATM to inc that among all the purposes that a White house
Mlferenre can serve, and von have alluded to ninny of the iMportant
items that ought to be on the agenda, one of the most important is to
give visability to our libraries and the sad ,.'ondition many of them
are in and what we need to do for them if they area going to serve
their purpose.

It is that kind of understanding and enlightenment, it would appear
to me, that is essential to the kind of support that is reflected in ap-
propriations at the local level, at the State and at the Federal level.

They all have a role and as you point out properly a -White house
Conference can help identify the role that each must play in the total
effort

My question relates now to the State role. I must confess that I
have been disappointed in noting the level of support that many.
States, through their State appropriations, have furnished to the
libraries.

I have been disappointed that the States have not seen fit to allocate
more of their revenue-sharing funds to lilwaries which are included
the purposes of general revenue sharing.

Would you comment on the State level and the success that you hayo
11111 or lack of it,. perhaps, in Pennsylvania in persuading the State
legislature that it has an important responsibility in providing funds
for libraries,

Mr. PrrrENutin. I think there is no question hilt that the States have
room to improve. but I would not include Pennsylvania in that
statement.

It seems to time indeed one of th:-, purposes that a White lb-ise con-
forele could in fact pia.: is to Iiidilight the State role.
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I would not want, to suggest for a moment that it is exclusively or
oven predomituantly a Federal role. l think you are absolutely tight
in saying there is a problem of visibility.

I think partly the modesty and dedication of a grek many libraries
while Ott the ono hand is commendalde, but on the other hand has
tended to make them less perhaps vocal than they ought t o lie in saying
they itiv doing something that is terribly important and it is high (ilia'
that people stood up and not iced it.

tliink that a White nous conference could play a very useful
role in highlighting the responsibilities of the State m this area and
would indeed furnish me with ammunition to go to my legislature
and tiovernor nail say, "Listen here, some distinguished folks have
considered this problem and have concluded while there is an impor-
tant Federal role to play, there is a heavy State responsbility that we
have not yet met.

Mr. Ha ssrx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Nfr. Biw:Nos. Mr. Peyser?
,1r. PErsui. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am delighted to be here and also to have had the privilege of join-

ing with some of you last night. I hope you do notice in the bipartisan
MOe up here that the chairman is flanked by two Republicans, one on
either side of him,

We have him outnumbered two to one at this point. which is at least
the (Kids we need i we are ever in conflict with him.

On this particular issue we tire nut in conflict at all and there is a
very strong bipartisan support for the libraries, for the White Ilouse
Conference and I guess more importantly right now for continuing
the financial programs and, if possible, enlarging them to improve the
library programs throughout the country.

The odds jest got turned around. We are even now that the. Demo-
crats have come. back.

I would like to take this opportunity to deviate for just a moment
because I know you are all very deeply involved in this whole educa-
tiointl process, and your voices are heard in many parts of the land.

I understand there are 40 States represented here this morning.
Something was published today in the New York Times which is

very disturbing to me. and bears very much on the education of our
voting people. Certainly this is the area that you are working with very
largely. A recommendation has been madeand I will ask you your
thoughts on it even though I am expressing mine, very firmlyby the
National Commission on Reform of Secondary Education.

They have. come out, with a report that in effect is saying. that schools
should, no longer require compulsory attendance after the age, Of 14.
It is now 10 nationally. To me, this would be giving up the ship on edu-
cation for many, many millions of young people, to say nothing of the
impact on the labor situation and otherwise.

It would seem to me that the libraries are where many young people,
at least. I and going to assume this and then ask, really begin to get their
voluntary interest going at this age because they are, being stimulated.

1)o von find from your experience in this field that there is active
participation in the libraries, among young people 14 and older?

20; -0,2-71 2
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Is this an age that oiple begin to get awakened many times for the
use of libraries!

Prriexora. I suppose I an the wrong person to ask that question
but I will try to give an answer.

I think the people who wilt follow uw to this witness stand are much
better able to answer it timid am.

I think the answer in part is yes, there are people between the ages of
1.1 and 17 who conic alt'-6 intellectually for the first time,

I hail better disassociate mpelf front the chiefs in the next couple
of sentences because I know my distinguished colleagues, most of
them, would disagree with what I` about to say.

I don't regard that as being quite the same question as to whether
compulsory attendance at those ages is a good thing.

I suspect, most of those people who do come alive do so for reasons-
generated within then. My own unorthodox view is perhaps philoso-
phically it is it mistake. Tire people who are compelled to be in school
are not very good learners and make it impossible for those there.

In Pennsylvania I have concluded there is not much that can be
dotty about that. I think we should be working toward programs where
people age 14 to 17 can spend part of their time in school and part in
the community.

I think that means-a less important rather than more important
learning. Learning takes place not only then in school but in the com-
munity, in the home, in the factory and elsewhere.

I would like to see a situation developing over the next 10 or 20
years where schools and school libraries are just one source for motiv-
ating these young people.

Mr. PEsEn. I don't ,ant to turn this subject: into a main issue. but
I think we have an obligation which I feel we cannot back away from
because we have not found how to stimulate young people perhaps
who don't want to be in school.

I chink there are so many things in the offing and in creative library
programs that I have seise that are by themselves an awakening of
people at this age to want to learn. \

To put them back our in the community as you say and say,."Go
ahead and do something else or we will try to get, something going,"
I really think is giving up.

I won't pursue this a.t an argument at this point.
I ant delighted to have your testimony and cetrainly support What

we are talking about fully here on the libraries.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Iitt.trwmAs. Mr. Lehman?
Mr. 1.EnstAx. I like to read and I like to see other people read. Once

I wrote on the board, 'lien I was a teacher, the quotation was, "Send
me a man who reads" and the kid put a comma a fter the word "man"
and put a question mark after the word "reads"--one of the girls in
t he class.

This is the kind of thing I think we are going to have to address
ourselves to as a group and I certainly think that we can do this by
working together for this kind of conference.

Mr. Ba tnm.ts. Thank you very much, again, Dr. Pittenger. We
certainly do appreciate your coining Here today.

Our next witness is Dr. Frederick Burkhardt, president of the Amer-
ican Council of Learned Societies and chairman of the National Com-
mission on Libraries and Information Science.
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Dr. Burkhardt has served with great attention to the concerns of
that Commission and we are partictilarly pleased to welcome you back
as an old friend of this subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK BURKHARDT, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
COMMISSION ON LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

1)r. BURKHARDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
hero to testify on this important matter today.

I have submitted a lopage statement which I will not read in its
entirety this morning but I will read from it and then leave some time
for questions.

[Stateent referred to follows:]
PRVPARED STTEMUNT Do:DI:RICK BURKHARDT, CHAIRMAN, NATLONAL COMIH8-

sION ON LIBRARIES AND INE0mIA1ION SuIENCEs

My name is Frederick Burkhardt. I am President of the American Council
of Learned Societies and Chairman of the National Commission on Libraries
and informatien setenee. in my appearance before you today 1 represent the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science and its fifteen presi-
dentially appointed members.

The Cotentission favors the White House Conference which is called for in
Mese Joint Resolution 734 and 766. The Commission does so wholeheartedly
and in the expectation of useful results. We favor this conference necause it
wilt reinforce and strengthen the work being undertaken by the National Com-
mission on Libraries and Information Science and because a White House Con-
ference will draw the atientitm of the American public to their libraries in a
positive and productive way. A White House Conference will rive an opportunity
to thousands of individuals to express their needs and discuss their problems
under conditions calculated to yield concrete improvements and solutions,

The National Commission on libraries and Information Science is charged by
law to provide the President and the Congress, as well as state and local govern-
ments, with advice and counsel that will bring about adequate library and tutor-
illation service for all To fulfill this charge the Commission has been given the
authority to conduct studies and surveys and to learn of the adequacies and de-
ticieneies of current library and information service operations. The studies we
have completed and the hearings we have held in Atlanta, Boston, Chieugo and
San Francisco convince us that the character and scope of the problems of ob-
taining information or other library services can most accurately be ascertained
directly from the user of information. The Commission has listened with care to
the statements of organizations and agencies within the information and library
emnionnity. These associations, groups and organizations have given careful
attention to the problems that beset them and the public they serve. However, a
White House Conference on Library and Information Services would go further
and deeper into the problems by offering an ideal opportunity for the needs of all
users of information to become km, .a and understood. Other White House con-
ferences have discovered that the "grass.roots" viewpoint can wipe away out-
moded practices and substitute a fresh outlook, including entirely new ways of
dealing with current needs.

A White House Conference will provide the data and perspectives for plan-
ning on the national level as well as on the state and local level, he National
Commission is in the early stages of the development of a new national program
for library and information service which will be greatly helped by the discus-
sions at the White House Conference. The Commission's program is based on the
following assumptions:

First, that all citizens expect realistic and convenient access to library
resources and information services in the United States for their self-en.
richinent and economic well-being.

Second, that the total information resource in the United States is a na-
tional resource which should he sustained and made available to the maxi-
mum degree possible in the public interest.
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Third. that ttlth f hp holy cif 114,w I vehtiology and With national rvSoivo
the 1114111'rlIt' etitlleriieat rtf libraries anti Information eentera In the United
States eon lteemne nit integrated national system.

It eoed (0* these asslimptiows the ramunkslon's own deliberations have focus&
tat ...tx areas of primary eozwern

1, The it, rats of ti.4, rm.-- Library and Information needs are felt at :di levels
of N1,lety- regardless of an individual's location, social eondlilon or level of lit.
tellectnal achievement. ntett citizen must feel an identity Willi the 11 vat pteint
of contact for his Ii ft and be able to gain west.; to the Itertinent part of
the fetal Inforitiatioe resources that interests htt11.

3. Thr de/h'icneit-4 la (wren!' 51 reice..1.--1.Most libraries are crowded and Muter.
s tarot. Tirtey ore critically short or Immo.: they are unable to keep pace with
current demands: they have little flexibility to umiertake new prognints.

3. 7'he trued toward rooperative eiction.--In order to keep loot prttgralas alive,
mans' libraries have formed laaaa,ratives. Useful as these stop-gap network ar-
rangements have been. the ar:t not devetoning neelmling to any national shunt.
ord. Without technical standards for regional network development we are in
danger of spooling money on piecemeal promms that may never connect,

4. rhr financial haw for lihrarirk.Itecaue of diverse tax structures, some
American effimminities receive library services areording, to their *Ability to pay.
rather titan their need. Millions of Americans who need library service- -par-
Iid utarly the under-privileged, the enItunilly deprived and the geographically
remote- -rare not getting it.

.1. The Potential of new techtiolopp.---The use of computers in libraries has
already been pioneered and the principles of use are now understood but direct
at has been minimal. The use of tnicrograPlacs is Increasing, lad far
from widespread. Some library experiments* with telefacsimile and CAT* bare
been fruitful. but there are only a handful of operating systems. While libraries
have been acquiring audiovisual materials, there Is still some reluctance to give
the sonic attention to not-print forms of information that libraries have given
to books.

IL The Nialtng and manpower nreirn of libraries old low-motion Centro--
New approaches to edtteational programs will be needed in library science and
fnformation science if library technicians, professionals and auxiliary person-
nel are to learn to plan, to creatively manage and operate and to function in
mat- traditional ways in our libraries and Information centers.

Since libraries and Information centers in the United States are not develop-
ing according to any national plan, their growth continues to be uneven and un-
eoliesive. A new philosophy of library and information service. is needed, one
ttaseii on a comMon sense of direction and purpose and a commitment to national
cooperative action,

What the National Commission proposes is a new national program for ac-
complishing an organizational and technological upgrading of libraries Owl
information centers in the United States. The program advocates Federal
funding for the national elements of the program and funding by the states for
their jurisdictional share. It calls for the encouragement and development of pri-
vote as well as public information services.

It would be premature to go into the details of the Commission's present
suggestions for a new national program Since they are in very tentative form.
We know that our ideas will he changed and refined by exposing them to the
widest possible range of public and professional opinion and Criticism. Our
goal. however, is clear and we are firmly committed le it, We want to give every-
one in the country. regardless of social or yeomanly condition. equal access to
the rich information resources this ei-tunt ry posses-Ts. The fask will not he easy.
It wilt take Intense professional energy to work out the complex problems in-
herent in such a prograta and io weigh tie potential benefits and costs of new
concepts and new solutions. A carefully planned White House Conference can
contrilade greatly toward this goal.

* * * * * * *
Carcfnl planning cannot he *lone quickly. If the 197'd date is to he met. con-

certed action is required now. We conceive of the :Activity of a White House
Conferenee in three parts, of which the national gathering is the climatic event.
The Initial iihrtse, whose purpose Is to set up the Nt riiNtire for the lo7G conference,
world take six months. During that time the following steps would be taken:

1. Organize the appointed committee and plan its operation,
2. Recruit, hire and eevelop staff to support this phase and to continue through-

out the conference activity.
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3 lievelop awl lest s)steins for program, linanvial and management control.
. Develop detailed three-year plans for the regional, state and national

programs mentioned below.
5. Doh! ten regional plan: ing uotiferences to establish the initial guidetines for

the state conferences mentimasi below, Plan for 25 delegates at each session.
6. Ceatese the guidelines from the regional onforenues into an instructional

document Air the :it) :Oa HIM territorial conferences and for the national confer-

Phase Iwo would include the state and territorial preparatory meetings and
the national White Douse Conference. The following steps are the basic activb
ties of this period

1. increase the st off to assist with the state and national meetings.
2. Distribute and implement the instructional document for the 56 state and

territorial meetings.
3. Prepare and distribute necessary program nniterials, research docunients,

study results, statist leaf analysts, etc., to participants and observers,
4. Hold the 50 state/territorial conferences and receive the recommendations

from each.
5. Continue the planning effort adapting the national conference plan to the

resolts C ming from state conferences.
6. Prepare documentation for the national conference and Its delegates.
7. 1 told at tive-day 11'hite llonse Conference for 2,800 delegates.
'lite final phase woad amass the recommendations of the White House Con.

ferenee and prepare for future activity. Some of the steps required are:
1. Reduce staff to those needed for editorial, financial and managetnent tune.

2. Complete all linanclal activity and audit the accounts.
3. Prepare and issue transaetMus of the conference. Transmit them to the

President and Congress.
1. Sittionatize and analyze the conference recommendations, publish theta

and pretore for necessary action. Transmit the recommendations to the Presi-
11,11i toad Congress with a program and timetable for implementation.

Integrate the recommendations into the ongoing activity of the NCLIS.
6. Terminate the eon ference activity.
It is the Commission's recommendation that Federal funds be appropriated

and expended to cover the following:
1. Expenses and per diem for the appointed committee as proposed in the

Jeint Resolutions.
'2. staff salaries, operating expenses and travel fonds for the Commission

allot SHIT.
1. Expenses of 25 delegates tor each of 10 regional planning meetings,
4. Expenses of 150 delegates for each of 56 state /territorial meetings.

Expenses of 2,$00 delegates for a five day national conference.
6. EN penses for preparation and issuance of necessary reports, studies, surveys

and ree)mmendations.
7. Mach other expenses as are rer.sonable and proper in carrying out the

functions of a NThite house Conference,
Some estimates of these costs are in preparation by the NCLIS staff. The

use 401 Federal funds for regional, state and territorial meetings is required
to assure that the quality and direction of the planning lead progressively
Iowan' the national conference. A basic level of participation from each state
ean I e espeeted only if the Federal government, accepts the responsibility for
providing incentive funding. With Federal participation, the state conferences
can be guided to develop around congruent themes that will lead cohesively
t,%.11-(1 the national conference.

lioe.t, Joint Itesidnlions 731 and 766 bottom the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science by making it responsible for directing the
White House Confertqlee CM Library and Information Services, The Commission
tiii ri V,ive the assignment enthusiastically and begin at once to carry out
the details of planning and organization.

Thank you. Mr, Chairman. I shall be pleased to try to answer any questions
you or the members of I he committee.

Mr. BuntitsAiarr. My name is Frederick Burkhardt. 1 inn here as
Chairman of the National Comtnission oil Libraries and Information
Science.
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I would like to add to the statement that I have submitted to you
the followiug sentence: My views do not represent those of the
administration, which I understand are being separately conveyed
by the Department of health, Education and Welfare,

The National Commission on Libraries and Information Science
favors the White House Conference which is called for in House
Joint Resolutions 731 and 766,

The Commission dors so wholeheartedly and in the expectation of
useful results, It is going to strengthen the work that the National
Commission is trying to do.

It will draw the attention of the American public to the problems
of libraries and information services as no other vehicle can possibly
do.

Tt will be enormously helpful in finding out what are the needs of
the people of the United States. Not only will it raise the problems
and focus attention on those problems, but it wilt also provide ideas
for their solution.

One of the things this Commission has found most useful in its
work has been the regional hearings we have been conducting in vari-
ous parts of the country.

We find the sense of immediacy and urgency that the people feel
and the variety of their needs and the variety of their ideas has been
tremendously stimulating to the Commission: We have derived a
great deal of help from those hearings.

We have been trying to get as close as we possibly can to the actual
users.

The White House Conference would deepen and broaden our per-
spective. It would bring about a forum for a rising set of solutions
and priorities, as well as procedures for getting on with the job that
would be uniquely important.

T cannot think of a better way to celebrate our bicentennial year
than with a White I rouse Conference on Libraries.

In my statement., I have also mentioned that this White Holm Con-
ference would be enormously important to the Commission in its work
on a national program for library and information services. We have
started to dra ft. such a program and we have put forth a tentative
statement which is now being discussed by librarians and by risers.
by technical people. We. are in the process of revising this. By 197(3
we would have a program that -a-01th' he, sufficiently worked out to be-
come a maior item on the agenda of the White House Conference at
all levels:The Conference would be to put our plans, as we hope they
will be at that time, before. a very large public with very different
needs and varieties of informational services in their States and
regions. We would submit this document for their proposal and criti-
cism. and I cannot think of any better way of getting a national pro-
gram than one that was submitted to the people of the United States
directly.

Also, in my statement I have put clown an outline of the steps that
would be required, it seems to us, for the planning and the holding
of such a conference. Since house Resolutions 734 and 766 honor the
National Commission by making it. responsible for directing the White
House Conference on Library and Information Services, we felt we
should put down as clearly as we could now what we think would have
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to be gone through in the planning. I will not go into the details, but
ikis a ratherleing,thy, set. of steps that would be involved,

We have also done some tentative estimating on costs and, again, r
cannot give you any specific fi gure, but if there are questions about
budget, I have someone here who can answer any questions that you
might have.

I think the important thing to mention about this planning is that
the financial support. at the Federal level is terribly important in
the planning because this will make it possible for ft general set of
uidelines to be prepared and for kind of cohesk planning to

done which will bring together and coordinate all of the various
State conferences and also help to get equal treatment and discussion
in the various States.

Since their resources differ. if we are to have adequate conferences
in each State, Federal funds would be used to equalize and bring
about this same standard and quality of meetings in each State.

We visualize a series of meetings and conferences that would cul-
minate in a large White House Conference in the end with per}w1
2,500 to 2,800 federally sponsored delegates.

In our tentative planning we have drawn on the experience on thi-
White House Conference on Aging which I believe was a very success-
ful one and which produced many useful recommendations and results.
I am certain this White I rouse Conference on Libraries and Informa-
tion Services will, likewise, produce many useful recommendations
and results.

That concludes my statement. Mr. Chairman, but I will be very
happy to answer any questions that I can.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Burkhardt.
We should like to have you along with two other witnesses respond

as members of a panel and then we shall have two subsequent panels.
Perhaps before we put questions to you Mr. Harlan and Miss

Lowrie will come up to the witness stand and then we will put ques-
tions to all three of you.

Our next witness is an old friend of the Chair's also president of
the American Library Society in South Bend, Ind., Mr. Harlan.

STATEMENT OF JOHN B. IIARLAN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
LIBR1,RY SOCIETY

Mr. Amin. x. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
My name is John B. Harlan. 1 am president of the American

Library Society, an educational organization founded in 1970 to pro-
naue i he advancement of the library and information sciences; to aid
the library and information professions; and to protect the freedoms
of access to information. the press. and speech.

It is a pleasure and an honor for me to be able to testify before the
Select Subcommittee on Education on behalf of the executive board
of the American Library Society in support of blouse Joint Resolu-
tion 734, House Joint Resolution 766, and related resolutions, to
authorize and request. the President to call a White House Conference
on Library and in fornat ion Services in 1976.

Libraries and information centers play an invaluable role in Ameri-
can life. Through providing access to information and ideas of great
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variety, libraries and information centers are not only a precious tool
for the individual in lilting his or her educational, occupational, and
recreational needs and desires but are also the foundation of our
freedom and democracy and the foundation of future civilization.

Tliere fore. the :4 rengthening ;il expanshm of these facilities and
their services is of the inmost importance for Americans as individ-
uals. as Americans. and as members of our civilization.

The proposed White House Conference on Library and Informa-
t km Services, under the direction of the National Commission on
Libraries and information Science, seems to me to he the most logical
way in which to attain the long-range. planning necessary for effective
strengthening,and expansion of these treasured national resources.

And there can be no flat(' more apprOpriate for undertaking this
nay humble planning than during onr bicentennial year.170.

Our libraries and information centers need continuing strefigtlien-
ing and improvement not only to keep pace with the day-to-day
accumulation of information and ideas, but also in order to effectively
handle the inereasing demands of the American public in the educa-*
t ional. occm)atioimL and recreational areas.

Libraries and information centers have. always provided reenforce-
ment for th) basic education provided on the elementary, secondary,
all(' post-secondary levels.

As this basic,edeat ion is replaced by more individualized and inten-
sive learning on all levels, libraries and information centers will need
to provide a strong foundation and even stronger reenforcement for
the '111.6(11mm

In my personal experience. I have depemled on my school and public
libraries for support and reenforeement from the individualized read-
ing programs of elementary school to the specialized miniconrses I
am taking in social stmlies and English in high school. I expect to rely
more heavily on libraries and information centers as I go on to college.

As occupations become more specialized and Americans need and
desire to advance their knowledge of their occupations, libraries and
information centers will also need to be strengthened and improved.

Special libraries and information centers will require attention so
us to better service their industries.

And finally, as Americans have more and more leisure time to pursue
their increased and mote varied hobbies. our libraries and information
cowers will need to strengthen and improve their materials in the
recreational area.

Out libraries aril information centers are treasured national re-
sources of great and lasting value which serve America by providing
access to information and ideas of the greatest variety in innumerable
areas.

The late President .Tole) F. Kennedy expressed the importance of
libraries very well when he said :

For the individual, the doors to the library lead to the richest treasurers of
our open society: to the power of knowledge, to the training and skills necessary
for productive employment, to the wisdom, the ideals, and the culture which
enrich life, and to the creative. self-disciplined understanding of society needed
for good citizenship in today's changing and challenging

T believe we can keep those doors open with the long-range plan-
ning and setting of goals which would be made possible by this pro.
posed White house Conference.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairnam, and members of the select subcommit-
tee, for this opportunity to testify in support of House Joint Resolu-
tions 734 and 760, to authorize and request the President to call a
White House Conference on Libra4 and Information Services in
1976, on behalf of the American Library Society.

Mr. BRADMAS. Thank you very tnntclt, John, for a very thought ful
and obviously well prepared statement.

Our next witness is Miss dean Lowrie, president of the American
Library Association.

STATEMENT Or JEAN LOWRIE, PRESIDENT, THE AMERICAN
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION .

Dr. Lowt'rE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
31y name is Jean Lowrie. I am president of the American

Library Association, a nonprofit educational organization of about
30,000 members. This includes librarians, library trustees, library
educators and citizens from other related professions who are inter-
ested in the promotion of quality library services.

I ant pleased to here this morning to testify in support of Ifouse
Joint I vsol ut ions 7.34 anti Ti >t>ai nthorizmg and requesting the President.
to call a White (wise Conference on Library and Information Serv-
ices in !Kn.

!fay I also say it is a pleasure for me, as a resident of the State
01 Mieltigan, to fa, here in support of a bill which Congressman Ford
has also presented.

The Ainerican Library Association is pleased to have this oppor-
tunity to testify before a committee which has thronOt the years sup-
ported maior 'legislation to strengthen public, Mad. and higher
education fibril rysery ices.

The committee's recognition of the special needs of libraries today
in light of the multifaceted services offered anti the exponential
growth of information. has been heartening to those of us in the
profession.

The legislation which recognizes the need fm. Fetlynt) sopprti»
the .broadest interpretationsthe need to bring State and national
library leaders together to talk with the citizens who use these services
is another important cont ribut ion.

It is particularly appropriate that during 1076, the Bicentennial
of our country. recognition should be given to the role of libraries.

Since the beginning of our country's history under the leadership
of such statesmen as Benjamin Franklin ttnd Thomas Jefferson,
libraries have been significant institutions in the United States.

Through the yeara libraries have not only collected the history, the
thoughts, the scientific knowledge, the arts of our citizens and of the
world. they hove also peen of assistance to the educational needs of all
people.

Traditionally. libraries in the United States have been concerned
about the need.'s of the young and the elder citizeits,.of the poor as well
as the wealthy. of the minorities and other multiple ethnic groups

ving in all parts of the country.
Libraries have become a basic part of education front kindergarten

through higher and continuing educational institutions.
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Libraries area IMO: of industry, of scientific research, of cultural
developments, of the wide range of intellectual and recreational
needs of the individual.

The American library is one of the great institutions in this country
and a leader in library development internationally,

T can veilfy,this from personal experie:'ce as president of the Inter-
national Association of School Librariansiiip.

It is noteworthy that the centennial of the American Library
Associationthe largest of all the library associationscoincides
with the Bicentennial of the country,

Joint celebrations of these events could well be recognized by a
White House Conference. Likewise, such recognition given to all
library associations 'and the special services represented by them
through the 1976 conference would be appropriate and significant.

The American Library Association has already gone on record
in support of such a conference. I have attached the resolution
which reflects this stand to my prepared statement, as attachment
A. It is dated January 28, 1972.

[Attachment A followsl

ATTACHMENT A

WHITE II0VBE CONFERENCE ON LIBRARIES RESOLUTIoN

Whereas the American public has a greater need for knowledge and for access
to information than in any previous time in history ;

Whereas only a network of public, school, academic, and special libraries
can provide information services to the total population;

Whereas the American Library Association and Its colleagues and affiliates
posseSs the leadership to communicate to the American public the uses and
Potential of library services;

Whereas only national attention to the welfare of libraries and the growth
and development of their services can produce the needed wide base of support
for alt kinds of libraries;

Whereas the National Commission on Libraries is now in being and its recom-
mendations merit nationwide consideration; Therefore, be it

Rc,Rotred, That the American Library Association call upon the President and
the Congress to call a White House Conference on Libraries In the year 1074;

Re ft further remtred, That said conference be based upon conferences in every
state and territory which involve the lay leadership of the states' communities
and the library leadership from their libraries of all types;

Be it further re8nlvert, That the American Library Association offer its full
cooperation in the planning of a White House Conference on Libraries.

Adopted by the Connell of the American Library Association at the 1972
Midwinter Meeting, Chicago, lit., January 28, 1972.

I believe this resolution points up the association's breadth of con-
cern. We are interested in library service to all. We are concerned about
the problem of the functionally illiterate adult and of the child who
has little or no contact with reading material.

We support the right to read concept. We believe that the American
public has a renter need for access to information than at any other
time in history.

"Libraries should provide hooks and other materials presentincr
all 'points of view concerning the Problems and issues of our times,"
which is stated in the library bill of rights. This is included as attach-
ment B to my testimony.

(Attachment B follows:1
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All'ACI1NIENT B

LIBRARY BILL or Moms

The Council of the American Library Association reaffirms Its belief in the
following basic policies which should govern the services of alt libraries.

1, As a responsibility of library tiVtAlco, books and other library materials
selected should be chosen for values of Interest, information and enlightenment
Of nit the people of the community. In no case should library materials be et.
eluded because of the race or nationality or the social, political, or religious rims
of tine authors,

2. Libraries should provide books and other matetials presenting all points
of view concerning the problems and issues of our times no library materials
should be proscribed or removed from libraries l.lecause of partisan or doctrinal
dlapproval.

Censorship should be challenged by libraries in the maintenance of their
responsibility to provide public information and miligtiteninent.

Libraries should cooperate with all persons and groups concerned with re-
sisting abridgment of free expression and free access to Meas.

5. The rights of an individual to the use of a library should not be denied or
abridged because of his age, race, religion, national origins or social or political
views.

As an institution of education for democratic living, the library should wet,
coltte the use of its meeting rooms for socially useful and call ural activities and
discussion of current public questions. Such meeting places should be available
on equal terms to all groups in the community regardless of the beliet: and af-
filiations of their members, provided that the meetings be otwn to the nubile.

Adopted June IS, 19.I3, Amended /', 'irttary 2, and June 21', Mil, by the
AT,A Council.

By official action of the Council on February 1, lird, the TArnry Bill of
Rights shalt be interpreted to apply to all materials and media of comunica-
tka used or collected by libraries.

Dr. LOWME. The American Library Association also supports free-
dom of public access to information about the Federal Government
and its nctivitic.4, as recognized in the Freedom of Information Act.

We urge. strict. enforcement of the provisions of this act. We also
support the, depository library program through which designated
libraries receive Federal Government documents and make them avail-
:Able to the

'The depository system must be improved and extended, so that the
program not only operates more smoothly but also provides more
materials in a variety of formats.

Vigorous agency support is needed to include more publications
within the depository system, which has the potential to make a major
contribution toward providing all the American public with access to
the information they need abont, then' government, and its work.

The association, however, is fully aware that libraries often appear
to be "low man on the totem pole" during budget time at local, State
and tuitional levels: that a lack of understanding of their potential has
limited legislative support at all levels: that there is often a break-
down in communication between library planners and other official
admittist rat ors.

The abrupt abandonment of Federal. aid to libraries proposed this
year in the fiscal year 1074 U.S. Budget is a prime example of this
breakdown.

This termination would have been a complete reversal of the na-
tional library policy signed into law in 1970 by President Nixon in
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he act establishing tint National Commission on Libraries and infor-
mation Science. Public Law 91-3

I am pleased and gratified to say that Congress continues to rec-
ognize its responsibility to implement this policy, roost recently by
approving fiscal voile int appropriations for all the library programs
despite the zero budget recommendations.

however, the public forum a White I lottste Conference provide,,,
wonld enable it knowledgeable ball}' of citizens to focus national at-
tention on the tiscal problems of libraries.

.111 example of the type of thinking awl stud' needed for back-
ground preparation for the State and national *conferences is the
USOEcommissionett paper entitled, "Basic Issues in the Govern-
mental Pina tig of Public Library Sciences."

With your 'permi&sion, NIr. Chairman, I would like to have this
made a rt of the hearing record.

[Information referred to follows'

BASIC ISSUES IN VIE GOVERNMENTAL FINANCIN0 OF PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICEs

PREFATORY NOTE

The objective of this paper is to examine and generally evaluate the bases, pat-
terns of support and funding mechanisms through which Federal, state and
local governments finance nubile library services. A need exists to describe and
analyze critically the extent to which existing support patterns are adequate in
terms of sound principles of public finance anti in the tight of existing and future
funding Problems In the public library field. Legislative bodies at all levels of
government, public library administrators and interested observers are expressing
increasing oncern over the funding of public library services as litre:silo:is con-
cerning rote, support bases anti changing library service needs become evident.
Roles- and responsibilities of Federal, state and local governments are being dis-
cussed and studied, but efforts to examit e the support base as a problem in inter.
governmental finance have been sporadic and diffused. Thus, the specific intent
is to describe and assess the present public library financing system and to de-
litteate key issues for consideration in either reaffirming its eontitmed use, or In
the development of new approaehes. Special emphasis is given to illuminating
those Issues awl faCtors affecting metropolitan areasboth core city and sOhdr-
hall fringes.

The perst teethe inehides Federnl, state and local legal bases, policies and
inechan ISMS tisel in financing put lie libraries' coplial and operational needs. The
Issues, however, provide information essential to the development of alternative
role and funding options for consideration at the Federal !mei. The paper is riot
Intended to provide siteelfic recommendations for action by any level of g(m*ern-
inent. The inquiry also suggests the need for, and possible directions of, additional
research required to resolve the issues developed. The examination Is ha Sell On
secondary source data and available research materials and did not involve any
tic novo assessment of library service need- or the eonevt hm of new data or
funding levels ,iutong local communities.

Rodney P. Lane, Senior Associate, directed the project and was assisted by
Ronald M. Whitfield, Assistant Professor, Department of Management, lineknell
University, Philip Tabas, Graduate Student in City Planning, Pliiver,,Py of
Pennsylvania. arid Bernard Pasqualini, Or/nitrate Strident, Sviroel of Lit-nry
Science, Drexel University.

Dr. Inwell A. Martin. Professor, fir:141110e School of Library science, Colum-
bia University, Mr, Keith Donis, Director, Free Library of Philadelphia, and
Dr. Thomas J. Davy, Director, Nev Jersey Public Service Institute provided
invaluable guidance and consultation to the project and critically reviewed the
paper. Responsibility for the research performed and judgments expressed re-
malo with GSS.

CHARLES P. CELtA,
Direrfor, Ofircrnmcnt Pludics and Sptems June 1973.
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1. l'Easet:(-111E'oN ',fractal' PINANt I.:: AN c.tt:itvrew

cl'ittfE:st scE:Nlo;

fro a utauber of resiicets, it mead have been easier to prepare this pap( r a year
er taxi ago When revynoie slatting was mow a concept and it a reality, Only
flair years ago, ltleharill,eaetc writing I ti /abrartes at Luryc, stated:

There is no (Ionia that the rapid burgeoning of Federal old to libraries in re-
cent years has had a major impact tit liltrary needs and on Oat solution of the
ttatiiiit's library problems. Indeed, it would appear that the battle for library
aid has been largely viii, The (lovertiment has recognized libraries as a vital itart
of the total etlinAtion complex atoll has made a definite and long-range commit-
int;iit to aid libraries in NO111114 their rote,'

3i:001111g the glowing optImIsin of that statement agaltist the following terse
statement in the Federal Midget for VI' Indicates the magnitude of current
turbulence In tli public library financing Field,

tirants and payments are simile to States, educational lustitutions, and other
og,ateies for support of library prognints Under floe Library ServIves and Con-
struction .let, the Elementary and Seondary Eduetition .\1.t. and the Higher
Flitication Act. In Ito73, library programs . ;ire tieing fended under a tempo-
rary conllrauing resolution to fleet for the period retii July 1, 1972, to Febru-
ary 2s, 1j07:1. in /97 }, federal liptiort flig('611 Non cll.'

.1drioirtedly, sap /Hirt of libraries Is Imo the iic.ignati .obfects Included In
the Ltottorat revciiiie sharing measure under which $:,o billion \vitt be distributed
to states and local governments over the nest live years. Wit oven the language
of the revenue sletring Het Is goarded and somewhat eonVolotted as It states:
"Funds received by units of !oval pryer:An:eat tinder this subtitle may be used
only for priority expenditures. For :our:loses of this title, the term 'priority ex.
;K11111tIlreS. Means only 111 ordinary und necessary maintenance and operating
ON14', ,PS--a1111--W) ordinary ana not-es:481w capital expenditures authorized by
law" (emphasis riolded),' While In some Instances, palate httye already
re<oolvoed, or have been promised, 501110 of 111080 fends, few library officials ;ire
sanguine about future prospeets, '.11:1i,y agree with the Statt`t11(.11t, ns 7'he Wall
SF,,,! limr»al puts it, that the President's prolioseil budget cuts are likely to
"dim" the lamp of book-leartaTig. Federal 0111 to libraries respresents about $140

roltively small amount, and only about 7 percent of the nation's
library 1,,x14'11Ilittires. Nevertheless, Federal input fs crucial In the view of too.st

perhalA far toore important than itireet Mil. Federal programs nnder
the Library Services and ronstration Act t LSCA1 have reiptired and triggered
it more substantial Flow of state funds In support of local libraries, Oddly enough,
the reported success of Ihe presont program is used as part of the argument
for its elitolnatiOn. More basically, however, as the article points out,
-The .tilministrittion says libraries at re local things, whirls I'nele Sam has no
business it:tying for, (and that) librarians can make tip the toss of
earmarked aid fluids by liersnading rtate and local officials to let them have rev-

law sharing dollars. Librarians itould they van compete with tracheN, firemen,
1/4ewa go-treaters and other teal operttl yes for those procions revenues Wash-
ington has promised to share with the states and towns and cities ",`

No there you have it : the main support program. for public libraries at the
Federal level, which grow from Its initial form in 105n, which was supported by
the noblest rhetoric of successive Presidents, and which expended about $500
nailtI ,n in its leeyear historyis now under threatened extinction. A policy of
clear and continuing Federal involvement in the Ilseal support and lane-
tiered development of piddle. libraries is now under threatened reversal by a
loaigram of pitergoverianental fiscal reform supported by a new notion that

;list ;;I:c.." thy. tv.s.,2!!!".. 00"°"n of ktaFe and local governments.
This is the perspective of the moment, lint it may prove to be transitory, de-

pending on how congress responds to the proposedPreshlentlal budget cuts
and the special revenue sharing measures now under consideration.

I Richard II. Leach. In harm** it Large Douglas M. Knight and E. Shepley Nourse.
E,Ittors. R1t tscm Her Company, N1.1.1 :177.

:The Iludc.,,t , 11.74. Appendix. p. 132.
State and Local Fiscal

R.
Aesistanee Act of 1072. Section 103.

The trait Street Journ /IF, Tuesday, February 27, 1973, P. 42.
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POSSIlal irms AND PROSPECTS l'NDE.R REVENUE SHARING

The concept of revenue sharing. in one form or another, has been around for
a 111111114T of years. It represents a response to a variety of needs a ml observed
developments in Intergovernmental fiscal affairs including the following:

the ticemnidation of vast fiscal resources and power of the Federal govern-
went, a product in large measure, of the elasticity and productivity of the
Federal income tax hi an C.NratliillIR economy ;
a (4u:tinning expansion of Federal aid programs from $0.0 billion in 1959
t14 petyent of state-local expenditures) to $15 billion in FY 1073 (24 per-
cent of statedimil expenditures) ;
the distribution of Federal aid through an Increasing maze of categorical
programs (over 500 in 1972) with much attendant red tape and dissatis-
faction with performance evidenced at all governmental levels;
th' continuing dire financial circumstances affecting local governments,
parlicalarly larger urban governments, as they face increasingly re-
stricted tax bases and higher service costs.

The expanded use of block grants and various grant consolidation SellPilIPA
were measures seen as compatible with revenue sharing, but sudden budget
slashes including elimination of specific programs, were not a part of that con-
cept. There is increasing evidence that some major budget cuts will be restored:
winless the Administration's change of heart with respect to the fanding of
day care centers. Furthermore, there is evidence of second thoughts ttbout the
wido-sprend elimination of categorical alit programs. Senator Muskie, in intro-
(hieing the Intergovernmental Coops - ration Act of 1973, now awaiting Con-
gressional action, reported results of a nation-wide poll of local government
officials seeking reactions to revenue sharing and elimination of categorical Rid
programs. Tbe poll Indicated that many local officials see revenue sharing serving
one kind of need. while eategorleal aid serves other. needs. As a local official
from I'ortlanu, Oregon responded :

The goal to he achieved through revenue sharing has no relationship with
the goals to be achieved through Ihe categorical grant program. An ex-
ample is that I should not expect revenue sharing would accelerate the
construction of waste treatment plants or solid waste disposal systems.
however, I am confident that a strong categorical grant program would
achieve this national goal. It is my conclusion then that categorical grant
programs shonid not be curtailed because of revenue sharing, but should
be continued according to the national goals as set by Congress.'

Congress is likely to hear an increasing number of such statements as the
potential effects of budget cuts and categorical grant Aid eliminations are real-
ized. Some observers are now caning for a postponement of consideration of the
proposed four special revenue sharing measures for at least one year and a re-
instatement at current levels of the grant programs affected. The Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR), n leading exponent of
revenue sharing in the past, will hold hearings on the impact of the measure
at its .Tune meeting, 1973.

But make no mistake. if current cut-hacks and grant program eliminations win
Congressional approval, local public libraries are likely to face tough financial
sledding as they vie with other demands for the local and state tax dollar.
Witness the strong advice of L. L. Ecker-Racz, former Assistant Director of
ACM:

Political leaders (should) muster the intestinal fortitude to resist using
much of its revenue sharing entitlements. especially with initial years. for
operating purposes. it should strive to dedicate these funds to non-recurring
capital outlays, to tax reductions to replace tax anticipatory borrowing, pos-
sibly even refunding callable bonds.'

The event of revenue sharing, the proposed elimination of funding TACIA, and
their combined potential negative impact on the governmental financing of
public libraries should he seen neither as a special vendetta against libraries,
nor as a reasoned position of new Federal volley in this area. %SCA represents
simply one of the runny Federal programs whose initiation and expansion gas
made possible 11v folcitoes ()zeal conditions and the hard work of such interested
groups as the American Library Association and library officials throughout the

' Information Bulletin No. 73-4, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
April, 1973. p.2.

I L. Ecker-Rac. National Conference on State Supervision of Local Government
rtaral Pt -formance, October, 1072, Philadelphia.
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Nation. Pressure to establish Federal policy for libraries was started as early as
1)111 but achieved only relatively limited results with the enactment of the
Library Services Act of 1956. Statements that the program has been so suct-essful
that it is no longer needed, or that it has represented a too little and too isle
effort art' merely rationalizations or defensive justificationsneither is supported
by hard measurable facts.

A BROADER ITASPECTIVE IS anquittno

Regardless of the outcome of the revenue sharing Issue and the Congressional
review of the President's budget proposals, the problem of adequate and NW-
table funding for public libraries remains. Federal funding has represented only
7 percent of total library expenditures anti has triggered a comparable level
of funding front the states. As everyone knows, the bulk of the tinancial load
falls upon local government soPPY11 6 h:.* the real es tale ("'
lase. Federal fiscal support and the impact of a reasoned, consistent policy about
the development of public library services are, of course, importantperhaps
even crucial. lint a real understanding of library finance problems requires review
and analysis of the public library, its development and history as a social In-
stitution, some insight as to its future role, and consideration of basic factors
affecting, or likely to affect, the present pattern and effectiveness of its financial
sapport.

The piddle library Is a unique social and Cultural institution, but that unique-
ness should properly be viewed as Nith an asset and a liability. Concern over file
financing system supporting puldie lilothles has greatly increased recently be-
cause at' erosions and weaknesses in the fiscal condition of local government and,
as described above, beeanse of Federal budget cut-Nicks and the unknown impact
of general and :pedal revenue sharing. The problem hilts deeper roots, however.
It also involves elitnigiug perceptions of the role rf the public libraries, changing
iihrary service needs and the response to those 'Leeds, the costs and benefits of
library services, and tooth state and Federal roles in supporting library services,
Public libraries in this country have a rich heritage in private pidianthrephy.
Perhaps it is true, in part at least, that this history has delayed the movement
toward a fuller recognition of public responsibility and funding support for
library service's. This factor, plus the low political visibility of public libraries,
and the continuing single and separate status of libraries with respect to other
functions of government may have retarded development of more rational, re-
sponsive systems of Weal and intergovernmental fiscal support of public library
services.

This is the perspective from which the identification and discussion of basic
issues in the governmental financing of public library services will be undertaken.
Succeeding sections will briefly review the history, critically evaluate some per-
ceived major current problems, and examine potential future dimensions of public
library services as a basis for the discussion of these basic issues.

IL °Bowan or Puntic LIBRARY .F.RvIC.F.A ANO GOYV.R'NNIBNYAL
FISANC'INO VATTERNs

EARLY DtSBLOPMENT

The history and development of public libraries are well-documented in the
literature. Only highlights will be included here. The earliest forms of public
library service in the United States were the "(imitating" libraries of the co-
lonial ptalot). The libraries generally charged a fee for each hook borrowed, or
in other instances, memoership fees were assessed and only members were
allowed to borrow books from the library. Benjamin Franklin, that inveterate
Inventor, is often credited as the originator of this type of library in America
when, together with some of his associates, he founded the Library Company in
1731. Other forms of library service in the eighteenth anti early nineteenth cen-
turies included large private collections and the collections of philosophical and
scientific societies. These latter collections were semethnes quite prominent and
strong scholarly librarlea But their strength depended upon endowment and
legacies from wealthy members and by the end of the nineteenth century all of
these early forms of library bad been eclipsed by a new type of public library.

The modern public library is difficult to define precisely, but its major features
were described as early as 1876: "The 'public library' . is established by state
laws, Is supported by local taxation or voluntary gifts, is managed as a public
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trust, and every citizen of the city or town which maintains it has an equal share
hi its privileges of reference and circulation,"" According to this definition, the
two essential features of a public library' are the necessity for universal service'
and the link between the library and governmental authority. This link was
forged for the drat lime in 1815 when Boston passed a special law permitting
the establishment of a public library and levying an annual tax for its support.
The Boston Public Library opened its doors la 1854. The reading room was open
to all adnIts and "recommended" yaning people.

Municipal support for piddle libraries .spread to other cities, but the amount
of revenue contributed by municipal governments to heat libraries was rarely
very large, The largest contributors to free public libraries were philanthropists:
John Jaeob Astor gave $400,000 to New York City to establish and maintain a
free public library; other philanthropists Included Lenox, Tilden, liske, Rocke-
feller. Morgan, Folger, Widener, and Mellon; the greatest of nil tin' philanthro-
pists was Carnegie. The list of Andrew Ca rnegle's benevoleaees for libraries is
tremendous. Carnegie funds supported the erection of 1,677 library buildings
lu 1,405 different communities from 1590 to 1925, In one Instance, Carnegie do-
nated $5.2 million for the erection of 65 branch libraries in New York City alone.

THE GROWTH AND IMPACT or covratNNIKNTAL INTEREST LOCAL. AND STATE

Although private philanthropy has played an important role in the historical
growth and development of iodine libraries, the inninr thrust for library de-
velopment has been provided by loyal, state, and fekleeal government.% The fit'st
state law providing for the establishment of public libraries was passed In New
Ilarapshlre in 1845. This act did not provide state aid for libraries. However, it
did allow local authorities to levy taxes for library support, Provided for free
access for all and allowed the city or town to receive bequests or gifts on behalf
of the library. Massachusetts soon followed New. Hampshire's lead and added a
limit on the extent of municipal support for libraries. This law also allowed for
the possibility of state aid for libraries from the education fund. Other states
soon passed similar laws. By the end of the nineteenth century, all states had
passed legislation providing for the establishment of public libraries and the
levying of local taxes for their support. Furthermore. by 1575 all states had
established a State Library for use by governmental officials, the judiciary, and
generally the citizens residing near the state capitol. In some respects, concern
about the public library and its relationship to the State Library was an out-
growth of that Library's official duties. In any event, the public library func-
tions soon grew beyond the mere provision of :t circulating collection: a new role
of extending library service to rural areas 7.-as developing and after MO most
states had adopted plans for this service through their own library commissions
and the State Library,

The relationship between the governmental library, in this case the State
Library, and the development of public library' services deserves analysis. lids
(kvooptuonta( role is also 01,SVIVilide at the Federal level where the Library of
Congress is viewed as the "national library", but is also criticized for not per-
forming its leadership role, As Harold Orions puts it ; "LC (Library of Congress)
responds rather than initiates; somehow our most indispensable library seems
politically and administratively isolated from other major libraries within or
ontsble of government. It Is an empire unto itself, benevolent and hospitable,
perhaps. lad an empire nonetheless, rather than an agency involved in all of the
normal processes of responsible sad responsive democratic gorernment."' Orlans
then goes on to make what he describes as a widely supported proposal to trans-
fer tin Library of Congress to the Exeeutive branch sans its Legislative Ref-
erence Service. The jeP.litleation advanced for this proposal is as follows: "At
one stroke, it would remove all of the difficulties of formulating concerted
Federal library. and Information policies which are attributable to the separation
of powers."' The move is described as facilitating common direction for the
Library as well as for Executive departments and agencies; "the Library could
In turn" exercise a markedly greater influence over relevant Government pro-

f MS. Bureau of Education, Politic Lartiriete in the United States: 1876 Report, Waah.
Ington. D.C., Government Printing Office, 1876, p. 477.

,Observations and Government Library Organization and Polley by Harold Orlans, In
Libraries at Large, edited by Douglas M. Knight and E. Shepley Nourse, Bit Boker Com-
pany. New York and London, 11)69, pp. 387-3SS.

Aid p.
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grams, and serve «tore (contently as staff or Executive agent for coordinating
these Migrates."

The critical point to be made is this: the growth of public libraries Is marked
by a laek of clear delineation of functions between (1) providing library services,
and (2) administering a broad program of developmental assistance to local
piddle libraries. The orimitatIon of these two functions is entirely different.
IniTerent agencies, Stn MO by quite different personnel, are rmulred. it is dubious
to assmne that an agency whose operating objective Is to provide a service
however remitted and complex--can al the same time provide administrative
leadership turd direction to en essentially broad-gauged governmental program,
Involving varlonsm levels Of government and a whole set of intergovernmental
{twat and foneuanai remtbmusbips, soch ii sittIllthln IS a little like assignment
of national health eare to the Waiter Reed Hospital, Yet, this blurring of roles
and leek of a clear delineation of "service providing" vie It Viii goverm»ental
administrative responsibilities ls'evident in the develonteental history of librarle,
Particularly as it relates to labile libraries.

Library service grew immensely during; the nineteenth century, but the growth
was largely /hutted to urban az'eas. A rest number of people In rural areas had
little or no library service at all. Recognizing this need, states began to encourage
a new form of library developmentthe county library, The lirst county library
was established In Ohio In Wits, and within the next twentyfive years county
libraries developed in other states as well, principally in the 'Midwest and Far
\Vest. (Vont y libraries emerged and developed lit a painfully slow pace. A major
tensor) fur this slow iI viupluent was IllianCe: rural areas tend to lag in ,towern-
Mental development because they operate on a relatively low tax base and resist
expenditure of tax dollars for new services,

EstAatoiti IES r ANo!iaoWrn OF FEDERAL INTEREST AND IN VOLVO' ENT

Library development was progressing In several states, but foundering in most
other states. There was no converted movement mitionwide. Willie Ow need for
Federal government intervention was rceognizol as rally as vm, It was itot
until Itral that the national gom-erlinment stepped in with a bold new initiative.
In that year, Congress passed the Library Services Act, time first major pleee of
Federal legislation for the support of public Illwaries. The Act required each
state to prepare it plan, the approval of which was a prerequisite to the use of
Federal funds. A primary goal of the Act was the extension of library service
to the rural popultion. AN was precluded front turns with a population of more
than 10.000.

Amendments in Ellis under the title 'Time Library Services and Construction
Set", broadened the wipe to itninde greets for construction of Ilirrary
Equally important; the new act recognized the Heist to support libraries in urbanas well as rural areas. Plan reqelrements placed on the states were revised
accordingly. Federal funds were allocated according to a formula which recog-
nized only two basic factors: population and income. Each state was entitled to
a share of the total federal grant equal to the ratio of time state's population to
the Mid popnlation of the country...However, in order to receive its full share,
each state had to provide twitching state and local funds based on the ratio
of the state's per capita Income to the national average per capita income, Thus,
wealthier states were required to provide more matching fends than poorer
states. A stipulation was added that In no case would federal funds for library
service and construction exceed sixty-six percent, nor be less than thirty-three
percent, of the total costs. Determination of the use of Federal funds was left
in the hands of the state library agency. It should be rioted that the revised netrepresents a kind of limited revenue sharing measure. Its objective clearly wasa redistribution of tax revenues in support of library services. Except for the
state plan reydrement, Lone of the fiscal support provisions relates directly to
library needs, or library services, Thus, the current level of library services, dif-
ferential service needs, and requirements to provide specified library services arenot included as a part of Federal subsidy machinery.

In ip(id I,Scx was amended to identify three new areas for improvement in
library service. With these amendments, LSCA provided Federal support in the
following major categories:

2O-4g2- - -3
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(1) [Atm Iry Services (Title I) stilaxvrt to he used for hooks and other
lihra.ry materials, salaries, equipment and other operating expenses,

(2) Library Construction (Title II) : support to be used for necessary
capital expenditures. such as a new

(3) Interlibrary Cooperation (Title III) support to be used for the
establishment and maintenance of loyal: regional, state, or Interstate co-
operat lye networks of libraries, Ind public - nonpublic library networks.

(4) Services to the Institutionalized (Title IV-A) assistance in the
provision of library service to Inmates of prisons, state schools and hospitals,
orphanages and other Institutionalized

I ) J Services to the Physically Ilandleappea (Title IV-11) : support to be
used In the CSLabliSlitilelli or improvement of library service to the Wm or
visually handicapped ludividuals who arc unable to use conventional printed
materials.

The 1910 amendments to LSCA stipulated the strengthening of metropolitan
Piddle libraries as regional resource centers, and added, RS a goal. the expanded
use of Federal funds in areas with a large looreelonge of disadvantaged I.ersons.

Federal legislation hag hail a lasting influence on the statewide development
of Iliadic libraries. Although the amount of Federal aid has been moan in rein-

. tion to total library expenditures, the effect of federal aid has been nitwit greater,
Federal aid encouraged the states to accept increased respousibillty ter support
it public libraries. As the National Advisory Commission on Libraries noted,
there is evidence that LSCA has stimulated Increases in state aid to local
public libraries nod that it has resulted in the establishment of state nia in nine
states." However, 0*(11 though the percentage increases in state aid mny he
subsbintial. "only a few states appropriate signifieant per capita amounts of
state aid," "

'lb is, Federal Netts, accompanied by a matching requirement and plan preo-
antilop, stimulated the states' response to public library needs and strength-
ened lire aamloistrative plata:191g roles on the state library agency., Local
libraries couhl lobk to the state as well as local government for relief of some
their pressing fiscal problems, The trend toward state-supported library services
bus been deseritgal as "one of the potentially most important developments
during the past ten to fifteen years in public library systems."2 it cannot be
said, however, that these increases In state fiscal support have resulted in an
excessive or mononthic pattern of state control over the development of public
library systems.

anything, one miebt characterize the lack of increased state administrative
direction and planned development as a failure on the part of the states to fully
recognize their basic responsibilities in this area.

In addition to LSCA there are, of course, other Federal support measures for
libraries. Ina they are primarily adjuncts to programs and services directed
tmvard other broader objectives. The LSCA is the main Federal support base
for public libraries.

TflE PATTERN Ant LEVELS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL FISCAL. Si'PPORT

Current data showing the amount and percentage of fiscal support for all
public libraries are not readily available. The most recent naticard data on
public library support showing the relative Federal. state and local fiscal sun-
port were collected for the year 1N38. At that. the data are partial. showing only
the relative amounts and percentages for public libraries serving juristiletions
of 25,000 or more population. In the 1.3 states which support libraries most gen-
erously. the amonnts of state support ranged front $.7 million In NeW York to
little more than $300.000 In South.Carolina. (See Taide II) As a percentage of
total expenditure for public libraries In these jurisdietions. the proportion of state
support ranged from almost 19 percent In Pennsylvania to 4.4 percent In Michigan.
I See Table I) (Hawaii Is excluded because it provides service on a state lasts.)
On a per capita basis, the amounts ranged from 54c In New York to 140 In South
Carolina. (See Table III.) Tltese data show on a national basis that Federal
support is miniscule (3 percent), state support is most modest (Ii percent). and
that local support is major (83 percent). Also, the remaining support (endow-

m ents. gifts, fines, fees, etc.), represented only about S percent.

11 Dm101:13 M. Knight and 11. ShPutP3* Nolirse, Libraries al Large, R. R. Itnwknr, New
York. 1909. IL 405

1111,11h BIA,,.111.70:71p and Ernest R. liPProgpo, Jr., "Effrctivrnes in ruoperatIon and
Cr,risr.ltdatfon In Pahllo I.Ibrortes." In Melvin J. Voight. .('arcs in Librarioaship, I,
New York, Acadernie Press, 1570, p. 101.
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TABLE I.-PERCENTAGE OF OPERATING FUNDS BY SOURCE FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES SERVING AT LEAST 25,000
INHABITANTS 1468- SELECTED STATES

State

Percent operating receipts from

Slate
government

local Federal
government Government

Hawaii 89.0 0 11,0
Pennsylvania 1B.7 62.8 /.4
Maryland 34.7 78 6 3.2
South Carolina 13 1 70.6 11,8
New lersil .......... ...... . ..... 12.9 74.6 4, 1
North Carolina 11, 3 71.1 9.3
New York 10.9 67.3 1.6
Florida 7.3 73.1 3.1
Illinois . 6.3 87.1 0
Rhode Island 4.9 61.2 0
Massachusetts 1.6 90. 3 . 8
Moillana 4.4 92.7 0
Michigan. 4.4 82.5 1.3

Aggregate United States 5.9 83. 1

Scow National Center for Educational Statistics, "Statistita of Public Libraries Serving at least 25,000 Inhabitants-
1958," U.S, Government Priiilini Office, Washington. D.C., 1970.

TABLE 11 - RECEIPTS INTO OPERATING FUNDS BY SOURCE FOR PUBLIC LIARARI ES SERVING AT LEAST 25,000
INHABITANTS, 1968-SELECTED STATES

Operating fund receipts from

State
State

government
Local

government
Federal

Government

New York
Pennsylvania_
H3hale.
Nc 4 1"y

$7.072, 531
3, 955, 318
2. 506, 550
2,17?, 736

43,767,783
13, 756, 815

0
14, 498, 085

1,061,798
958, 146
348,497
765,685

Maryland 2, 211,623 11, 654,951 403, 776
1111,ois 1, 264.691 16. 183. 102 0
Mrchigan 862, 221 16, 055, 415 251, 285
Massachusetts 821, 833 16, 018.573 138,060
Florida ... 657, 166 6,537, 134 274, 461
North Carolina 644, 342 4,014,129 527,019
California. 439, 808 63, 465. 522 754, 509
Mrssouri 431, 071 10,631.8'50 456, 785
South Carolina 316.565 1, 707, 569 286, 220

Aggregate United States 25,493, 389 359, 067, 896 11, 234, 374

Source: See table I.

TABLE 111.-PER CAPITA STATE AID AND TOTAL OPERATING RECEIPTS PER CAPITA TO PUBLIC LIBRARIES
SERVING AT LEAST 25,000 INHABITANTS, 1968-SELECTED STATES

State
State aid

per capita
Total operating

receipts per capita

New York SI 54 $4.98
Pennsylvania .43 2. 34
Hawaii 3.96 4.45
New Jersey .55 4.26
Maryland .74 5.03
Illinois .13 3.36
Michigan .15 3.43
Massachusetts .25 5.32
Florida .19 1.14
Wirth Carolina . 16 1.42
California_ .03 4.60
Missouri .14 4.00
South Carolina .14 1.07

Source: See (able
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I t s reported In I ins 1072 P S shirty that. 371 states currently authorize
some form of fiscal sup; ire for to al libraries. lint that not all of those stateR
appropriate funds for such programs. The report listed 23 states sa Ich hail tna do
appropriations in ltITtl-T1 tot million amt ranazipg from $15,5 million
in New York to $1110.000 In Idaho. The type of grant program for these 23 states
Is also described, (See Table I Y. )

TABLE VI.APPROPRIATIONS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES BY STATE I

1970-71
State Type of program appropriation

Alabama Matching grants; extension of service grants $325.400J1.1. t".t1Ht-st .. . vid , ;a WU
(,aniurnia Per capita formula; system establishment grants; development and extension 1, 000, 000

Colorado Continuing support and maintenance grants to individual and area libraries; 600,000
development of statewide reference programs; grants for developing systems.

Connecticut Matching grants on a per capita basis 666,000
Florida Operating, equalization, and establishment grants 500,000
Georgia Basic operating expenses forStale.supported local libraries. 2, 921, 083
Hawaii All library service Is State funded.
Idaho Per capita and construction grants; establishment grants; grants to develop new 000,000

and cooperative services.
Illinois Equalization; grants to establish reference centers; grants for The establishment 6,897,093

of cooperative library systems.
Kentucky General grants to county libraries meeting requirements 217,580
Maryland Per capita grants for operating expenses (requiring 70 percent local support); 3,529,563

construction grants of 50 cents per capita.
Massachusetts Direct subsidy grants; systems development funding 4, 202, 000
Minnesota Establishment and library materials grants; special development funds, per 517, 500

capita support.
Missouri Per capita grants; equilitation; establishment funding; continuing support (at 403, 894

least 1 mill focal support required).
New Jersey Regional service development grants 6.013,105
New York Formation,development, and support of library systems , 15, S00,000
North Carolina operating cost granIA 2,000,000
Ohio . Area service library systems support grants 366,009
Pcnnsali.isia Cperating grants to regionat centers, clistfictciii.s,,-.6,3 ioc.i ilb.di les 4, 029, 634
Rhode Island Per capita grants to cities and towns; building and construction grants; regional 536,173

center development grants.
South Carolina Supplement support for regional and county libraries 478,519
Tennessee Operating cost grants: support for regional library centers 641, 700
Virginia Support of regional,county, and municipal libraries 600,000

"Patterns Among the States for Supporting Public Library Services," Public Administration Service, Chicago,1972, p.
16.

This brief analysts of public financing patterns yields n number of conclusions:
(11 The great bulk of the fiscal support for public libraries rests with local

goverinnent.
(21 The level of state support is signiAennt In a few states but is nominal

In most slates. This indicates that, however well states have responded to the
T,SPA stimulus, they have not yet taken seriously tine charge of insuring the
development of an adequate pattern of public library services in all jurisdic-
tions.

(3) The heti alit. sa ii IIjOetl.re ,A7.perative sinie :support programs vary widely,
ranging front straight per capita grants to formula based equalization grants
for general operating purposes.

TILE CHANGING SCESE: A REt'IEW OF CURREST rnormEms

Much of the literaliire Of the ;orb! lc ry is 110(111 ia rily defensive curt
i tat rospect I vii. There Suelt1:4 to lie a dkeernible orientation town rd discussion
of stay h-rd issues ra tiging from philosophic quest loss Centered on It vai madon
of I lie role of librarian in today's world, to pragmatic Issues of funding. ,%vitli
heavier emphasis on the former.

k, of course, n logical explanation for this defensive posture. From
the point of view of the traditional functions performed by the public librarS.
It is indeed a rapidly changing world. I/cent-ling readership. especially in the
cities; wide-spread development and utilization of new media forms., changed
sometimes polarized, cultural an educational interests; the metropolitan birth-
place of the library, a racial, economic and political battlegroundall of these
changing forces and influences challenge the role, sometimes the existence, of the
public library.
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Xonetheles.s, this explanation does not scent fully adequate. Other govern-
mental institutions are similarly threatened and faced with the need to change.
Public education, for example, is today a virtual battleground. And while we
face in this field tinatwial crises, teacher strikes, racial upheavals, and basic
questions posed by the studies of Coleman, Jencks, and Jensen about effective-
floss Mid worth, no one talks seriously about complete eihnination of the public
ediwation system.

Perhaps a !novo valid mplanittIon is that there exists a lack of full recogni-
tlon acceptance of public libraries as as viable function In the mainstream of
government, A ta)st of reasons alai -contributing factors can be advanced lu sup-
port of this view. 'rids explanation is perhaps less germane in the major cities
where technical, functional, nail fiscal operating problems "prevail. lint oven
in the big cities public libraries have a rJatively low poiltIcal and gortrn-
Mntal visibility. It is doubtful that the director of libraries of nay major
oily sits regularly as a member of the :Mayor's Cabinet, or as ix-Oltki0 tuenlber
of the liwal school laiard. The same circumstances exist at the state level whttre
boards and ci)111111155101IS serge to insnlute the pulille library liturgical from direct
accountability to the chief elected official or bead of the department to which
public library administration is assigned. Such politically insulated stun:lure is
never an unmixed blessing beeituse lack if frill accountability upwards nns
ritually it lark of felt responsibility downward. Also. there is something toss
than at full, formal bureanracy to sustain and support the public library mis-
sion mid survival is the unstated, but, nevertheless, top priority mission of any
buren no racy.

While these general observations may serve to explain the current scene, they
are not intetaled to deny the existence, nor understate the importance of current
Public library probletas. A summary of itoportant current and continuing prob
leans of the field follows.
1. Lack of performance, tamtards

The Amerlian , , rary ..cation (ALA) has respondeil to the challenges of
change lay proutulgating'sLindards of service for tinny different classes of li-
braries. These standards are partly descriptit e of present practice, and partly
prescriptive in establishing goals regarding the level and type of services to be
made avaliable. Some standards are quantitative goals for "minimum" levels of
inputs. For example, patine library systems satisfy the standard if they have "at
least one currently published periodical title . . . for each 230 people in the
service area."

Unfortunately, library standards as presently formulated are not realty de-
sigiwd to guide and make possible the IncLisurentent of performance. The stand-
ards have been established with no apparent empirical foundations, taw a I'
there criteria indicating priorities. If some standards are exceeded while others
are not met, can any stat (1101 ts be made concerning the overall performance
of the library? Probably not.

Furthermore, standards refer basically to levels of Inputs instead of levels of
output, IL:, lattor being the real concern of library administrators. Merely meet-
ing the stanthirds implies, perhaps falsely, that the library is doing an adequate
jolt. Sonic observers have the view that Ski lath MS arc used too frequently to
justify and support Increases in a library's budget, That is an important use, but
they should also guide and stimulate improved performance.

fie developnient of public library performance measures is viewed as one
of the most critical problems facing the library profession today. Such measures
are especially difficult to construct due to the inability of the library profession
to define objectives precisely and the inability to define or measure the output
of library service. As one expert observer notes: "Assuming that 11)r:tries do
get promptly about the lousiness of clearly defining functions, collectively and
individually, it will still be obviously out of the question for time indiVil:11111 library
to develop standard 'measurements of library use which, with the exception of
circulation counts, simply do not now oxIst.""
2. The public library's rolc (a qucltion

The question of purpose or function Is fundamental for current and future
planning for public libraries. At the present time there is a great deal of discus-
sion centering on what the public library's future role should be. Should it

11S. Gilbert rrentIcq, The State Overview : The State ft9 a Collector of Library
Statistics," In David C. Palmer, ed.. ,4 National Plan for Library Statistic*: GuOteitnes

' Jar Implementation, Chicago, Statistics Coordinating Committee of the AEA, 1970, p. 31.
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eontititte in the traditional wittier of try:ag to serve the diverse educational,
cultural, and recreational needs of a wide variety of possible patrons, or should
it attempt to define these needs more narrowly, providing better servlee
for a smaller class of clientele? And what types of services can libraries provide
which might not be available elsewhere at similar or less costs? Public libraries
must answer these qnestions because across the nation. especially in cities,
attendance and use of public libraries apnea N to be declining, The reasons for
this (keine may be difficult to determine, but part of the decline is probably due
to competition for the public's attention from alternative sources, such as
paperback books, magazines and newspapers, television, and school libraries.
Spiraling costs and a Proliferation of printed material have created a situation
in which public libraries must carefully choose which document and program
resources to develop and how they should allocate their scarce funds. The con.
elusion of at least one researcher is that the pubile library should stop trying
to satisfy everybody for everything,"

alternative is to provide a narrower range of services not easily obtained
elsewhere. Some public libraries have experimented with new forms of service,
tilling in certain instances like it Sears catalogtype distellottion center. Oilier
services may be limited to information on daily living, provision of work space
and materials for students, preetttation of new media items,' and exploration
of issues currently important to the community. The logical target population
primarily would be the poor.
3. The problem of meeting different needs

The role of public libraries or, more precisely, the need for such services,
particularly In metropolitan areas and urban centers, Is apparently changing
and his ming quite differentiated. As one governmental issue paper puts it :

Transactions of both print and nonprint media showed a 1 percent
decline nationwide, decreasing from 634,624,000 transactions in 11)(1'S to
560,214,022 in 1068. The only increase in ItIlMher of patron transactions
occurred in the smaller cities (25.000-31,099) hIch showed a 6 percent
increase. 'the decline nos prcalett (16 percent) In the largest communities,
those baying a politila lion (1(100.000 awl user: lu couuuunilles with a popula-
tion of 50.000 to 09,000, the decline was S percent; and in communities of
31.000 to 49,000, the decline was a mere 1 percent."'

The change in this measure of demand would appear to be quite significantnot
only is the utilization of library services decreasing nationally, the decrease is
disproportionate in the large cities where public libraries originated and have
their longest tradition of service. Other findings p:esented in the paper demon-
strat in the case of Baltimore and several other larger cities that white book
circulation and number of borrowers have decreased sver the past three years in
the central city libraries, there were substantial increases In these activity figures
in the adjacent and nearby suburban communities. Detnograidtic and migration
data are offered to explsta these changes in part, but the implications for library
support fiscal policy are clear. If these changes reflect a need for tlifJerent kinds
of library servicds as between core cities and Suburban and rural 111111:4, if this
pattern is genet-Is to most or all metropolitan areas, and If the different services
required vary rfarkedly in nature and cost factors, then clearly library fiscal
policies and met hanIstns might require major adjustments and revisions to Insure
that differential needs are supported and met equitably in all jurisdictions.

Tire problem of taarked differences in core city and suburban public library
utilization is compounded by the fact that expenditures for the dinfintshing
services of core city libraries; are. nonetheless, increasing significantly, The Issue
Paper, previously mentioned, politts out that per capita expenditures of library
systems serving populations over 100,000 doubled from 1960 to MS. The increased
costs may reflect expanded efforts of when libraries: as they seek to meet new
challenges and new service needs. They also may reflect the more or less fixed
expenditure patterns of library bureanoracies whose traditional services are
increasing in cost, but not in relevance for meeting the needs of core city resi-
dents. In either event, hard- pressed city budget administrators and executives are
likely to require more justification for their support of those writes. or to reduce
budgets accordingly. The role of state mei OOPI11 fiscal policies and meehanisms
in this kind of situation seems clear. They should provide leadership and guide-

ThhtoriN Chillora "Co:nripinity stet mrsry So' Po.,11)lo 1%11firoA." !Arno! .forornnT,
Vol 'WI No. Ill. no 2727-27a0 !Sent. 15 19711.

is KnthiPfn M.A1/. Tien velerai note in support of Piddle Libra rle:4. Tsar,e Paper: VSOE
draft 215/72, pp. 9-10
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lines for local government officials to follow in the support of public libraries, and,
to the maximum extent possible, provide a flow of funds which can best assist
and match local fiscal effort.
4. The problem of diffcriNg ability to support services

The question of who should pay for library service is also critical in today's
scene. The need for library service and the ability to pay for such services are not
distributed uniformly across the nation or even across an individual state. A
relatively poor jurisdiction has greater difficulty raising sufficient tax revenue
to support adequate library service. Such a district is poor, among other reasons,
because of Its restricted tax base and, frequently, because of higher overall muni-
cipal service costs. The issue of municipal overburden is rarely resolved by cur-
rent library subsidy mechanisms and fiscal inequities in providing basic services,
Winding libraries, continue to exist.

Equalization of resources has been recognized as a challenge which faces most
aid and subsidy systems. In the 1069 Report of the Office of Education's Library
Planning Group, one of the four goals for library development was "to provide
greater equalization of State and local resources for Library programs and
services." At the State level, the ALA established the standard that "State
financial aid for libraries should equalize resources and services across the state
by providing extra help for those least able to finance sound services and

5. elnlitiltlitiOnal (asue8 and fiscal support
Local governments, particularly urban jurisdictions, are facing financial crises

of limier proportions as they seek to provide funds for essential services. As
vrevionsly indicated, experienced observers are already citing the limitations of
general and special revenue sharing to relieve the increasing financial strain at
the local level. Further, the Rodriguez v. Texas case, based on the Serrano-Prieit
issue, recently decided by the U.S. Supreme Court, and the ninny similar cases
in the various States have raised basic constitutional questions related to the
use of local taxable IN en1 th as a determinant in the fiscal support of public
education. The Supreme Court in the Rodriguez case decided that the issue
should be resolved by state legislatures rather than by the Judicial agency, on
constitutional grounds. The Court, however, gave added legitimacy to the issue.
This fact, plus a strong dissenting decision of four of the Justices, suggests
strengly that the issue will have to be resolved at either the legislative or
judicial levels. Resolution of this issue is Likely to have a spill-over effect. on
State-local fiscal relations in the support of other essential services for which
the State bears primary legislative responsibility, such as public libraries. The
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science in recognizing this
critical pretitlein argues that if the enrrent method of funding public schools is
changed, library funding must change too. Their reasoning is that it wont(' be
"unfair" to have schools operating on a broad-based tax structure and libraries
controlled by a more restrictive tax base.
IL Whot is an adequate basis. level and distribution scheme for Peat support?

It is true that public libraries receive a low level of fiscal support compared to
other governmonal services provided by State and local governments. Public
library expenditures in FY 70 amounted to only .5 percent of all state and local
governmental expenditures. This fact, however, provides little by way of demon-
strable evidence to determine whether the percentage is low, high or about right.
Moreover, cursory examination of data indicates that over a ten-year period
19:17-1147. the Increase in expenditures for local public libraries Pies kept pace
fairly consistently with increases in other local government expenditures.-Analy-
sis of data for later years confirms this judgment, but does not provide any ad-
ditional justification as to what the rate should be.

Perhaps a better indication that public library expenditures are low, and are
inefficiently distributed is provided by a quite recent study of state library polley.
The researchers correlated state appropriations per capita for direct library
programs with a whole series of variables including percent change in urban
population. personal Income, state and local revenues from property taxes, state
general revenue totals, and other politiNtl, economic and demographic factors.
The correlation coefficients were quite low for the seriesthe highest for any of

" AtneriCIM 1,1brary Association. Standards for Library Functions at the State Levet
(Revision of the UM edition), Chicago, MO.
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the speeltic variables identified abate was an "r" of .354, a value which ac-
counted rottally 12 percent of the tend variance, The authors conclude; "These
low correlations suggest that State spend log for library programs Is largely'
imrestrained by the economic, social, or tfroliticul circumstances existing la the
State. So far us these measures are cotteerued, any of the fifty states is in just
as good n position as any of the other shah's to receive either the highest or lowest
appropriations. "" While the authors not attempt to mach causative coneht-
slims, It is possible at least that hilttltry eNpentilitnril.8 are at Nnell low level us to
be unaffeeteil by "eel 011111til% St whit or tallitical circtonstanees" which, normally,
would he ONIKTIod to exhibit a higiwr slat ist hal relationship to these data. More-
over, If variations in these expenditures among the states are a product of
dinner', or the operation elf unknown, unrelated factors, Ow further judgment Is
suggested that there a lack of consistent fiscal polley and vell;.y mechanisms
among the States in support of piddle libraries This kind of judgment, if valid,
should, of course, be 0 DWI tter of serious ettlworti to the Congress. Federal, state
and limit °Metals and administrators whose resnoosibliit s include the continuous
aC,VelottatOtIt or iii1t4IttatO Ituitt10 library sorVieVS 111 nil parts of the nation,

Farther Indica lien of hoth inconsts1 envy anal inellideney in state fiscal polities
trail, (sulit!' hoPortalit, the lack of meaningful relationships between Federal and
state fiscal policies In support of public libraries Is suggested by another finding
of the study. Efforts to correlate per capita Federal grant obligations in FY 1947
with variabtes repro:I-0(ov state resonrce eitaraeleristics and library program
standards also produce quite low coefficients of correlation. The researchers con-
cluded: "Neither State reset/tees nor library twograms have meaningful impact
upon the distribution of Federal aid to the states." Intergovernmental fiscalpolicy" In any functional area should exhibit some degree of meshing and inter-
responsiveness if they seek to achieve common goals. The fact that these analyses
demonstrated only modem te nr low correlation may be significant evidence that
Federal and state fiscal policies and ineeltanisms have little co-responsiveness in
providing support for public library services. The fact that Federal and state
funds provide only a small percentage of local public library expenditures far-
ther highlights the need for greater ennsIstency in Federal and State fiscal policies.
Under such co:tuitions it is essential that Federal and state funds, together, be
utilized strategically to till service gaps and provide incentives designed to
optimize the expenditure of local funds.
7. Ea/ance among the sources of f unsling

The question of a fair-share formula specifying an "equitable" division of
financial support among the local, state and Federal bevels has been debated for
at least twenty years. In their report premred for the National Advisory Com-
mission on Libraries, the Nelson Associates urged that fair-share formulas be
developed and argued systematically. They report t "The development and general
acceptance of a 'fair-share' formula is one of the important items of business on
the library agenda,"'" Opinions on this subject have varied a great deal. In 19.45,
Amy Winslow and Carleton Joeckel proposed a formula for public library support
of 00% local, nest( 15% Federal. As part of an Allerton Dark Institute
In 10111, (lanais Smith proposed the formula; 40% local, 40% state, and 20rio
Federal support. In 14N1i Lowell Martin considered that 9 reasonable formula
'would he 505, lotto), 30% state, and 20% Federal support, These proposals and
opinions are in sharp contrast to the present support pattern reported for FY
1970, which Is approximately 8.4 percent local, 7 percent state. and 5 percent
Federal. Clearly, there is no consenusits concerning an appropriate distribution
of public library cost among levels of government. Decisions relating to this Ms-
tribution continue to be made on a highly decentralized and independent basis
by the different. levels of government. The amount of support each provides is
the result of political, economic, and social factors in the absence of guidelines
reflecting total library . service needs and providing adequate bases for cost
distribution.

Public libraries today are thus confronted with mane challenges. FinanelallY
strapped, struggling to compete with more glamorous forms of information
sources, sometimes attacked as "irrelevant" by their own users, libraries must

"Slate bihrarf, AVirsit lt, 401,4011T rind ent Ironmental Conte.rts. St. Angelo, Harts-
0.14. r:oni.teln. American Library Assoc Chicago, W71, 1"1. SO.

19 1/11(1, pp. 32-33.
19 SPk/U2 AvvorInti4g, Inc.. PuWt LibrnrIeg fn the Untied Prato': Trends, Probtram and

Rernmrn rndatione, report Prepared for the National Advisory Commission on Libraries,
1967, p. 24.
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face these challenges squarely if the Institute!' is to respond adequately. The
problems are ninny, the solutions difficult, but the ability to respond to change and
improve service has been a tradition in the history of public libraries.

THE FCTLIKE SCENE

In an ending section of at recent appraisal of state library policy, the authors
state:

overall conclusions on the materials presented in this chapter are both
surprising and delightful. Much of the previous work on general state policy
It18 suggested a social or economic determinism. For example, sonic research
has stressed that extensive state education 'programs romire favorable
social and economic environments. The flaalysls of this chapter clearly im-
plies Ihat good state library programs are an net of free will. A state does
not have to have a highly favorable economic or social environment before
it calk develop a leading library program. Moreover, there are no particular
politisml contigurat ions which favor library programs. Strong library pro-
grams can exist in any of our state political environments. In it reaffirmal ion
in the faith of the ability of man, these data soy that good library programs
are the result of leadership?' (Emphasis added)

The ebullient optimism reflected In this conclusion should be viewed with
great caution. A less sanguine reading of the statement, and the data on which
it, Is Ipasial, Is that top political leaders and forces in this country do not care
all that touch about piddle libraries and public library development. No one's
ox is being gored ; let the institution continue to dangle on the periphery of
the social and governmental scene; libraries were once supported by private
fit rgesse, let them continue to survive on the bits anti pieces of government
fiscal surplus. Probably It Is true that neither view is an accurate and complete
portrayal of future options, the authors, after all, were mainly coneneilting oft
the need for leadership and the apparent latitude within which leadership can
operate.

But, what of the future? 11'hat evidence is now available to depict the environ-
meat in which public libraries will operate? Will they continue to have a role
as it societal civilizing force? Definitive answers to those questions are not
within the constraints of this paper, but a basic affirmative or negative answer
with respect to future roles is fundamental to governmental financing. A listing
of relevant, current and projected data include the following Items: at

1. Population
A population leveling-oft at almost 205 million in 1070, with birth rate

declining from 27/1000 in the 1950's to 18/1000 today, and death rate
declining even more markedly.

Life expectancy at 70 years, 23 years longer than 1900.
A current annual growth rate of 1.1 percent, adding 2.25 million to our

society each year.
Females outnumbering males by 5.5 million in 1970.
Twenty-'4': r' ""'-" (12.5 percent) members of minority races in 1970,

up ti million from 1960.
(hoe -half the population under 28 years and one-sixth over 05.
An expected 33 percent increase in annual household formation, In smaller

family units.
2. Urbanization
Seventy percent of the 1070 population in Standard Metropolitan Sta.-

tist ieal .1reas.
Inereasing metropolitan growth from 1000 to 1970, at double the U.S.

rate of growth.
Nearly all metropolitan growth inking PLR*
Twelve areas with populations of over 2 million, and 132 cities of over

100.000.
The metropolitan population concentrated on less than 1 percent of ,1 pp

nation's laud area.
Seventy-eight percent of n11 Blacks living In central cities.

St. Angelo, liartsfield and GOICISteth. Op. et., p. 42.
n Data developed from a review of various sources including three primary reference =:

Poputatton and the .4 nu -mean Future, deport of the Cranm1,4Mor, on Population Gowlia
and the American Future. R.S. Government Printing Office, 1072 t Conrad Tauber. "Propit-
iation t Trends and Characteristics" in indicators of Social Change Russell Sage Founda-
tion, New York, MS, and Pocket Data Book, USA, U.S. BurSau of Census, 1871.
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, Poloreatiog
A decline in the tottliker of Wiwi ltcs.
Ttilrtyttiree yereent 111' 1.'1' 2) yea'

st hoot eonipleted 111 iti70,1nore than /halide Ilse I:
Nil malt year of school completed 12.1 ears

In 19:10,
Dramatic itturc,pq,, in srltoul chunilnhrtht of

in 11974).

Four tfmes Ilie inlicher of Bachelor th,greeS
tivIi. that! !.41,l 441 !hill, the nuitiher of Master
the number of Do, fonito.,

with 12 or more years of
Ilti proportion,
in 1999, up from 9.3 years

1S-21 year olds, TS pereent

In 1909, compared to lull);
's Degrees, and eight tittles

Labor Pore(' anti Occupations
Ninety millhul lu the laor force. 74 million In non-agrielltural jobs.
Inercases in the percentage of professional and teelinival workers.

tigers, eterks, service oriented jobs and government workers.
lteciiio in unskilled manual tvorkers.
Portytwo present of female popu'ation In the labor force 1111(1 increasing,
4.5 ion of work and socking jobs.

.)% The' Rvo00ffip
A (INI' of $721 billion in 1970, up almost r percent over 19G0 (195S

dollars).
Income up tilsmt S. percent, 1972 over 1971.

Median family income of almost $0.0...000 in 1970 compared to $5.700 in 1960.
A decrease of 15 million in the total number of people below the poverty

197t) to 19115, and an even greater percentage decrease in this number
for Blacks.

.1 greater incidence of poverty in non-metropolitan areas.

.1 12 percent inereast in spending on durable goods, and an S percent in-
crease for non-durable goods and services in 1972.

6. Leinare Time
During 19d0-1070, workers gained 50 hours per year in free time. added

15 hours of vacation thue, 4 hours to holidays and reduced by 31 hours the
)true spent working.

A .1960-1970 increase of 100 percent in money spent on MI forms of
recivat Ian.

A prediction that by the year 2000, retirement at age 3$ will be common-
place.

One could extend this brief list of facts, factors and projections of the future.
Rat the list seems to provide more than enough evidence to indicate a future
society featuring more of everythingincluding problems. The data project a
society in which the pace of knowledge, skill, economic activity and human relit.
tionships is on the ascendancy. The ways in which we are fllile to guide, control
and direct these dynamic forces wilt determine whether wisdom and the sustain-
ing qualities of the good-life, are also on the ascendancy. lint most certainly. it
is a Intim., world romiring high responsibility and commitment to sustaining
and expanding the basic sources of Information and knowledge which are the
ingredients of the social wisdom required. As David Bell points old, the distin
guishing fealnres of our time which sets it off from the past are the a elelera-
Hon of Ito' rate of information. the "hica of exponential growth curves." the
change of settle in oar daily lives, and the !mintier of persons each one of 119
knows which has altered the way in which we experience the world. These
chan.ges na (orally cause "struciitr1 different tint consequences which include :

1. The creation of a service economy :
2. The pre-eminence of the professional and technieal class:
3. The centrality of theoretical knowledge as the source of innovation and

focoudation in the society :
. The possibility of self-snstaining technological growth : and

Whether the reality of the fliture will reficet accurately rtell's predictions
eannot be known with surety, What ran he known with surety. Is the present
need to sustain and enhance [Molly libraries as an accessible storehmise of public
knowledge vital to aeldeving desirable future coals for the whole of society.

o. The creation of a new "intelleetital technology"."

211101 11-11"1,1. "no Men.arement nt Knowlo(Ige and Technology," In Indicators ofPoem change, It!is,,11 Sage role rolallon, Now York. hurls,
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Ill, A $rmsima or 11Asic lsst is
Oar federal system is usually described as a partnership of the Federal, state

anti bwal levels of governmnt. The powers awl duties of the F'etlerstl government
are expressly stated in the Constitution. All powers not delegated to the Federal

except those specifically denied by the Constitution, are left to the states
for performance and implementation. Local governmeitts, of whatever form, are
creatures of the state Auld art charged with performance of responsibilities and
I awl lens expressly delegattql to the in by statute or, niftier tt prosier, more
generalized grant of power, by state authorized hot rule charter provisions.

t:itriet construellenists of the Constitution and other observers argue, with
respect to public library services and development that no Federal role exists.
'flit. facts are, however, that the Federal government has been instroniental

and sustaining hundreds of domestic programs and fiscal support
measures in II wide variety of functional areas and likely will conthate to do
se. A much higher degree ot consensus exists in support of the principle that
prime responsibility fat' public library services belongs at the state level. Clearly,
the state Is the most theoretically and strategically appropriate level of govern-
Aar la to insure the provishm of adequate public library services for all citizens.
It follows, them that the state has the latitude for utilizing local government to
whatever ways it may detail appropriate in developing public library services.

This nice, pat description of the division of responsibilities and duties withrespect to pu 111)1.1'1W.: is by no means an accurate portrayal of how the system
works. John itebout characterizes governmental operations as a whole web of
Inaergoveroweiital relations focused on key principles essential to make the part-
aership viable including the goal of equality of opportunity in all jurisdiction's,
the irrelevance of jurisdictional boundaries in mans instances, the existence
of goverinnents with widely varying tiseal capacities, recognition of the special
promems of jinirupuiitutt areas, fuel the need for new regional organizational
arrangements. As he stated

If these principles are not fully realized lu practice, they ut least charac-
terize a oncept of American ferientlism that seems to be emerging. I have
been calling It "uartnership" to-Writ/ism Others have called it "cooperative,"
"creative," or "new" federalism. President Lyndon H. Johnson's expression
'creative felieralisle suggests the dynamic qualities inherent lit its plural-
ism and the capacity, It is hoped. to fuse a multiplicity of local initiatives
and energies in building the national purpose and strength needed for stir.
vival la an age of unprecedented complexity and fluidity.

Librarians and their cohorts need to understand these concepts If they
are to play a siguificant rule in this venture. The federal partnership Is not
a company of saints vying with one another to make sacrifice for the com-
mon good. The playing field is rough. l'he rules are complicated, changeable,
and sometimes contradictory. The goals are °nett obscure, the goalkeepers

nuonYtnou,', and the rewards uncertain. It is no game for the weak,
the timorous, or the 11111001110(1, It is being played for the common good,
however variously that Mtniii011 good may be understood by the players.
Libraries should have 11111ell to contribute to the clarification of goals and
the knowledge of the rules by which a civilized society must live and
evolve.'

In this context, issues relevant to the governmental financing of public library
services must be viewed in a broad perspeetive, inclusive of, but also beyond,
the analysis of the various formulae and methods now used to provide governmen-
tal fiscal sepport. Accordingly, this definition and explication of issues confront-
ing the governmental dancing of public library services includes questions about
role, function. and structure of public library services, as well as basic Issues
concerning the source, level and method of governmental financing.
1. There i4 need to Altareen the definition of, owl to achieve broader CONRChMIR

on, the role and function of the public library.
So much appears in the literature in lengthy discussions of the public library's

role that one hesitates to identify the role questio» as a basic issue in the gov-
ernmental financing of such services. Nonetheless. it .seems clear that ademiate,
sustaining piddle financing systems for these services are not likely to emerge
without better definitions, supported by a broader consensus, of the scope, lair.

i Tnhn nehnlit. "NrIn?r=h30 FrilPrnIkm- In The meiropoiren trip,orp, alit'!
Tlaltat W. Conant aril teathtcen Metz, The MIT Pregs, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1912,
p. 79.
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poses mid ftmetioros, hi priority array, of public library services, A recent
tiearclt effort catalogued some :10 somewhat overlapping but different Statements
describing plibile library objectives, .Ate excellent general definition is the tone
provided bs Shera:

What then, one may properly ask. Is the purpose of the public library?
To answer such a question It is necessary to took first lit the generic role
of the library, what the library can and should do and what no other ttgowy
in society does, or at least can do as well. The function of the library, re-
gardiess of its nature or clientele, simian be to 1111X11111Ze the social utility
of graphie records for the tamelit of the tuaivbistai through ibe
%Huai, of society. The library. as at social invention, was brought Into being
because graphic records are essential Ito the development and progress of
culture: loence, It is important that the citizen have access to those resources
that will best enable hint to operate effectively In his several roles as a
totember of society. The }toddle IlltraVY as Its name Implies, has been predi-
(-ate(' on the rossoloptioo that it could motet this objective for all strata of
the populatiol0

There are a liatrolter of pre-ctuftlitions anal parameters which should tie con-
sidervil In i'munhiltig the role issue.

I at Political it(Teptability and acenontability.--The fundamental purpose of
rule amt function derinition is to win- both within total outside the professional
library field, political and liscal support for the program. Increasingly, hi the
highly comPrtitivc Ileitis of Public anti voluntary tinance. 'heeded support can
no longer be achieved on the basis of highly generalized goal statements, how-
ever noble. ltodget and fiscal decision makers want to know specifically 'what
the fmol-seeking agency Is going to do: how are they going to do It : anti above
ail, bow they will measure and evaluate the costs and benefits of the proposed
activities. Thus, the task of role and ft in et ion definition should stimulate nod
guide- the determination of measurable objectives and performance standards
based on output measures. This should permit continuing evaluation to demon-
strate iorogram impact and the achievement of purpose. lfianning-programing-
budgeting systems lit all areas of government are still evolving: libraries anti
Illintry systems cannot be expected to go beyond the current stateof-the-art In
this area. NonethelesS, the basic- concept of accountability and measurement of
performance against quantifiable objectives is not likely to go away. Public
libraries must come to terms with this reclulrentent of modern public financing
systems.

I b) Public ilbrarteR OR a single and lovarate entity. As previously discussed,
the pulfile library is a unique social institution. The literature of the field pro-
vides evidence that the institution to some extent thinks of itself as separate
and apart front all other community, soelat, cultural and educitlIonal agencies.
To the extent that this feeling exists, it should be examined critically. So<tety has
a history of responding with only an elusive and partial commitment to those
social institutions whIelt aspire to trans,--modent Itetront puts It well

Public libraries that are with their salt are no longer the somewhat
cloistered institutions of local cultural benevolence that ninny of them
once were is 111441111(01S. however. they are caught, in a vast welt of
governmental organizations and proiefices--national, state, localthat has
come to he enlist partnership federalism. The nation Is just beginning to
bet-tune aware of the complex system of intergoVernmental relationships
that has evolved out of the relatively simple concept of federalism em-
bodied in the COW:tItIlti(111 of 1 7S7. idiot-altos, quantitatively nolniscille ele-
ments In the system, heave hardly sensed the Implieattots of this evolution
for either their institutional Integrity or their function in society.25

In defining their role and function then. libraries face the treed to see them-
5.elves as all integral tort of a fabric of institutions serving the same or closely
rebilefi goals. They should consider providing and seeking active support of such
ago-ratios. Finally, they should he willing to negotiate with other social :owl
ethicational agencies in determining their role and function as it relates to a
total pattern of community. social. cultural and educational services.

e1 nelofiroship to government. In working at the task of defining role and
functirm, library professionals have the option of pressing for the inclusion of

70.
Shrra, "TIN, Library' In twspectIvo". In The lfrIropolifon ribrarre,

eglitPd by Ralph IV, Conant and Kathlepn Molz, ThP MIT Press, Crunbalgo, Nfassarlyasetts,
19%1% p. tarn.
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public library services as viable programs In the inainstreant of governmental
taterations at whatever level. Perhaps beeititse of their private philanthropic
origins and their functional nature, there Is some evidence that piddle libraries
are considered almost quasigovernmental in nature. The implications of this
observation, to Ijie extent it is valid, on strueture and finance will be diseu.ssed
later. Prom an overall fisell stutport point of view, there may be some advantages
to a peripheral position in the developmental stages of at tieW institution requir-
ing funding. However, these advantages are likely tit illmtnish, or even become

its the institution becomes of age and requires full, consistent funding
at adequate levels of support, In any event, this paper accepts and supports
the premise that there exists a profound and Increasing need fta. the services
and programs Mitch public libraries can prOVilk, Tiler(' scents to he little doubt
or disagreement that the atirninistratiou and fiscal support a such activities
should Clow from government. The goal in seeking "mainstream" status simply
meents the need for full responsibility, commitment and funding on the part
of the appropriate governmental level. or levels.

ld) Relationship to public cducti/ion. AS KatlitiMil MOIZ has putt It in tin Ilk-
torleal context

The public library, then, was viewed us the last and most Independent
stage lie a hierarchical system of toddle education that began with the en-
rollment of the nation's children in the public seltools.'4

Iteriew of the literature suggests that the relationship Of public libraries to pub-
lie Nitication is still under discussion anti debate and that, to a large extent, the
phrase "most independent stage" is no apt characterization of the relationship
whielt 1101V exists.

It WHIN clear that in defining and sharpening the conception of role, ftinction
and mission, public library professionals bled cone to more specific lernts with
questions of organizational, functional at. fiscal relationships with public edu-
Cat tonal systems at all levels of government. This would be no easy marriage to
broker under the best conditions, and today's scene in both functional areas is
turtudent, Pubile education has been earlier described as a battleground. and so
it Is: but it Is a battleground ill which all the important governmental and politi-
cal forces are deeply involved and committed 10 resolution. A substantial part of
the straggle In public education, perhaps not as visible as the risen', reflects the
dynamic forces of haste change which are beginning to itectome operative, Public
education is a highly compartmentalized, bureaucratized governmental institu-
tion which is now receiving severe criticism for performative fallare and its tack
of full relevance to basic societal mssi 8. There Is evidence, however, that latblic
education is breaking oat of its restraining concepts and rigid forms. The goals
of public education are under scrutiny. Hopefully, they will be broadened to
reflect a concern for the quality of life, at concern that emphasizes the "sensi-
bility" about whieh Molz ha.s Spoken in The Mclropolibin Library. To the extent
that these changes emerge there would SCeni to he an even greater sited for sf song,
functional linkages between the public education and piddle library systems.
2. The structure through, which public library services ore ftcycloped and ad-

ministered at the local and state yorernmentat leects needs to be 1.i:examined
and strengthened.

Withhi'ccrtuili limits, the structure through which governmental programs are
supported and implemented can be considered a varitible, There are few bard and
fast rules in public administration and organizational theory to define in pre-
else terms which structural form should be used to insure programmatic success.
Chances are that if iodine libraries were receiving adequate fiscal support anti
were not an endangered species, this paper, If it were written at all, would not
deal with the question of structure. Such is not the ease. Moreover, there is some
relationship between how well au institution is fiscally supported and its struc-
tural form ; and there are some fundamental, empirically based rules against
which structural form should be examined and evaluates!.

(a) service-providing vs. administrative agencies. An earlier discussion in
this paper commented on the fundamental differences in orientation, mission,
personnel and operational mode between a service-providing agency and one
charged with administrative direction and development of a governmental pro-
gram. Yet, the observable pattern in the development or public library programs
and services seems to feature placement of responsibility in the state library.

z Ibid., p. 3.
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The literature of the field lends to blur the distinetion being guide here. For ex.
hinple, the diseussion 1n 1,fbraries at !Aral* in American State Libraries mill
State Library .1.geneles under the caption "Hole of the Slate Library" Is BS fol.
lovs:

The role of the state In 1 illrory f )10,,,, i,evn 4.1):1Q as follows: States
proc;(1c library services diteetly, promote services throngli other ageneies,
cooed(nat the voirions library measures. (lilt foloories finant.law.k. and
To're son vire lhroogh Standards Itegoilatbais.

Tile point to he made is that the "rode of the slate" and the "role of the state
library' ith respect he 11111'017 Sir% Ices .11to11111 not be eunsiderrd
synotonnous, isor reasons olireaily cited, the establishment of it slate tiny anti
the 41..vootmiplit of public libtay services throughout the slate are historically
0111 oisnonbiltIonally related. Ile, Shift' library remains as the
agency 1,ctlinitmIty resp(olostiola for Mt or the fitnetions in the definition cited
above. ALA's siwohtloo. for Library roation./ of the State !,ctrl fails to honor
or otherwise comment 401 Iho di.t11101011 11011g Math' 11010 V1 hen it states:

Various types of libraries awl agencies have teen established by the %totes
ire carry out library fimetions. ht Lieu document. the term stale library agen-
cy refers to the appropriate unit of wertionont responsible for the function
specified in each slit hula rd.'s

It is suggested that this question nerdy hi he (;alt with directly in postulating
the future development of toddle library services at the level and to the extent
deslreti. .1.ggressiveo administrative direction atoll developloo nt of public library
service.: In nil joiri.:(lictions of state ore not likens- to emeige front the agency
yespoonspoho for providing services to a state capitol clientele. The orientations
are tool (111Terent, 'cities ore. In some sense, only l important as the Incumbents
nuke them, but the distinction between the dig's "State Librarian" and "State
Diris.tor of Public Library Servies" connotes vast ditnotenees, one wonder...,
;Ilona the difference in groxth and develoPmentod patterns that might have en-
sued if the T.SCA had Inelinied as a pl'el'etillkite to receiving federal funds, the
appoint:omit of a director of public library services in each state Mid outlined his
duties in broad terms,

tlot 7'for viii of atilainistratie boarriv hoot POtbnits.aknv, The use of a pima
executive, in the form Of a board or eoinmi,:sion vested with administrative re-
sponsibilities, is eollitiltittly viewed ns a weak and inefficient organIzationni form.
Tits (observation ha recognized validity even in school district organizations.
regardless of whether board members are appointed or elected, or whether they
Intro direct taxing power. In cities particularly, the board-dominated organIza-
tiomal stroothre is Increasingly called into question, In Ploiladolphin, for example,
current efforts to revise the home rule charter include discussion of the niter-
name or assigning responsibility for sehool operation to the Mayor as one of
the departments of the City government. It is widely recognized that the recent
extended teachers strike could not have been settle without the direct, sustained
involvement of the Mayor of Philadelphia.

The VAS study points out dint In '25 states responsibility for organizing and
administering public library services is vested in an indepindent committee, com-
mission, or board. In reference to the point made in (i., above, the report furtherstates Hutt :

.k state or official with a similar title, ho may or may not be
a viol lug ineitilior of the governing hotly, is tisthilis rrsponsible for the day-
today administration of the ttgotwy29

In 11 states, responsibility for coordinating piddle library services is assigned to
the agency which administers public education. In the remaining II states, the
assignineet of responsibility for public libraries varies: in six states, the e-
sponsibility Is assigned to another department or agency of state government ; inthree. It is placed in the governor's office; and In two, Indiana and Vermont, it Isassigned toll depArtIlletit of libraries.

Clearly. the predominant organizational pattern at the state level features Ole
use of onizninist native hoards and colamtssfotis. There are many reasons advanced

Libraries at Lar9e, edited by Douglas 31. Kni413t and Shepley Nmirse, RR Ifew-krcoolie:too . No.w 'Cork, p. 110.
10'.tnierican library Association, Rtandards for Library Floietiang at the State 1,errt,(noviifin of Mc lelin Ntitloal 4, Chicago. 11170. 1vi'iitcrna Among the State for Supporti»g Pablic Library Serrirea, .1cialyil,tra-tIon ,Servh.e. Chicago. 1972, p. ts. Tire /mintier:5 of states In cash class ore taken from aop,tatt,11 PAS reports inquiry lute 7'1w l'alttriov Among Molex Jo,1.1toary crrice. pp, 25 2:4,
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to explain the less efficient administrative functiouing of plural executive heads.
The difficulty of developing aggressive policy, the negotiated (and negotiating')
position of the chief executive, rapid turnover of board members, or, on the oilier
hood. 11111e or no turnover of board membersall these are mamig the reasons
witch limit the effectiveness of administrative boards. Confirming evidence that
boaribeounnIsslou structural patterns do not insure strong fiscal support for the
opi.ration Is cited in the St. Mtge lo research on slate library pulley. The report
states:

. at present there Is no clear pattern of the best relationship withitt
state government for the highest support of library programs. There is
evidence to indlente that agencies now located in slate education depart
meats fare somewhat better than other structures maintaining these at

so far as funds god'
ALA's Ntandards fur Library Flutelions at the Stole Level are male on the
subject of the appropriate use of administrative boards and (commissions,

To the extent that similar types of board slum nue are used in the atimlnistra
tion of public library programs at the loyal level, the saute kind of difficulties
apply. It Is reported that in many voinnamities, politic libraries are administered

quasipublie, selfperpetuating boards. The Inherent policy and administra-
tive limitations of boards are compounded by these added features.

The obvious alternative to he considered lei redefining strueltire Is to restrict
the use of beard. and comialssloos to an advisory status.

e) Pertnis.,dre versus mandatory state legislation. The point already has been
made that focal governments can be utilized Icy the stnte, in whatever trays
appropriate, to develop local piddle library services. Local home rule charter
provisions represent broader wants of 'tower, but even measures frequently
set constraints and general guidelines for the development of local services.
Some observers see loyal governments primarily as delivery systems for povid-
ing haste emanmnity services, including library services.

In the light of these bask state-local government relationships, the rather
standard use of enabling, state legisto bat for the development and adinintst ration
of local public, library services should be examined. Typically, state statntes
permit local units of governments to estalaish public lilornrie, and grant author-
ity for their fiscal support, frequently lit the form of as pre,:erlled maxininnt
lax rate. The problem of prescribed tax rates trill be discussed later. 114,re, the
point is that standard use of 'squib:sive legislation provides not much In the way
of incentive_ or urgency for the establishment and aggressive developmeat of
local public library services. The historical growth of piddle library and public
education systems has been closely associated. Yet. it Is Interesting to note that
there is little bi the way of permissiveness in the state delegation of local puldie
education restmousibilities. The reasons for the distinction are obvious. however.
It is suggested that the closer states can come to a general mondate for deVelop-
tnent of local public library services. supported by state administrative and
fiscal incentives. the sooner such services will be upgraded and exisitiffial

(d) The administrative and fiscal viability of regional library network or-
ganization. It has become important as well as fashionable in recent years to
press for the regionalization of governmental services In as wide variety of fn? W-
atomic areas, including public illpraries. There are econon ic. political and func-
tional reasons that can be advanced to support this developmental trend. Most
of such reasons are rooted in the existing constraints and rigidities associated
with the unchanging pattern of local Jurisdictional boundaries.

Piddle libraries too, have moved in the dirtslion of regional networks, but
progress has been slow in spite of Incentive financing measures in some states.

The recent National Commission on libraries report calls for networks of
libraries; certainly the apex of the network, or its clearinghouse/control
center, logically should be the state library. But the statement by an out-
sidera non state rian---is not so effective or as the same
thought voiced by someone with the responsibility for promoting and opera t-
tug such a network. State librarians, indeed, have pronounced this concept
viable; their acceptance of it, however, has not led to any record - breaking
speed contest of implementation."

Moves to regionalize other governmental services have also been more active in
dktus....sion stages than in specific ttnpletnentation,

" St. ttsreld. 1..1,10% in. op. sit., 01% 1%7.
ae St. .ktigelo, rttio.111, (;1,1(toeln, op.
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\'hile there may Ile sound Justification for the regionalization of public library
services. NO1110 ton Iu n Shlit1)41 de Stoted a ml observed with respect to the timing
and the strategic impleuwitlatiutt of regional plans and development. Regional
agooticics are usually created toy negotiation and compromise between levels and
among units of goveri ment. In ontioryoude form they frequently lack organiza-
tional form, fisetti strength and an active political constituency. Thus, the super-
imposition of a regional network. with the essential attendant administrative
st ructure, on the existing relatively weak governmental organization for piddle
library' services creates some (111111t as to its strategic validity, A toile tlon of
weak local piddle libraries operating on the periphery' of government does not
make for regional organizational strength.

This observation by Ito means should he interpreted as 1111(leralltling lime library'
network concept that cats be achieved by coordination, rellnoltell ()Iterating rein-
Gunships, and peciai fiscal soldered, But the effective discharge of administra-
tive anti developmental responsibility requires Ott operative political and fist:at
bast), Mcort"over, it would seem that proximally of source is perhaps the mast
single factor in establishing and developing general publito library services.
Itegionailzation of seitootood. atol 8/oolitic kinds of Infortnatt011 re8ources may
will be more approiorlate and doofctislide to terms of cost-iii'lletit ratios. Given the
history and existing status of piddle libraries III most stales. it fs difilettit to
see that a state-wide system of district or regional libraries would mid ad-
ministrative or fiscal strength towards the development of adequate local piddle
library services. Perhaps a significant factor in insnring the administrative
effectiveness of regional library networks would be for the state to delegate
to the regf onal agency its full power to implement the development of regional
systems, licitionoll public library agencies should then be held accountable to
the state for olevelnputent progress.

3. There IP a ?iced for xy8tenottieally rowarelied allernallue plan8 for lie di*.
telbution of public library rrortR, at adequate lcrel$ of ecrricc, among l'cd.
era!, slate and local gorernmen Is

Widely varying judgments tire expressed in the literature with respect to it
desirable or optimum distribution of piddle library service costs among levels
of government. These data, which have been described earlier in this paper,
shore n common feature in that limy all deviate markedly from the present
approximate pattern of cost ilistribution-->8S percent local, 7 Percent state. and
5 percent lo'ederoll. All reloorted Judgments would significantly elevate time percent-
age of fiscal support from the state and Federal levels.

Review of the Library Services and Construction Act, as atrienolvd, lor(Whieg
evidence that I he ('oingriss aIso has expressed Itself In terms of a higher Federal
fiscal 'Mont for tontine libraries. Witness the p207 mifiluti authorized in the Act
for FY 11)72. eompared to the actually appropriated and. of fonds
made available under the euntliming resolution are signifientilly below the 11172
hovel. The autitorization--approprIation gap is a problem which extends far
beyend the poldie library geld and is a part of the on -going struggle asota
louver between the Federal legislative and eXPCittire lortinehes. The dialler prob-
lem is that there seems to he Mho knowledge ay:Maio-le about the total cost of
ositilmoing the nation with an adequate pattern of public library services. 'This
is no easy task to perform, and it clearly Jim-dyes some of the issues Cited "Which
11V111 with role, (organization and strut -turn] questions. Nonetheless. it does mot
seem to be an insurmountable problem to devote/1 reasonaidy vnIt 1 poinIntes
Which reflect the ournont inventory of public library faelliffes and pogroms and
Gm (so:4s required for augmentation. expansion) and upgrading to soon) level of
sertotee whielt loots general acceptability, A measure of the gap between existing
and gaol orieliksi service livels shonia provide better information alormt floe
dilerentfal need for funding among states and Jurisdictions within states. This
kioll of bard lof»rmation and data Is required in formulate vtible tiseal support

incinding a more rational determination of the percentage of funding to
too molerwrItten by the three levels: of government. The oft ettpd statement that
the support of piddle librotrIes is "fiscally insignificant" is neither a precise nor
ersuasive argument in the increasing competitive battle for the public hawk.

New systematic research efforts to develop total cost estimates may validate that
argument.

Notwithstanding the need for additional basic research on costs, there are
other faetors to be considered in resolving the issue on funding source and cost
distribution.
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I fl) Pefferal iercL III Is olivions that the amount mid extent of folenti funding
has been small and has far r11.111 fe.111%141 Ole expectations of the 1.8('A (lesiva.
ers. The linjoact of revenue sharing could ate eNtromely severe on the Niue
development of public library services Idealise It tl) cuts off further federal
finding, (2) provides the states an opportunity to mince or eliminate Heil
matching fund eontribution 111111, 131 loaves 101111 101/1111.' libraries with the need
to rate, local 1,,,1ttmli lurid 11,;(:11 itoetslon-maket's vVItil Increased budget requests
Clue 10 Federal tlt111101. The Pr.1111Viti Will he especially severe in
striKtit areas necause If the mismatch of needs and resources. and wills respect
to regional library networks whirls otworate 011 St Nt;Ite-proVidtql !keit' ham% l're.
lifuinnry data itelleattrig artthll ant 111'1,1w:wed ilistr1/1111141 or revenue shariii
finals doe:: net prol'Ide 1101/0 that public 1110110es will receive priority
consideration in applying for these funds.

Repaid the political dimensions of the current revetme-shacing ver.411.4 cane
gorical grant battle there is broad justification, for comilsomilon of sulNiantiai
Federal funding. Puldie Illorarles do represent nit activity and service, Iles
benefits of which, in the tertnittoloogy of modern piddle goods 111150W, extend be-
yond 110. 11141111111111 Will his 101.'01 community.
11

Moreover. tor the serious etted
t1111% 1111hig In N)11014 a public iihrary servicesis a relatively late entry
into the slate and Federal financing 504111. :41111s.t11111 1111 01111 111115'1 F15111111 finane-
ing Is trartletihtty ;ti,propriate (0 assist in the up-grading of this service to a
desired level. The continuing importance Of piddle libraries as an information
n.solaree and it eivIlizing force lit an (111pOrfoct trirdern society Is ample evidence
of need for emit limed Federal Involvement and support.

tb) Stale Icrei, ('onshlerations affecting state level Involvement in funding
tomtit. libraries are obvious. Clearly. in terms of patois. Nuance theory and prac-
tice the slate has basic responsilollity for the development of public libraries
which meet the needs of all Its citizens. state bas the :Wm! resources t(1
implement this resnonsibility. However, a reading of the data 111 the 11111111e
library livid describitn; the state pattern of develi)pment, the level of state fiscal
support [mikes It alamolantly elear that the vast majority of stales have not
noleoluately met this restoonsibility. Nor has the I,SCA achieved great sucecss in
triggering more than n modest flow of additional state dollars.

Its determining an appropriate level of public library funding from Ante
sources, consideration should ne given to developments in plinth. edtientlim
financing,. In that 1101(1. a recommended coarse of 11(11011 ulnae 1py 11 11111111)elr (of
torestivions study groups. including, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmen-
tal Relations and the President's l'enittassiOti ou Seheel Fitialle, call fm. 1'1111
stale fittlItIng (00 percent level I of floe costs of piddle education. The lode factors
witch support these conclusions 111.0 also germane to the public library Peld : 1 t
differential need for educational services to meet the relpfir(ment of (411111111P11
opportunity, and 1 :i) intraluristlietional fiscal disparities for the equitable
support of !addle (lineation. The Serrano r. l'Elest ease carried Hats issue to Ilse
courts. The Rodriguez v. 'ficxas decision by the 1%8. Smacme Cootirt invalidated
the t'etostitutional. butt not the soda! anti fiscal relevance of the issue. The
President's Commission reomnalabstion Is instructive.

The Commission remonitsamils that State governments assume responsibility
for financing substantially tilt of the non-rederal outlays (01' 101.1111c elemen
lay and secondary education. with haul applements permitted up to st level
not to exceed 10 percent Of the State allocation,

The Commission further recommends that State budgetary and allocation
criteria Mellote differentials inset (at cdm.ssttm;;; tmo increased
costs of educating the handicapped and disadvantaged, and on variations in
edtwational costs within vi 1 tells parts of the State.

To aid the States in toivin;: toward this olojective, the t'ommission also
recommends a general !aiflow Federal incentive grant that would reimburse
States for part of the costs of raising the Stare share of total State and local
edlicational outlays above the prevlootis year's precentage, This \void(' be
coati logoilt on the stolomission by a State of a plan for achievement of full
State funding over a reasonable period of time.'

fcl Local Lett t. l'he central ecossIolerfstiort In local government source fmullng
is the property tax. In 1970, local governments raised $39 billion in revenue from

ii Rrhooto, People and Money, The President's L'ornints.sion on School Finance, Wash-
ington. 1072, pp. 30-37.
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0,ia l so ai., ex: S33 billion 0+I'volit 11.101 Va`z frdni property
taxes, primarily the tax on re 11 estate. Nearly half I $17.ii billion) of all local
property taxes were expended for public vahle;tiloli, :mkt the relittiVe 100101I has
probably increased since 1910V3

The with fire rem property tax are many and well-known. The tax
is determined on an ea/orcaf bask whirl' means that the 41111f ilint of the tax
for each property owner is prop Pli011:11 to the appraised value of the
land and buildings. The prime difficulty lies in determining anti setting the ap-
praiser) or 11:.;sessinent value. Most Ntilto 1:08."/ 01 1.011,111E to nix Vail for RN aSSI.SsS
MOW Va1110 Olt each property nalectin what a willing Layer would !toy to a will-
ing seller tinder open market conditions. dome states prescribe that market value
shall be considered but not controlling. The difficulties limrease infinitely in de
terttlining assessment values for industrial, commercial and natural resource
property which. under the laws of many states, must he assessed and taxed at
uniform rates of taxation.

Assessment adialaistration I. ifsually a function of local governments. limier a
varying pattern of state supervision and oversight. The fanetion is technically
Milieu!l to administer and. not surialsingl. Is most vulnerable to direct and
indirect political meg:Aare. Problems with respect to assessment ntiministration
developed in most acute form in relation to state educational financing systems.
itecanse the total assPSS1,11 valuation of real estate was used as a measure of
the tisoal capacity of local ittrisaltetIons, anti iweanse it represented a widely
varying percentage of "troy" or market value, states were forced to develop
separate estimates of market value, and *o determine the average assessment
rail° in each local school district. Efforts to bolster and improve assessment
aliminktration go on apace. loft practices still vary widely among itirisdietions.

There are still more tiliflicnit problems with respect to ad valorem property
taxation. To some extent. it 1s inherently regressive in Impact: the poor property
owner Pays a higher percentage of his Income under tills tax than the rich, and
sometimes he is regressively asse,acti. The It:come-property value relatiooship
'caries also among classes (residential. agrienitaral. industrial. etc.) of property.
Only a few states have responded to the need to provide a classified property tax
permitting differentiol rotes of taxation which would redtice the income equity
problem. in the 1073 primary election in Pennsylvania. for example, voters author-
ized a constitutional amendment which will provide differential assessment of
agricultural land.

Difficulties related to property taxation ore felt In all types of jurisdietions, but
particularly in urban areas. Doter, burgeoning metropolitan area growth coupled
with the flight of the white tuicidie class, has left core cities with a restricted
property tax base, high tax rate, and increasing funding requirements to meet
local needs:. The clamor of the so-called taxpayers' revolt focuses. perhaps uris-
tnkendy. on the property tax. Presidential response to this pressure late in 1971
resulted in a request to the Advisory Commission on intergovernmental Relations
to explore the use of a value-orbital tax as a substitute for the residential property
tax used for school purposes. The Investigation did not recommend such a change,
but it did opt for improvements In property tax administration.

Adjustments, corrections and improvements can be made in the utilization end
administration of property taxation. Most observers feet. however, tint it will
continue to provide the basic source of revenue of local government. State tke-
over of public education Dimling would, of course, provide much local relief.
That course of action remains only a promise of the future in the vast majority
of stales.

These are the factors to be considered in appraising the continuation of local
funding of public lihrorles at the present high level. They provide heavy PO-
donee that a substantial shift is required if we hope to sustain a viable pattern
of public library services.
.ifare reRaaffir fir. Alrotrginilly fIrslymed orrthoef.q nj finottriag public' !throw

foifyrin f igh acrtIlltrIbility and prol6rinance iinprrorconcnt
wqa trent! ta.s, abroad be explored.

Chwermitental financing mechanisms raft er.ti!ig emutebitt.41 goats in any Dine-
tional area should be strategically dosit:Thl in af 1.im.0 those objeetives. Tills
moons that ofrorts lutist he made to identify gw.11.-'- Pi ilt,l,iyi.tivrs in sistciflu terms,
and to fashion a subvention system relatcd therrito. areotiatability nut
the possibility of stistaimal support for the pregrani is this maximized. Intor-

27.
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governmental linatieing systemswhere support. funds come from lure thanone met govemuma.......stkoutd he lat.grattpu ur satth.tRity cooratamcd so that
the combining of funds enhaaces the impact of each component. We are talking
here about direct support governmental funding systems, not revenue shrk";
or tax redistribution measures. The objective of (Meet support aid systems is to
insure the provision of specific services:, ut stated levels of periormancv, lu
accordance with identified, differential 'patterns of need, and reflecting differen-
tial abilities of subordinate go vt'lliftlelital units to plovide complement log fiscal
support. The objective of tax redistribution inuelparasons is to do just that to
roll:tribute equitably revenues collected by it higher level of government itt
accordance with getierallud measures of fiscal acrd, snit /Or measures relfeedag
the relative amount of tux revenues paid by residents to! subordinate joristile-
I tons. The point Is that these I:Wet:lives are ditterem, awaking. quite different
tritst'S told methods of fund distribution. Tee hest is a IlltIVtion 01' set VICI. ()intoned
fiscal aid system; the second 1148 a purely tiscal orientatiou. isval aid systems
which combine these separate objectives feud to thwart or dilute tne avoievte
molt of either. Neverthelt ss, legislative development of tiseat aid formulas pro-
vides Nide oPPIn'tifilitieS tor bargainitig, the result of main' produces "pot-
sweeteners" and a variety of :utile:Moo factors which may blur

Federal aid to public library systems has existed in organized form since
the lio50 Library Services .pct. Some sutte-ald systems for libraries existed before
that time; In addition several states established or revised their aid systems as

result of 1.8.1. and the LSC.1. '1'11e Mstory of local aid to library systems is notch
typos of aid systems sioodd be reexamiued to determine

their efficiency awl validity in the light of restated objectives and current lierary
development and need patterns,

(a) hibrarti &Tilt:ea awl Construction .40. The fiscal support provisions
of this act have proven to be an effective, perhaps crucially truportaitt, stimulus
in the development of public library services. The possibility of noaklug sub-
stantial tallaVV011ent lit tine mechanism should be explored, however,

The three separate titles of the act relating to (1) services, (2) construction
end 131 devetopment of library networks represent an etiort to allocate and
target the "finds toward spOitie purposes. The 1970 amendments called for
strengthenlog state library agencies, a special emphasis on services to the
disadvantaged, and an effort to use metropolitan libraries us resource ('curers.
It WaS 110101 that aulditi Papa fonds could be provided to support the statement
of new emphases, but that hope wits nut realized. This effort is noteworthy
heottise it represented lit attempt to include a differential need for library
services, not otherwise reflected in the act, The strategic administrative implicit,

of developing network artangentellis (Title Iii; bits already been ills.
eussed and should IN evaluated in the light of the special futhling of this activity.
The legislative and athidniStratire bases fur the allocation of funds alltatig
tire different titles is not kituivu and should be further researched as part of
an overall planning ettort. By far the largest amount was used for Title 1
expoolitures covering, in general, rho following items:

1. 1) The administration of the Federal program ;
(2) (A rants-in-aid to hscal piddle libraries:
(3) Statewide library 'programs, such as bookmobile service, consultancy

service, workshops, etc. ;
1 4) Strengthening State library agencies ;
3) Special projects, such as service to the economically disadvantaged

and physlea 1:y handicapped;
ft s Training and fehowships ;
7) Centralized processing of books alai other materials ;.

e,5t Other services.
Surprisingly, only about 13 percent of the total hSCA funds in 11)71 and

wie wa expooled for grant- lit -old programs in support of local public
libraries. inn view of the status of their development and the difficult financial con-
ditions of umst local governmelds, this modest allocation should be evaluated,

1971, beady half of ail 1,SCA funds were expended for multi -unit project
silvio es. mid half of that amount (25.5 percent) was used in support of state-
wide llregratti development. The heed to upgrade statewide agencies and their
pel.grilllis has IRV!! supported in the literature. The emphasis on national
priority projects reselling from the 1970 amendments caused a pronounced
inease in these expenditures, mainly In response to state requested augmenta-
tion of services for the handicapped and disadvantaged and similar programs.
In the absence of additional Federal funds for these purposes, the data show a
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shift of funding from mull bunit project sm.vlees to the newly &fitted priorities.
As a liSell I subsidy Illelh0d, the ISCA prOvistons represent a rather mule

mechanism utilirtug fa(tors more appropriate in a tax redistribution scheme than
a goal oriented aid system. The total cost of the "floor" ($200,000Tide 1,
$100.000Title II, and $10,000 -- 'Title Ill), representing the minimum grant to
each state, (amid equal $17 million, or nearly 80 percent of the u5 2 tow appro-
priation of $58.0 million. That seems to be an expensive underwriting of the
status -quo la a funetIonal area where direeted expansion and developnwilt are
needed. rIldonioteaty, some 110441041 deplillinik,111 vaa provided, Ind it Is difliellit
to ileideVe planned objectives under this kind of arrangement. Population ratios
used in fund allitea Him and per capita Income ratios used in determining State
matching requirements are also crude measures, without mud if any relation-
ship to the differential need for public library' services and the differential ability
III provide such services.

Thk. LS('A also makes heavy use of the plan device in the administration oral
ntilization of federal funds. This Is a valid techniqae, but difficult to use bemuse
It requires intensive staff evaluation. including revision, of submitted plans,
and n real ability to reduce or cut off funds if the state plan or its implementat
that does meet standards. It Is doubtful that any state funding under ',SCA
was reduced or elintinated through enforcement of the plan requirement..

Another area to he considered relative to federal funding is the need to con-
solidate or hetter coordinate the' many separate federal funding programs and
mechanisms Impacting on public libraries. The Ideal solution is to consolidate
such funding activity under one agency and program. A second way is to place
consolidating and coordinating responsibility and authority In the agency prin-
cipally responsible for public library development.

(b) State POW(' Library Support Programs. As previously indicated, a total
of 35 states authorize some fool of state aid to public libraries. As of 11170--71,
however, only 23 states made appropriations for this purpose. The total amount
appropriated was $52.5 million. The Interesting point is that of this total, ()states
appropriated $4 million, or S2 percent of the total for all states. Moreover, New
York State alone appropriated $15.5 million, or about one-third the total for the
O states. This Indicates, of course, that in the majority of states the aid system
for local public libraries operates at a nominal level.

This filet is substantiated by a recent USOE analysis of thr effect of phasing
out LSCA fundlag. Of 17 "high income" states, 4 had either no state subsidy
program or one that represented an appropriation of less than $200.000. Of :33
'tow Income" states, 18 were in this zero or manilla] aid category. The distinc-
tion between high and low income states was based on whether the states were
required to match federal funds at above or below the 50 percent standard
level." Incidentally. It can he deduced from this analysis that neither high nor
low income states will fare well in the amount of funds available under I,SCA
compared to preliminary allocations of local revenue sharing funds. This confirms
an earlier point made.

The PAS; study on patterns among the states for supporting public libraries
makes clear that then, are three prinmry types of systems for disbursing state
aid. Four states, California, Illinois, Nlielligan, and New York. use the plan
device and require local libraries to submit plans stipulating reorganization of the
library system as a "separate legal entity," providing wide aceestt, designation
of a headquarters library, and providing "adequate" Meal tax supaore A second
model is used by Pennsylvania. Rhode Island, Messaelinselts and Now .Tersey.
This approach uses elements of the total system notion and establishes several
strata of libraries with 'regional or district level responsibilities. Such libraries
may receive separate state funding. A third method. as the Maryland
approach. is a modified matching system in which the state provides a fluctuating
percentage of local library revenues.

The general standards and criteria suggested earlier against which financing
nwthods can be examined are equally appropriate with respect to state saltsidy
methods. Farther emphasis should he given at the Mate level to subsidy factors
and criteria which provide and implement discriminating measures reflecting
differential library service needs, as well as differential ability to support such
services. Adjustments to take cognizance of municipal overburden factors are
of special importance. None of the plans examined In broad outline form seem to
fully or adequately reflect these factors. ALX's Standards for Library Functions

1', The Effect of the Phaetnq Out of The Meant Eerttree and Conetruction Art on high
and Low Income 8tatceSummary Analysts, USOE, 1973 (unpublished), Tab C.
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411 flit Stoic Loci good gcneral criteria for the evaluation of current
state subsidy systems.

The general finding of the St. Angelo study is confirmed by thh; analysis:
Continuing review should be notde of grants-in-aid programs and their re-

latituISIIIIIS to local approprIaitrais for local services. Legislation may be
needed either to correct inequities or to provide a better sharing of respon-
sibilities. Slate MI reference to tnetrigioliLin areas aud services to low-
income minority groups should also be reviewed:"'

iv) Local Ntildmori SIVIteins. It Is clear that the primary determinant of local
public library support systems is tho availability of local tax reVettt WS, prin.
41inttly real estate tax proceeds. In the main, local public libraries Can expect
1)14 the right to compete with other demands for a share of the local govern-
meld operating and eapital budgets. Special taxes and segnestered funds, ear-
marked for library services, ore :subject to their own risks and limitations. More-
over, they represent poor piddle Minuet. policy in most Instances, Local tax rate
limitations, built tutu so many slate library statutes, were probably designed to
guarantee at least minimum fonds. In sonic east's they now may well represent
maxiniums, and MUM 11111110 the continued development of needed 1110111I'S SetT
lees. In any event, sound piddle finance pulley would support their elimination'.

Regional taxing it1111 fiscal support schemes, often dismissed as a desirable way
to correct the misinatelt of needs and resources at the local level, offer little
immediate hope of substantially altering existing fiscal imbalances among local
governments. Even the nitwit discussed Twin Cities "share the growth plan."
developed under the aegis of the St. PaulNlinnealmils council of government
orgalliZathal, represents only it primitive beginning towards the solution of a
most serious metropolitan area problem. The Ideas are noble; the political and
maul Leal ibst mot It ins to progress remain.

So, all important part of public library funding is likely to remain at the local
level, subject to all the vagaries and problems current In the local goverinuent
!Mance picture, It Is hoped that substantial shifts In the burden of funding can
be Math' II) achieve a better 101 hi nee. It is also hoped that the mechanisms of
financing. at all levels of government, can be made more responsive and Ills-

Such thwelopments are appropriate in terms of the IIseal and func-
tional dimensions of providing the full .range of public library services to meet
the.present awl future needs of modern society,
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Dr. Lowittr. In spite of the apparent growth of this prestigiollt; ed11-
eat ional institution, libraries still do not have the visibility needed to
truly effect a viable service for all.

A. White hiottSe conference could hell) do this by foonsinf; on the
full spectrum of sen.ices, currently available as well as those poten-
tilly available throucdi the use of technology.

The concept of a conference Nvhicit would be planned hy the Na-
tional Commission, reprosentativoQ from the Congress, the library
profession, and lay people would place bt;fore the people of this coun-
try a forum ,in which three basic questions could be explored as
debated:

(el The role which library risers see as the raison d' etre of libraries.
(b) 'rho interrelationship amour, the whole ranIre of social ageneies

ill tneetincr the total needs of citizens, with the library as one of the
significant stippottunt agencies.

(e) The opportunity for librarians in all types of librariesna-
tional. metropolitan, rural, school. public, academic, specialto ana-
lyze the services beincr given nov-; to explore the no-ssbilitiel which
could la, achieved by fully implementing the national library policy;
to anticipate the future rroardilw user needs. and the various formats.
media. and techniques which might be employed for quality library
and information services.
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I would p artioularly like to emphasize the need for exploring re-
gionAu developments, that t deyekunent of library systems which
would cross iHditical boundaries as well as types Of lihniries and pro-
vide far richer opportunity for sharing library materials both print
and tionprint, among

hi niy oe,n State Of ,Michigan Ave arc motiI1L ill the direction of
creating larger units of service. There are large county and metropoli-
tan ;4,ystenis such as Detroit or Wayne County which could provide
more effective programs with better financial support from State and
Federal funds.

They could not only service their own clientele better. Nit they
would join rith the State and university libraries to share the NrealtIt
of their resources throughout the State.

.. greater use of technical communication aids already in existence
should he :4111)1)011M, as VIII as eXPerinlVntatiOn with neW

A specific. example of interlibrary sharing which particularly in-
terests Ille is a thenther of the 1fie11igati Governor's; Commission on
higherigher Education is the State's southwestern educational library
protect program of regional research library services.

This is designed for public. college, and special libraries in south -
Western Michigan, a group of if counties.

The intent is to provide library materials and services of a kind not
availnhle elsewhere in the region, to strengthen rather than replaco
existing programs by providing rapid access to research collections,
audiovisual materials, and specialized information services normally
only provided to members of the university community.

I have attached for the record a brochure describing this program.
[irooh1111, Feferrea to follows :]

SOUTIUWESTERN EDIrrATIONAL TARR HY PROJECC

A rItOCHANI or REGIONAL RESE.\REII LIHRARY SERVI FS

(IVrstertz Micittgan l'ttiversity Lihrarie.4. 1.7alatnazoe. Mielt.)

IirogTain of regional research library service for Fatale. eeitet.te.
and specint libraries In Staithwe,tern 'Nfichigad,

Siht .11 services are provided by It'e,tertt 3liehlgati l'nitersitc libraries.
our Interlibrary Loan Center collect at tinny 3,1 0154. 110 WI eft

the hours; Of noon and five. iNIaiday through Friday. Or call by collect teletype
at sin 277

services are new available, and are currently budgeted to rim
through .111110. 1971.

So you will ItittleNtatol fully the servi4, available hi your lihary, please
read carefully the program description in this hroeloire.
I. Pirrpoge 61 the project

The pntvose of lb' ; experimental project is to implement the role of Western
Michigan University Libraries as a Regional Re.,00rce ('enter. serving' the re-
search needs of ninny smaller institutions and individual citizens In Smith-
svestern Nliehigan. The speeilie intent is to provide library materials and services
of a klial that are not available (Lett-here In the region. No tinplieation of the
proper role of any other library Is intended. The project alms to ,trengthen rather
than to replace existing library programs. by providing raohl access to reseaveli
collections. andlovisual material,. iind specialized information servires not evilly
!trot. Moil only to members of the l'itiversity sty
relatively little used researeh material \tint all citizens ;;;* sonolo-e;te-n
lieltignit. the University Libraries hope to maximize benefits 1'1.01.1 Ow lax

moneys devoted to purchase of these expensive research materials.



Libraries to be served are pulille, college, and special libraries In the following
comities :
Allegan Calhoun Kalamazoo (Minna
Barr y Coss Kent Ottawa
Berrien Eaton Muskegon St, Joseph
Ilrmuclt Ionia Newaygi) Van !Wren

project has been bildgelod to run through June 30, MI, at which time
results twill be evaluated. If the experiment proves successful, special funding
Mill be siaight to maie the project's services available on It continuing basis.
II. Who IOW project Nrrrieca

Any public, college, or special Wintry in the sixteencounty region may obtain
any of the services on behalf of ony of Its patrons. Any patron expressing need
for the lype of service offered will lie eligible to receive it, provided only Ihat
log i a i u tilitictl borrower of the library transmit ling the request. There is no
requirement that the patron be a graduate student, professor, or member of It
eorporate researejv organization. If he is (mantled to borrow from your library,
his statement of need for the services we are providing will stillice.

service8 to be prariled
A. Two-week Irian of research monographs from the Libraries' circulating col-

lection. (Popular Iletion, hest sellers. reference books, reserve collection items,
etc.. are not available for loan.) Renewals of loans cannot he authorized.

B. Free photocopies of research journal articles in the Libraries' collections.
pleitutoides of artieles In popular journals (Lift', .Tiines, etc.) may be obtained
from the State LibraVy.

T, Free phohoviiples of slieeille reference text and newspaper articles.
I 1. Photocopies of card catalog subject entries under very specific LC headings.
C. Identification (as possible) of locations of items not held by W:111,7 Libraries.
F. Ready- reference service not involving extensive research aetivity.
O. Delivery of audiovisual materials from the WMU Audiovisual Center and

the Educational Resources Center. Rental foes charged by the Centers must lie
borne the borrower. Items that can he rented are 10 min motion pictures, film-
strips. ittal sound filmstrips; rental foes are Indicated in the catalogs. Audio tapes
are not rented or loaned because of the danger of accidental erasure of the pro-
gram. However, you may send a tape to the Audiovisual Center and have a dupli.
rare made for tifty cents per thirty minutes of program. You may also purchase
a 011ie from the Audiovisual Center if it has the desired program. A 1200 foot tape
of :111 audio program (on a seven inch reel) is sold for $3.00. All programs are
reoirded with drat tracks (mono) and a speed of either 3:.)11 ips or 711 ips. (Rental
eqiiilinientprojectors. tape raviirilers, etc.--annot It' delivered.)

it Delivery of circulating materials from the University Archives and Re
gional Ilistory Collection.
11% for prarlding serriecI

A. All requests for services should he made to the Interlibrary Loan Center,
Waldo Library, Western Michigan University, Kahl 1111t7.00.

it Loon and iihritociliy requests may be submitted on ALA. forms: 'however,
1 r rapid service. requests should be made by collect telephone or teletype

to the Interlibrary Lion Center, between noon and five o'clock Monday through
Friday. The telephone number is tillt-3S3-0051. (Please do not call any other
library number, as that will cause billing errors awl possible confusion in han-
dling your reque.st.) The TWX number is 81(1-217-2i05. Accurate and complete
bibliographical descriptions should be g,iren for each item requested.

Ready - reference service reqnests should he made by collect telephone calls,
rxacrly as outlined in the preceding paragraph.

E. Delivery of loan Reins will be made by United Parcel Service, tosnsure early
arrival.

F. Return of loan Items should he made by V.S. mail, 1.:(1mrational Material
Pot 0, using tllo mailing label sent with the item. All loan Items should be returned
to the Interlibrary Loan Center.

C. Return of audiovisual rental items should be made by U.S. Mall, Educa-
tional Matrrial Rate, using the :nailing label sent with the item. Returns should
be made directly to the Audiovisual Center.

Ii. At your ropiest, photocopies will be sent by first-class mall directly to your
patron's home address. Otherwise, they will be sent directly to your library either
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by tirstelass mail or hilted l'areel Service. Pholotaiples twill hocione the property
of the patron, awl should not be returned to the Interlibrary Loan

I. when an Item cannot be delivered promptly, or is not a Va liable for loan or
rental, you trill be notified by telephone.

itheAponNibility for proper nit ira 61 borrowed materials
Sinn n it III for rental) transaction takes Nate between the borrowing library

and the VifirersitY Libraries, the borrowing Iibrury ttlll hr rt.spollslhie for the
sae Mal tiniflp return of all borrowed (or rented) materials. The University
Libraries eantiol deal directly with the pat coos of other libraries. escort in the
instancy of untilii:g fret, photocopies of perimileal articles, etc., dirctly to
their homes.
1'1, (It Hirai tlfseriptifm of 11'.1111 (.04'0/ti) *

.k. During the past live years Ilit, collections have more than doubled lit size,
and now contain more than 01000 cataloged items, .Additions are being made at
the rate of about 100001) Heins Per year. Areas of greatest strength are (11
seholarly and sclemitic monographs taildislicil in Ilse last live years mill ehol-
oily and selonlitie Journals published is the hist live years-- or wide', two irLys
vIttly stOtstlibe lice

II. The Lilo.m.1., oOil many major series In microform. .1. list of these series
will he distributed, and, in most cases, photocopies of specific items can he
delivered.

C. Altiliovisliol materials are described in 1110, primed valalogs of the
visual Center and the I:duration:0 Itt.soitrces Center. Copies of the vitt tilii.trs will
14., distributed.

I. A mieronlin list of the Libraries' Journal holdings twill be IlreVitkli to li-
braries that desire a copy.

1)r. 1.411,1Illt!. lierionlilizatiun, sVslidli development. Witic'11 Nv011101

receive it Veal impact front IVIiite I folit' fel:IRV (11SCIISsioliS. w'011141
1101V pat It`I'lls Of 111)1111'Y Org{ildZal 'PHI and VOIdd (101'1.111.111tI'vtl"

tiletittaiS for local in!, and dit4 ributitog information.
Lihrliry st.r'..ces cart no longer be implemented in isolation. 'fbey

must he planne; 1 at St.ite and national levels to avoid duplication,
build on st rengths in existence now. and experiment Nilit 1)al erin4.

plall2osed series of State conferences win iedd it) the 1)eparafioli
of papers tit :,1);,eilic areas of study vItieli will he of assistaiwe to the
\\Mite I louse C'otiferetice Planning Coinmittee.

I ant asvare of the costs of suelt a conference and of some of the
objections heir! raised in regard to this effort. Any way in which we
can move beyond the limitations of Iiltrarians talking only to them-
selves. eV-ett thoirdt the various professional associations do try to
relate to each ;Alter regJilarly, would be a great :step forwra(I.

It is important that librarians from many programs have the op-
portunity to COI1Vertie, with nottlibraians anti with experts in other
fields who could bring knowledge Ihich would assist in the continu-
ing etliteattou of the profession.

\o profe:.sion can exist merely by comtrundeating within its o \vti
boundaries.

The expand hit! 'knowledge in such fields as geriatrics, ttrban develop-
ment. energy crisis, anti environmental niTtls. are all a part of today's
library ser,-ices,

The librarians must become more 1:nowledgealtle. 'Ultere are issues
wtlrirll must be examined jointly if libraries are going to emit bine to
m110.11)100 to the betterment of our country and its people. l'he cost of
such a conference would be minimal compared to the benefits received
by the citizens.

coalescing of all the forces at the command of the pla»ning
committee will help promote the concept of the library as a function
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not a plater, and the librarian as a professimmi who can listen awl
assist, \slo iti101111 and advocate, who can efileiently analyze user
needs.

Tn eondw4011, Mr. Chairman, I submit that libraries are at the
threshold of a new dynamic. model of service.

A White Itonsc, conference could be the impetus needed to impel
them into a new century of service. It would he an appropriate net
for the national hieentenniali it would be placing libraries in their
proper position in the intelleetual spectrum and force an analysis of
their potential as a bash. tool in the national efforts to solve the great
cult ural. scientific, educational problems of the times.

Mr, Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to testify in behalf
of the joint resolutions for a White House conference in 1976,

The American Library :1ssoriation urges .hi= paS54,re orthis bill
and pledges its ssinport and cooperation in its implementation..

von, Chal1.1111111.

Mr. BRADEMAS. l'hank you for a Most helpful statement. T want to
express my own appreciation to the American Library Association
for the sliport you and your staff have given to this sitheommittee on
this am] other matters before us.

is Lowrie. let inc begin by putting a question to yon.
Mr. rambled, in a letter to the chairman of the Senate Labor and

Wel fore Committee, as printed in the Senate report on a com-
panion bill said. "We think that a White house conference solely on
the subjeet of libraries and information'seience would be too narrowly
focused in terms of the prestige of such a conference and in terms of
the ,tylv4tkrablc, public expenditures necessary for such a conference.

"This is not to diminish the imisortanee of library and information
s'iev'e, hart ileitis indicate, Ire believe, that these subjects should be
ex,t mined a.s, a part of the broader issue of education."

Would von care to comment on Mr. Carlucci's statement?
De. Lowinr. I think lilTaries are a »art of all of the educational

ie4itutions in the United States or within our country.
I don't see that we can have n library conference where librarians

are just talking. to librarians. It seems to me this would provide a
tremendous fminn for bringing in people front other agencies. other
edneational institutions.

We are praise to talk to ourselves, I am afraid, and we need an
nopartiMity like this to really explore what libraries can do as serv-
ice leyncies in our communities,

Mr. llaAmmvs. 'Would you want to comment, Dr. Burkhardt, on
.)fr. Caducei's OliserVat ion ?

Dr. BilinitARDT. Yes.
I must say I think of this eon ferelli'e as not narrowly frkensed at

all. I think of it as a very broad gaged affair because it deals with
our knowledTe resOurces and what to do With them for the future
at this cmnstry.

(10111 see anythityr narrow about it. 1 think the library and in-
formation problein alTeetS every aspect of our lives. and the problems
are gone, to have a good deal of discussion in this conference. The
conference will be about the quality of American life and how knowl-
edge furnished by libraries and information services can be used to
cubit nee it.
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So, I must confess I see nothing 110.1OW ilhOnt this conference at
all. 1 think it is a very wide, humantstiC conference.

littAinot.1/48. Mr. Burkhardt, let me put another question to you
with respect to a sentence from Mr. Carhicei's letter to the Senate
Labor Committee where he said, "The activity described in House

'A' '.mint llesolntion 7;31 rvould duplieate tar responsiltflities of the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Seieeces."

Would you comment on that statement ?
I)r. lititunAitor. As I said in my written testimony, Mr. Chair-

man, I think the conference will help the Commission enormously in
working out its responsibilities and in fulfilling them.

As you know, the Commission consists of 15 people and a staff of
five, two of whom are professionals. That is a very small number of
people to fulfill the responsibilities with which they have been
charged.

A White House conference will in effect, produce a trenkendous
tuunixn of assistants as well as ideas, getting things clear, and it
would help our work in devising a national program. As far as I
can see, it is not a duplication at till. It is an enormous strengthening
and we will be carrying on, hopefully, in our work long beyond the
conference and using the results to the benefit of the country. I see
nothing competitive in the picture.

Aft.. litt.tounAs. I)r. Burkhardt, I believe you stated you do not rep-
resent the views of the administration.

DP. IIURKILUIDT. That is correct.
Mr. llitAnEmAs. I understand the. Ofliee of Management and Budget

has requested that you so state ; is that correct ?
Dr. MH 1 Attor; l'hat is correct.
Mr. BummAs. For the record, I would like to state that as myself

a principal sponsor in the I fonse of Repro:sent:1H yes of the law estab-
lishing the National Commission on Libraries and Information Sri-
cure that I am not unfamiliar with that statute, and that I am aware
of abut the blouse report on the hill establishing the Commission says.

I would here quote from page three of that report :
-To assure the Commission's total independence. it is made a sep-

arate agency within the executive branch, free of any control by any
other Federal executive agency."

The Congress did not exclude the ()Hive of .Nfanagement and Budget
from that diective. I make that observation for the edification for
the personnel at OMB.

Dr. Burkhardt, would you give us sonic idea of what the costs of a
White [louse Conference on Libraries and Information Services would

Dr. litIMIlmnyr. I would like to turn this question over to Mr.
31 anolat os who has worked out the finances but a good deal depends on
the initial philosophy of the amount of Federal guidance and or-
ganization and financial support needed to produce the various stages.

In our opinion. a considerable amount of money is needed to see to
it that the delegates get to these meetings on the State and regional
levels, and \viten you cost it out that way, it collies. I believe, to some-
thing like which is about what the White flouse Con-
ferenee on the Aged cost, making some allowanees for inflation.

Matiolatos, would you like to mid to that st ttetnent



M.Nta..vros, Yes, :.ir, it would be about $12..1 million. 'lids
NVOIlhl he haSett Ott 010 stated before, that we
would have participation at the state level by assisting the States in
bolding these meetings.

There would be a planning stage. then ft Stagt, ill 111114'11 \VC sV011iti
sponsor the regional 011(1 State conferences and the national confer-
ence, and then follo\vup costs including printing of the dual report,

littAtu:Nnts. l)r. yon have boon good enough to give
us it very carefully and prepared agenda for the planning of the pro-
posed conference.

I wonder, Miss I,owrie, if you could tell us if.. in your judgment,
that proposed agenda overall makes sense to you or if you have any
signiticant amendments oe elutttges that you \you'd. reco,cmettil.

Dr. Idovittr. I have not had all opportnnity to road 6113. but just
quicl:ly glancing at this it 54)111015 as though it matte a geat deal of
sense.

/ particularly like the idea of the State and territorial conferences.
These are significant ways in which we can ,tret together to do pre-
planning., cella ittl,v background patters. discussion of the specific needs
of a State must. be brought in before you can have a. national con-
ference here.

Mr. Iht.tnr)t.s. Perhaps, Nils., Lotvrie, what you may care to do,
youy not having had an valflor opportlinny to l'e1'i01V 131trlihartirs
AaltInvilt iii view of the I'v,,,,,ponsibility that the resolution assi!gis to
the. National Commission for conducting the conference. perhaps you
would like to give the subcommittee at prepared statement commenting
Oil his paper.

In. 144 twittE, This world he most helpful for commenting on tiOlue of
the things we have in mind.

We wouhl certainly wish to work very closely with the.Commission
on this.

ISupplententary statement referred to follows:]

SUITLENIKN'r.tt. STATEMENT SIVBMITTEI) BY .11.:AN E. LomultE, l'nEsIDENT, AMEItICAS
LILBtARY ASSOCIATION

The sic areas of concern tuttlitted by Dr. Burkhardt in Ills prepared statement
the needs or users, the deficiencies In current services, liL. tread tOW:1111 cimptqa-
liil' nekton. the ilitanciai ha it for libraries. the potential of new technolo2;y, and -
the statling and manpower needs or libraries ;IreaS
of voior Importmtei, to itio.ary service, and the ..ttnerican Library Association is
in complete .:igrectuent with the National (.'onituission um Libraries 01111 Informa-
tion Science that these areas should be included as agenda items for both state
conferences 111111 the 11470 House Conference. A number of good sitg.u,',.stIons
have been 1(111 forward by others as well which we !WI il`VO S11011111 also be included,
such as standardization in library atomation. preservation of library materials.
intellect wit freedom, bibliographic coordination of state awl local govi.uatment
publications. or the special n .eds of urban libraries. to Bailie Billy ri fete, For

effectiveness of the nroposed conferences, agenda items must be deter-
mined liy a wide range of intlividnals at the local, state. and national levels, for
the success of these conferences will depend upon their responsiveness to the
nerds of all library users and potential users.

In addition to 1,11.e gold that ilkIVE. heeu uttered already to
this suboommitter. I would suggest that a I,ibritry and Information Service Fair
be held In (.41101110'1(On with the I9711 \Vial e 11,1ILSO ('otifereuce. '1:o demonstrate
nvailabie service as well as futuristic possibilities. it stimulating exhibition of
into wat lye resources ;mil eipilinitent--books. print awl nonpritit audiovisual mate-
rials, films. tape cassettes. TV. cable and satellite transmissions and video record-
ings-- should be planned combining the expertise and eNperiellee of publishers,
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producers RIO performers. The public :it largo should be Invited In participate,
experimenting with dial access. ilataphoue transmissions from local libraries
RIM computer all) Szittif of '1'441:1; snow tretIld consider doing
their daily news and general information program from the fair site in Wash-
ington, 11.C. during the "week or the mitte ttutne Conference. Sesallte Street and
laeelrie l'etupaily tutu be ielveRst NVIII) live performers find puppeteers usitit-
abl far personal apocarances and question and answer sessions,

other agenda items fur the national conference or fur the preceding conferences
itt the states and terrItlirte:4, might iiniude but should certainly not be limited to
the following:

STATISTICAL, .1ND Et ONONtle DATA

Both the state conferences and the White lionise Conference should have before
them :is an important agenda iteln the kinds of statistical and economic data
which are needed for plain dug etTeet ire systems of library service and for measur-
ing lihrary performance, Renewed interest is being shown in this subject, both
within the library community by professionals in other disciplines such as
economics and statistics.

Two recent examples of published hooks in this field are: Eeountntes of Academie
Libraries by mamma .1. .11:01H14)1 and MI00411111 lhuens, Princeton University
(.Iiieriean Council on Eiltteation.19131 and Library Funding and Public Support
by Rol,crt W. Frost., Consulting Economist (American Library Association,
l973i. The nittea states Office of Education is also now planning to institute
a new ellopenitive federal -state system of collecting national and state library
statistics to take the place of the former system of national library surveys cote
ducted solely Ly the federal givernment. Part of this planting for the new federal-
state system consists of :in American Library Association project for a new
Library Statistics handbook- to replace the 11)86 publication, Library Statistics:
A Itatilbook of Concepts, I lelinit ions, and Teriiiinoh

lq,,,11111 of needed statistical nio reoulaolt data in the state conferences
and in tic natilinal conference should he based on carefully prepared Ilaekground
materials commissioned by the national Commission on lAbraries and Information
Science welt in advance or the state conferences.

SYsTEMS OF LIBRARY FINANCPZO

EXIsling patterns of tie:metal support for libraries are many and varied. The
extent to which they are :ideqinite must Le esauained ht dell! II, not only for lade
lie libraries but for annul hone. school, special, state ;Ind feder:r1 libraries its well.
\VI:ere lionlemmte, new approaches must be developed and implemented so that
uptinium provision of library and information service is assured for all the peo-
ple of the United States through eooporat ion of the federal government with state
and local g(werlinients mei public and private agencies. Basic Issues In the Clov-
ernmental Fiteittelng of l'oldie Library Services by Rodney 1'. Lane (cuantitis-
slotted by the 01110e if Education, 1973) is a recent example of the kind of
library study, more of Which are needed for all types of Iii,raries so that
intellieent decisions eau be made to place the provision of library service on a
s+inml tinaneiat base.

INVENTORY OF LIBRARY NEEDS

An inventory must be taken, at the local, state, and tin tbaial levels (and pos-
sibly at the interstate regional level as well I of library needs, to assess progress
mule and necessary future deveh.q,nient. This would update the compresenslve
National Inventory of Library Needs (American Library Association, PICO;
reprinted In hearings on the Library Services and Construction Act amend -
ments. IIR 14050, before the House Select Subcommittee on Education, 100h).
Some of the topics covered in the earlier Inventory which must be updated In-
elude: nerds of school libraries, the piddle library service gap, inventory of
academic library resources and services. inventory of library resources In cor-
rectional institutions, library education, and standards and statistics.

POPULATION ANALYSES

In preparation for the conferences. populati al analyses must be studied. and
If necessary comineteil, at local, state, and national levels so that libraries
know fully the makeup of the population they must serve. Persons not accustomed
to using the library and person,. with specialized library and Information needs
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Waist be identified and their et wertts articulated. For example, the attaehed
table shows the nation's American Italian 1)111100ton by state. Similar kinds of
population data for other groups within our national population, partclatarly
those who may now be taking full advantage of libraries. lutist be stmlled
as a basis for development of library service designed to reach all AnwricalK
sce at t achment

SPECIAL CONCERNS

The conferences should plan sessions nn spechd Nom-eras to consider the needs
of special groups, such as the blind and physically handicapped, the homebound,
the aging, the hospitalized, prisoners, the bilingual, those tumble to read, and
all minority groups within our population whose library and information needs
may differ front those of the majority. The National Survey of Library Servo-
Ices to the Aging (Cleveland Public Library, 1971) is a recent example of the
kind of analysis of library needs of a special population that is necessary for
effective extension of library and informal i011 SPT Ake to eurrently unserved
or inadequately served groups,

LIBRARY EIWCATION AND NIANPOWER Ni rais

The quality of the nation's library and information services is c.ocessarily
dependent upon the quality of the. manpoWer oar nation's libraries and
Information ceoters. Library taanpower needs must be determined and train-
fug programs instituted its well as re-training programs for both professionals
and paraprofessionals. The Study of Library and Information Selenco \beano-
powcr, 811PDV and Demand, now being prepared by the Bureau of Labor F,ta
tIstics for the Office of Edncatlon, will provide useful data nu web to Non awl
develop training to meet nationat library and Information needs. Publication
of this study Is expected In 1974.

VEDERAL ' "" We AND INFORMATION RESOVISCDS

The resources of our approximately 2,000 federal library and infornmilon yea.
tens constitute a wealth of material with enormous potential for service and
research, The federal library cotnmunity consists nod only of the three InajOr
national librartesLtbrary of Congress. National Library of Medicine, and
National Agricultural Librarybut also the Presidential Libraries. libraries
serving Cabinet departments and indeed practically every government agency,
libraries serving the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force, federal academic
libraries. school libraries. special technical libraries, institutional libraries. and
general libraries. The Federal Library Committee coordinates activity among
the many federal libraries and serves as a bridge with nonfederal libraries, to
noer not only the !wells of the federal government but also those of the general
public. No conference on library and information services would he contplete
without including as a major agenda item the resources and services, both
actual and potential, of the federal library community.

TIE Fl DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROCRAM

'floe Imp, lance of the depository library system eannot be over - emphasized
and DS the- volume and complexity of government information Increase. the
depository libraries take on added significance not only for lousiness and Lodustry.
for the scientist and sociologist. the scholar and the student, but for ,flo"thss
others Who find government puld:;.T.tions increasingly useful, even loll: peals:1111e.
In their diverse aetivitles. Indeed, today there is scarcely a field untouched by
government putmeations. The depository library system needs modernizing so
that It ran film-lion effectively in tanking government. publications available to
all .tinericans. Careful examination of its present strengths and weaknesses is
remilred as a basis for its future iltwelopMent. 'Improved bibliographic coordina
lion of nil government publications is essential so they are readily are(ssile
to all who may need them. Conferences at the state and national levls should
d,tlottoy place Melt an their agendas au examination of the depository library
systoan as It arriCiA all .1tnericans and how it can be improved to bOt ter serve
them.

INTERRELATIONSII 10 OF 'LIBRARIES AND OT PIER SOCIAL AGENCIES

CoiaCECIICIN proVido :1 II111101O opportIlllity In cxnmiur, at the state
:1141 larval loci trill tI4 It ti'e, WM:01A 11`VOI, the intvrrylallonsliii) of the whole
slate of social owe/trips and how together they can lust work to meet the total
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needs of all .1therleans. Libraries as one of many significant supporting agencies
must be' o'er! 111 1114..11' community (;01114.N1 and their services must be developed
atilt extended III convert with other community services.

Its volirillS10:1, I W1111(1 I I ki` 10 emphasize Mutt the proposed conferences In the
states awl territories +mil the White House Conference Itself must be responsilc
to the concerns of all our people, As the National Advisory Coaunlsslon olt
Libraries stated In its Pais report. Library Servh..s,,,(1.0. the Nation's Needs,
there Is "a service orientation that tocrvades !sting and conceivable
library and it fortiattion function. Perhaps it is not too soon to propose the
criterion of social value as the tnot important in decision asking whether
for broad central tlanning. more specific planning or initavillitte problem sulk'.
log . , A IIIItary can be understood only as it enhances a socially valuable
function, one of which--and one that all libraries can enhance-is the personal
Infellcrluul and ethical oevelopinolt of every Individual in our society. The
variety of the other socially valuable functions determines the need for variety
in kinds of libraries."

In this spirit of social awareness, the American Library Assoelation strongly
supports and urges prompt enactment of legislation salting for a IVIlite House
lotiferetice on Library and Informall(m Services in 1976.

INDIAN POPULATION IN STATES WITH 4.e00 1NDtANS OR MORE'

Percentage
of all In-

Number, 1960 diens, 1910 Number, 137d

United States . 551. 653 100.0 2 827, 091
I. Oklahoma_ .. ..... - ...... 61.683 It. 8 97, 731
2. Arizona . .......... ... 83.381 11.6 95, 812
3. California 33.034 11.0
4. Ne,,s Thom

42. 572
8.8

91. 018
72, 768

5. Alaska
Aleuts

6. 2
1

Eskimo 4(27. 323) (5315, :2592)

Indian (14, 144)
6, North Carolina 33, 129 5.2

(4163. 24077)

7. Washington 21,070 4.0 33.386
8. South Dakota. 05. 914 3. 9 32, 355
9. Nei York 16, 191 3.4 2 %,330

II. Montana 21, 181 3, 3 27, 130
11 Minnesota 15,496 2.8
12, Wisconsin 14, 297 2.3
13. Texas 5.750 2.2

23, 128

14. Michigan 9.701 2.0
15, North Dakota 11. 736 1.7

1188;913224

16. Oregon 8,026 I. 6

16. 854

17. Illinois
644. 927860841

1.4

14.36S

18. Utah. 1.4

13, 510

19, Colorado 1. 1

11, 413

20. Kansas 5.469 1, 1
21. Florida .8
22, Idaho

2, 504
5.231 .8

23, Ohio 1.910 .8
24. Nebiaska 5,545 .8
25. Pennsylvania . 2.172 .7

526, Missouri 1.723 .7 665 ," 5334660 51
27. Louisiana . 3,

t)587

.7 5, 366
4. 2028. Wyoming .O

29. Virginia
2. 6 13595

.6 :

30. Nth Jersey 12.

118
.6 4, 6

.71.1In

31. Massachusetts . 5
44, 24:;8532. Maryland 7,538 .5

33. Mississippi . 1 119 .5 4,113

4.1 S. census data cited in ''To Live on Th1s Earth," by Estelle Fuchs and Robert 1. Havighurst,Doubleday,1972.(Also
in paper, Doubleday. 1973 )

Includes 35,252 Aleuts and Eskimos, partly estimated.

Source: u S. census of population, 1970, 1960.

Mr. linAmimAs. Mr. Marian, what comment would you give 115 011 the
t itudes of young people today toward using libraries!
Mr. HARLAN. Mr. Chairlualt, 55011111 say that libraries and in lorma-

tion services are taken for granted, not only by young people but peo-
ple of all ages.
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I would say Ihis taking for granted of services is something that
libraries must deal with to improve their effect on the American

Mr. 1 inmu:Nr.cs. Could you tell us a little bit about the. American
i,il.rary Society

Air. *I 1.sitt,AN. The American Lihrary :-'ociety was founded in MO.
It is an organization consisting of libraries and other concerned citi-
zens who want to promote the use of libraries throughout env country.

Mr. BRAOEMAS, DO oll have any comment on the recent book burn-
ings in South Dakota I lave von read about them

Aft. HARLAN. I heard about it this morning,.
Mr. llama:NI-As. One of the books burned was by an author from

South Bend. Ind., so I have a particular interest in that.
Mr. I IfAxsEx. Let me thank you also for your testimony, not only for

the support that you have voiced for the proposed confiwnce, but for
your very construct ivy and specific sagged ion on how it might, be st rue-
hired and lkow the agenda might be framed.

I would say, also, to Dr. Burkhardt that T particularly appreciate
vian. statement because it reflects your own views Which are the pro-
'duets of your very considerable experience in this field. This is why the
Commission was created and yon were appointed to that Commission.

With mit that kind of frank expression of vont views, it seems to me
much of the value of the Commission would be lost.

So. we are grateful to von for your testimony.
I would say to Miss 'Lowrie that I am particularly impressed with

your emphasis on the need for regional developments.
NvoIlla ask that if in addition to the opportunities that you refer to

for sharing. is not going to be necessary almost for survival to move
toward regional arrangements and cooperative efforts because of the
sheer growth in the volmne of information and in the cost of gather-
net and disseminatnig this information to the people who can use it ?

I,ownin. I think you are absolutely right, and particularly in the
view of the fact that knowledge is available to people all over by
means of television and other media of communications so they are
asking questions in remote areas of the country, for example, that, they
might not have been asking earlier.

We need to get information, knowledge. and facts to these people.
The only way We can do it is by sharing through interlibrary loans.
tolefasimile, or various kinds of re<-!ional programs that will support
this kii,ct of knowledge quest that we have.

Mr. 1,,NsEN, perhaps if we call do nothing more than impress the
American puhlie with what it does cost and that indeed we are ;level-
(Tim" the technology that makes it possible to servo more people effi-
ciently. then the White Muse Conference will have served an enor-
mous and useful purpose.

Lowm. I think von are right.
Mr. 13nAntImAs My. Lehman?

1,mor.v.x. I have no comments, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. lIn.koi3TAS. Jig. PeySer?
Arr. l'i-lvsEn. Thank you. Arr. Chairman.
I am delighted to see ;von went to Keuka College. This is the. only

claim I have been able to get from New York this morning, even
though I know New York is represented here among the libraries.
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D r. LOW 1{ I would like to eionment on it as a library educator and
fIS pi'L,5ido111 of the A Ineriee.:: Lii::.;try Association.

We have a committee in the :t-::ociation studying and promoting bow
we can get greater use of hardy:are and :41ftwart, in libraries: second,
I think in :111 of our library sohool program: we are definitely encour-
aging the use of total media as a concept in library services.

Third, I would like to point out we are having pro:rrams. in eon-
tinning education, itt-trainino. service and workshops and so forth for
librarians in the field in order to get thein familiar, to orient them,
to take away some of the fear there is of Itzi /1:f I11is kind of material.

Yes: it is a problem lint it is one ;dont :ire M(01111)6114+ to
do !-1atiething. (ter( :tinly tine' of I ho White I Intnze ('inference
we should have some excit imy information availahle to share.

T)r. Bum: tiAttur. in the early (lays. !mist of this automated, tech-
nological material was of and expectation.: N1TIV ereate(! that
were not lived lip to and the great disappointment ensued.

1 think tlii t is.onlv now just betrinning to he rectified. Now. I think
there is a tonelt better undertantlim:- of the limitations and of the
power. The teehnoto,y). has now improved so that some of the things
can be delivered today were lust sales talk. 7,, S. in years vro.

j,,,Ivi:p..11;)v T p1..41:11ifi an interrelationship between print and
nonprint i5 1Wil!ir1)11ilt into pro!rronts now so they are not two separate
traf.1;s (1,1wn wY-1)

1.111 til: y011, Chairman,
.111:,Pt.:tAs. It may be of interest to know that this subcommittee

itirisdiction over educational technoloev, so we do Imre some op-
po, tnitity to have in mind your eoneerns and the concerns in that field
and the interrelationships 11!4 WO 10friS11tP.

'1 hInk. volt ail very flinch. indeed. Miss Lowrie. Dr. Burkhardt. and
Mr. TIarlan.

We ;Appreciate your testimony.
We have two more panels, the Chair would say, composed of two

wit nesses each.
The ne.xt two wit nes,Ts are the I ToitnrablD Onineev Mum ford, the

Librarian of Congress, and Mr. James B. Rhoads, the .Aveltivist of the
TThited States.

Dr. Mum f ord and Mr. 'Rhoads. would you make your way up to the
witness table?

We are very pleased to have both of you distinguished officials with

Dr. NT:tin ford. Mr. Rhoads. as the Chair said earlier, if you would he
t:ind enomrli to summarize your statements that will afford the mem-
1,,,rs of tho subcommittee more opportunity to question you.

STATEMENT OF L. QUINCY MUMFORD, LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS

Dr. Mrfrow). Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. my
statement is rotatively brief.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear here to speak to House Joint
'Resolutions 7:1 f. and related resolutions to authorize and request
the President to call a White Iiou!,e Conference on Library 'Id In-
form:16)n Serviee ill 1971%
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Nit% Ilamwst As. Thank you, Dr. :slumlord.
Dr. Rhoads

STATEMENT OF DR. TAMES B. RHOADS, ARCHIVIST OF THE
UNITED STATES

Dr. 1Irto.ths. .1t r. Chairman, r tint must, a pp reel tive of this oppor-
tunity to appear before the Select Subcommittee on Education in its
consideration of the several resolutions calling for a White I louse. Con-
ference. in 1070 on Library and Information Services.

I am sure we all sympathize with the objectives of House Joint
Resolutions 731 and ifitt. Access to information and ideas is indeed
indispensable to the development of human potential, to the advance-
Mont Of CiViliZat 100, anti to the vont iffilallCe of enlightened self-govern-
ment.

Libraries and information centers are among' those institutions
whose primary purpose and function is the preservation and dissent':
nation of information. and their growth and expansion air essential
it all Americans are, to have reasonable access to adequate information
sc r vices.

In recent years. these important institutions have received In lt
hat .1011Wide Mit

ell

Oilduri 1111d that the Depart Went of I leant', Education, and Wel-
fare is submitt in!, a report, to the committee indicant!, the adminis-
t rat ion's position on Ilouse Joint Resolutions 7:11- and -'706. I would,
therefore. defer to the I )01M rt 111011 as to their specific provisions.

I would 1 he to take t ltis opportunity. however, to call to the atten-
tion of this committee an even more vital source of information to
which little consideration is given.

Books and journals, reports and special studies-4 he entire body of
published materials that are the special province of libraries anti in-
formation contersare certainly important to our people and to our
Nat

But behind the flood of publications, and all too frequently obscured
by the flood are the unpublished sources, the archives and manuscripts,
public and private, upon which publications directly or indirectly aro
based.

The value of current records and personal papers as sources of in for-
maam folly understood by this committee. But as these unpub-
lislied sources Income noncurrent, as the.s are no longed needed to con-
duct day-to-day aetivitirs, it is essential that adequate provision bo
made. for their appraisal in terms of archival value, and that those
that have enduring value be properly preserved and made readily
accessible.

Archives and manuscripts constitute the primary source materials
on which published secondary works are based or should be based.

Vitus, in a way that the resources of libraries and Information cen-
ters arc not, the resources of archis al agencies and manuscript reposi-
tories comprise the very bedrock of the library and information science
community itself.

Archives and manuscripts document the rights and interests of
citizens and of government at every level. In addition to their admin-
istative, legal, and fiscal ,clues they contain unique information of
wide research and broad educational value.
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It is the.longslatuling and continuing neglect of these unique in-
formation resources to %vitich I wish to call your attention.

Muck has been written about the information explosion in out'
times, and a good deal of valuable work has been done in defining the
scope and nature of the problems facing libraries and information
centers.

With regard to archival and manuscript repositories, hoveve,
tually nothino. has been done.

W e are lacking even 1 e basic data needed to full-, describe this
problem. At present, them is only partial and largely outdated
information available regarding:

I. The number alai location of archival agencies in the United
States, and of institutions that informally serve as archival reposi-
tori US Or that collect personal papers and the noncurrent records of
other lust it talons oral organizations,

2. The nature and adequacy of the physical facilities devoted to
preserving archival resources, and the number and qualifications of
persons involved in work with archives and manuscripts.

3. The policics and practices in accortla nce with which noncurrent
records and personal papers are acquire dy archival repositories,
and the restrictions that govern access to and use of such materials.

Tlw nature and adequacy of facilities and staff for providing
in format lona' services On archival materials,

5, The acquisition, preservation, and utilization of nontextnab,
particularly audiovisual and machine-readable. records and archives.

As one measure of the eolative neglect of archival resources, I rite
the following data based upon a cursory survey made in the past
years.

In 30 of our States, the official State archival agency had a staff of
less titan In persons, including all WI) fi'SSi011a 1, technical. secretarial,
and clerical personnel.

Sixteen of the 31) had less than five persons, 0 and only two persons,
and .1 official agencies each had only one staff member.

With the majority of State archival agencies thus unable to deal
effectively with the serious and evergrowing records and archival
problems at the State government level, it is certainly not realistic to
expect these same agencies to meet the archival needs of more than
81,000 local government entities, particularly our counties and
municipalities.

Fewer than a half dozen of our cities have made adequate provisions
for their archives. and in most States no attention at all has been given
to the noncurrent. records of townships, of school districts, and of
special commissions and authorities.

The records and archives of local government, so closely related to
the daily lives of our citizenry past and present, continue to be one of
the most neglected of our historical, cultural, and informational

' resta roes.
The situation regarding the archives of private institutions and

organizations, and of family and personal papers is equally unfor-
tunate.

Such archives and manuscripts, with some exceptions and contrary
to the general European practice, have traditionally been collect&,
preserved, and made available in this country by private manuscript
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repositories, State and local historical societies, and a scattering of
researdi libraries.

These private agencies for some time have been unable to continue
their support of archival activities out of their own resources.

I novelising costs have forced many State and local historical societies
to reduce or even to discontinue their collecting and preserVation
programs, and several of them have found it necessary for the first
thne in their history to charge user fees for scholars, students, and
the general public who desire to use their research resources.

Much valuable documentation of our urban society has already
been lost as a result of those circumstances.

It is ironic that much more attention has been given by the Federal
(iovernment to the purchase and dissemination of published materials
than to preserving and making accessible archives and manuscripts,
the most basic sources of information.

Any consideration of the issues of information science should
inollido the problems of archival agencies and manuscript repositories.

Like lit waries awl information centers, they, too, provide basic
in formation and educational services.

Thank yon, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. I tuADENtAs. Thank you, Dr, Rhoads.
,et me invite each of you to comment on this question:

In his statement, Dr. Burkhardt liSted what he felt should be six
areas of primary concern for the Uroposed White House conference.

Ile listed the needs of users, deficiencies in the current operations,
trend for cooperative action. the financial basis for libraries, the
potential of library technologies, and the stalling of library and
information centers

Does the enumeration satisfy your own professional iudgment as
to the appropriate items to be considered on the agenda of the con-
ference. or have you amendments. or additions. Dr. littnford?

Dr. Mumrono. Mr. Chairman. I have not had a. chance to read and
study those, hot 1, think they would certainly be among the major
areas to he explored, discussed, but I think there might be a number
of other library problems that need discussion.

At the request of the Subeominittee on Education of the Senate
Committee on Labor tin4 I Publii. Welfare. we submitted a number of
areas where we tin-night it would be very fruitful to have discussion at
such a conference. \\law there are problems that need to be resolved
and. hopefully. some consmsns arrived at. I think there might be other
areas, hut I certainly think those mentioned by 1)r. Ihtrkhardt are im-
portant ones.

Mr. liu.kormAs. Dr. Rhoads?
Dr. prirom)s. I would tend to agree with Dr. Mumford's statement

in general.
I think that not only in the library world but also the archival world

with which I am more familiar. all of these six matters that Dr. Burk-
hardt called our attention to are important ones.

They have their counterpart, in the archival field and they are im-
portant ones that need to be addressed.

Mr. linAtiorAs. 1)r. Rhoads, I have, as you know, the privilege, of
serving as the member for the House of Representatives on the Na-
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tiOnid Commission on historical Publications, of which you are tlw
chairman.

I wonder if I could put a. couple of questions to you that touch in
part on the work of that Commission as well as on the subject of your
testimony here today in that there are very few opportunities to see
the A rehivist before Congress.

One has to do with what efforts are being made in the United States
today to preserve archives at the local and State level.

We see an increasing sensitivity to the preservation of historical
monuments.. For example, yesterday 1 put an editorial in the Con-
gressional Record from the La Porte 1[er:11(1-A1.ga:4 of Indiana. calling
attention to the need for concern about that problem in communities
throughout the country, but I don't recall seeing an editorial or much
popular discussion with respect to the nee(i of citizens to be sensitive
to preserving what :night he described as archival materials.

What might you have to say about that
Dr. Iltumns. I think you are quite ri!dit that there is not enough

awareness on the part of the general public of the ruble of such ma-
terials and the importance of preserving them.

think that is true Nvith regard both to personal papers of individ-
uals who may have made some important contribution to society and
to the recorsis of government at the local level or the records of the
business conummity and various kinds of institutions.

I think avareness of the problem is increasing. I7nder the auspices
of the American Revolution Bicetennial Commission. more partic-
ularly its heritage committee. there has been a good deal of attention
given to initiatives on the part of the major historical professions and
other interested groups toward establishment of a program which
would focus resources both from the Federal Government and from
other sources on this problem.

This was embodied in it bill calling for the establishment of a na-
tional historical records program introduced in the Senate by Senator
Brooke.

I understand informally that there is consideration king given in
preliminary fashion by the Government Operations Committee of the
/louse of Representatives to the same problem.

I think that the particular mechanism which may be represented
by the Brooke bill on the one hand or other proposals on the other
is not as important as the objective of doing something about the
really appalling situation.

MAI ENI1s. You speak of mechanisms and appalling situations
in a different context, differently from that which I am now about to
pin a question to von on:

The National historical Publications Commission, of course. has
responsibility in connection with the publication of palms of Presi-
dents as well as other areas of responsibilities.

What are we going to do about tapes for the future historians of the
United States?

I ask that obviously provoked by recent developments, but it seems
to me it is a very serious problem for the Henry Cowingers and the
Arthur Schlesingers of the next generation.

We are going to be trying to write the history of these times. I don't
ask you for any particular programmatic observat ions. but can you aivo
us arty philosophical observations in particular on the way in which
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the Commission nail historians generally are going to cope with that
problem?

I will then ask the Librarian of Congress to make any comment he
wishes to make on that because his institution is supposed to be a
repository of all such information as well.

Dr. Iltumos. I would prefer to answer the question this way, Mr.
Chairman: That tapes, as with any other means of recording intorma-
tionpaper, photographs, machine-readable records, computer tapes,
that sort, of thingare all sources of information and potential sources
of history.

It would certainly he my hope that, tapes that contain historically
valuable information woula be retained and eventually made available
for historiea I researeh use.

Mr, Ilutowitas, That was exactly the reason earlier given by this
President foe his haying used the meehanisni of tapes at the White
I louse, of course. for historical reseal.: It.

I won't press yea iu tli1 Matter. 1 would only suggest that I think
it is a profoundly serious question for at last the scholarship aside
from [midi+. policy implications.

would put this ipiestion to you: At the outset of this administra-
tion's use or in au (surlier administration of which you may be aware
of for that matter, did the White' House make any effort to get in
touch with the Office of the ,Archivist in connection with plans to store
these tapes for historical purposes ?

Dr. II iii m o. To the best of my knowle(-re,lfr. Chairnian, there was
no coot act with regaril to tapes.

We IMO a ('oneel'h or which the 1V)tite house is certainly aware,
that historien lly yalualile papers and Abet research materials pit-
crated in tlie White Ifollse, in this administration and in previous and
future administrations. will he preserved in the appropriate. Presi-
deutial libraries. hut the answer to your question is no.

Mr. I3ii.toemas. I world hope it is a question to which scholars awl
others with responsdAlity in this matter Nyould give attention to.

1)0 yon have any comment, 31r, Mumford, on that general set of
questions?

Dr. Mt-m row). As von know', Mr. Chairman, there have hem a nem-
bee of out history projects conducted throughout the count's. The
Library of Congress has been presented tapes of interviews of dis-
tinguished people, throughont, the world.

More recently, there have been proposals for recording news broad-
casts for preservation for posterity and placing them in a repository;
namely. the Library of Congress.

It would require- a large amount of money. and so far there has not
been it hearill!, on this legislation.

We do have a limited collection of taped texts, but I agree with
Dr. Blioads that certainly insofar as they provide the raw materials
for history. they should be preserved.

Mr. BRADE-NrAs, I appreciate hearing that.
I am jest concerned about safeguarding friends of mine like Theo.

done White from subsequent incidents of embarrassment for which
they have no real responsibility.

Me. Hansen?
Mr. HANsEN-. I have no questions, but. I would not wish to miss the

opportunity that your appeara?lee presents to acknowledge my own
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personal appreciation, and I am sure I eau echo that of my colleagues
ui 'ongress for t enormously valuable service that faith the Lilitary
of Congress and the Archives furnishes to the Congress and to the
country.

I 'night note also that I was elated earlier this year when I received
notice of tniv alipoisitment to the Joint COnitilittee OR the Library.

With the help of the Library of Congress. I did a little research on
that committee and learned among other things that it is the oldest
committee in terms of continuous service in the Congress, haring been
started. 1 beliore, in w,t):1 or thereabouts.

Their I learned front experience that it is also one of the least active
committees in the Conrross.

wool(' point mitt that there are sof wonimittees in both the I fonse
and Senate that do address themselves to matters of interest to the
Library of Congress, but I would enter a plea and this is partly to my
dist inguisited chairman, who serves with me on that joint committee,
Cilia a worthwhile entleart»', it Seems to tile, would he to revive that
joint committee and make it the kind of effective instrument that I
believe it can be to serve. the Congress and the Library.

Mr. Bu.on.u.rs. Wilt the gentleman yield!
1 ant ileligted to hear Mr. I Iansen make that observin ion because

RS he ilisliCatea I 11111 member of that subcommil toe and it has not been
the ion,1 aggressive committee.

May 1 say by way of explanation not by way of instification that
most of the menthols of it are extremely busy on a variety of other
committees and unhappily we do not seem to be able to find time to
get around to it.

I think so important is the Library of Congress and so deficient that
.re CO1)gre: have been in attending to our oversight responsibilities,
I hope, Dr. Mumford, it will trot be many months before you are
hearing from Mr. 1lausea and myself.

Mr. IIANSEN. I would say we have to express appreciation in One
way at least for an employee of the Library who brought snit against
the Library and joined as codefendants, members of the Joint, Com-
mittee On trio Library. This was the only occasion, we have had to meet
so far this year, to decide what to do about that lawsuit and to express
our unhappiness that we are named as codefendants.

I would hope we could meet on other occasions on more const rnet ire
items iii the future.

Mr. BuAtuntAs. Thank you. Dr. Montfort' and Dr. Rhoads, for your
excellent statements.

Our final two witnesses today are Mr. Roger Stevens. chairman of the
National Book Committee. whom we see here in a guise rather dif-
ferent from the one with NVIlich he is normally identified with, and also
Dr. Townsend l'oopes, president, the Association of American
Poldishers.

We will hear first front Mr. Stevens.
\1r, STEVEN:R. May Mr. Jack Kranz, who is the executive director

of the National Book Committee join me?
Mr. liamw.m.s. Yes: of course.
Gentlemen, we arc pleased to have you here.
Mr. Stevens, yoll are an old friend of this subcommittee in connec-

tion with our work in the arts and humanities field where you gave
such distinguished 'cadetship for so many years.
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Wc IthOW, Or COOrsO, 0 r your leadership in the Kennedy ('enter, SO WO
are particularly pleased to have you here today awl ...Mr." 1001)0.4, \re are
glad to have you here. Congratulations on your new responsibility and
on the publication of your new book.

I have not bail a chance to look at it but I will do so as soon as I eau,
1. I looers-. I will see that you do. Mr. Chairman,

STATEMENT OP ROGER L. STEVENS, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OP
TRUSTEES, NATIONAL BOOK COMMITTEE

Mr. Sruvrss. II r. Chairman, my name is Roger L. Stevens. I any
chairman of the Kennedy Center fir the Performing Arts and chair-
imni of the National Book Committee.

appear today in support of !louse Joint Resolution 701 providing
for a White I loive Conference on Library and Information Services
to he held Minty L1;1.0110..1'1631 year, I076.

First, I Nvould like to add o personal note concerning my feelings
regarding the need for libraries in this country.

Foolishly, I left the University of Michigan after only a few
months, titinking as many people do at that age, that a university
education would be of no KA, to rue.

I however, when i fared the world in the n6Ist of the depression, I
funnd there vvre no jobs available. especially for those untrained and
inoperienced.

I niring the years l931 through 1915,1%11Ni I was out of a job, which
was more often than not, I spent most of my time living in libraries.

Through the help of librarians, courses of study were mapped out
for rue, mid gradually acquired a taste for literature which has
served mo well all my li re.

I f more people Wove encouraged to develop this taste, unlimited en-
joytoent and contentment could be brought to millions of people,
regardless of their Iinaucial cimonst anus and especially during their
declining yvars.

With all the attention that has been paid to performing and visual
arts lately, it seems to me that literature. which is the fundamental
basis of all the arts, has been ignored during the last few years; and
I hope your' committee will keep it in mind in future legislation.

As to the National 13ook Committee, it is an independent nonprofit
organization of citizens devoted to the literary arts. It works to recog-
nize and re\':ard 141'1111'y merit. to promote tine use of libraries, to in-
cease the level of literacy in Amerioa, and to foster the motivation
and froodom-to-read.

Our better known activities include the national library week pro-
grain. the mintinist ration of the national book awards, and the. presen-
tation o f the Nat ional Medal for Literature.

It seems to use that the proposed White House Conference on
Libraries is well conceived, well tinned, and well organized. As to its
basic purpose, there is no doubt as to the necessity and importance of
such a gathering.

'rho libraries of the Nation, at all levels of both Government and
education, are the crucial component. in a soicety built upon informa-
tion and communicat ions.

By 1076 we will be fully, prepared to take a doge, objective, and pene-
trating look at our libraries. We need to make a careful assessment of
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their strengths and wealinesse?, their needs anti reSOneeS, and their
realistie potential to serve society well in the closing yettr8 of this
c;lst ut'y.

The United States alone now produces new books at the rate of
nearly -10.000 titles per year. In addition, the foreign production of
books and other library materials is assuming greater importance in
the tinily eon of American affairs.

Ail eilimA, economical system of library services is absolutely es-
sential if we are to escape chaos in conuntutications and inundation
by information.

The resolot ion before yoo correctly designates the National Com-
mission on Libraries and In fornintiOn Selene(' us the auspices for the
proposed eon fertatee.

The Commission itself llntl its origins in the same complex of social
and vtliteat Muni. factors that Iloilo., the concerenve so ItigidV desirable.

I Would IMO that the eoll!'el'ence will ;1150 be One Yehieie by Nvbielt
the Commission can carry out its statotory obligation to survey li-
brary needs of the Notion. to analyze the speeial problems of providing

wa ry services to the taboo and rwal poor, to minority ethnic groups,
out to those for whom Noglish is a sLe,ond language.

1 would hope that the conference. will arrive at a reasonably spe-
eit'es but wide ratotingstries of recommendations alined at iniproving
and extending the effectiveness of all our libraries.

These reef» nmelDlations, considered collectively. !nay well suggest
the outline for a Comprehensive natimwl plan for meeting the needs
of libraries and their users in the years ahead.

i also strongly endorse the concept of encouraging State and re-
gional conferences prior to the national gathering in 197.

A Uovernor's conference in each State will permit the sifting and
winnowing of ideas to that a distillate, a concentrate of substantive
agenda items cao demand the full and serious attention of the White
House conferees.

The commitment which I. and many other members, have to the
National Book Committee does not reflect a professional or occupa-
tional interest. But in the aggregate our interest is not unimportant
because we are readers. garden-variety users of libraries, and believers
in the book.

I hope the Commission will recognize the contribution which readers
can make to both the State and national conferences. After all, li-
braries don't exist as institutional playpens for professionals; they -
exist to serve people, all of the people,

Of the several areas which are appropriate to the purpose of the
conference, I would like to note briefly two which ate of particular
interest to the National Book Committee.

The list deals with the formidable problem of adequate access by
all to a wide range of books and other library materials. The Book
l'omtnittee believes that a crucial factor in motivating reading, and in
building habits of lifelong enjoyment of Books, is quiek and conven-
ient access to books.

Present efforts by both the public and private sectors, libraries and
booksellers, are not succeeding well enough to give reasonable assur-
ance that an individual reader will find a partienlar book.

Too many bookstores offer only those titles which move quickly ainl
do not or cannot make available ;Oder or more specialized titles which,
by their nature, have a smaller, usually unprofitable. market.
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ehpecially as regards the ordering and acapiisitionof new books. Athli
tional mutual efforts are under way to standardize order forms, sta-
tistical report tag systems and cat aloging procedures.

Also tinder the aegis of the Association of American Publishers, a
limited, experimental program was undertaken in In% to help improve
the quality of prison libraries. Ten selected 1)1.18011 libraries have re-
ceived almost $100,1)ou worth of current lamks, One imitate wrote Li
follows:

1 had attemied [twee years of college up until the time of my arrest. I have
foetal that the looks here have helped me to keep iny satiny. They have helped
to 11:1tI the loredota and motottony that liceompaides. Incarceration, E have also
:::+oteli some of the outer inmates to come to the library tool' use the looks
here * * 1 feel that the henetils of the library cannot. be overviii1)latslz:41 or
.wertated. I would like to express my gratitude teal heartfelt thanks for the
library ;11111 the hooks which are here.

Without tile stimulus of new books, current magazines. and films and
tapes. libraries become relatively unused depositories. And without
the library market, a wide array of published materials cannot be
shared by Iho great ulttjoritt or our citizois ro) voth esontluic
and gt,ographie reasons. do not have ready access to bookstores. 'rho
trend to diverse forms of both formal and informal education and the
growing production of creative audiovisual materials lA4hltoint to the
need to invrease the utility alai effective operation of libraries as an
indispensable oivans or mitking relevant information accessible to our
interested eit ivenry. As education patterns change. as leisure time in-
creases. as the population grows older, more and better library services
are required. Vet the harsh fact is that these. growing needs and the
funds to sustain tlwin are moving in opposite directions. Rollie
libraries are now open for fewee hours a day, mobile service to outlying
communities is being reduced or terminated, and library purchases of
new materials are greatly diminished. Without a strong library
market, loony promising scientists, novelists and poets will not publish
at all.

To stun up, Mr. Chairman, the Association of American Publishers
owes earh. enactment of I louse Joint Resolution 766. Publishers of

<

all types look forward to participating in the proposed White !louse
ference on Library and Information Serviees,,and to cooperating

with educators, librarians, politicians and other concerned persons in
the preparatov meetings at State and regional levels. As we approach
the threshold of the third century of our national existence, it is ini-
i)orative that we put all of our knowledge to work. There is no doubt.
that we have the needed talent and technology. But. unless we can find
t he vision and the will to vulture our intellectual resources, following
generations of Americans will justly curse us for having squandered
a rich heritage.

Mi. linAncm-As. Thank you, very much.
Let me put the same questiouu to botli of you and invite your cotmneiit

on it.
What is the significance in both the short-run and front a more long-

run point of view of the recent demise as a supplement of the Wash-
ington Post Book World

Will we now have in the country of over 2(111 million people only one
newspaper as l revall that has a weekly hook review published as a
separate supplement ?
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Are there some im.-itive steps that might be taken liy puldic ollicials
to help secure that right ?

Nit'. llotir Es. Arr. I tansett, I am sure you are aware of the rather
a fortunate decisions of the Supreme Court last StlInnier oil the issue

of ig,citooTaphy and obscenity whitlo, by their very onture, have
invited the States and. indeed, loyal communities, to set their own
st utla rots.

The .1ssoiation of American Publishers has taken the rather cate-
gorical position that the first amendment should be allowed to stand
on its own feet, that it vannt b( improved upoit nor our freedoms
enhanced by any legislation Nevertheless, we are likely to see a pro-
li feral jou of restrictive local laws and regulations and this incident in
Ira ke. N. is simply one example.

111 svenis 11) me the defenders of the freedom to read are going to
have to he especially active and vigilant in the next year OP so. if we
'Ire to change the climate which produced the decisions of t he Supreme

'Batt last summer.
I don't think additional laws \kill help. I think quite the contrary--

that the elimination of unnecessary laws and the return to something
approaching a national standard tor judging- what is decent are what
\\ o need.

Mr. !HANSEN. You say initially resisting the inevitable move of the
passing of laws in the wake of the Supreme Court decision would la,
usfal

lu other words. rather than the passage of new laws or attempts
at statutory safeguards. we can serve a purpose by resisting what
would likely be the action's of legislatures, city councils, and so forth,
in passing IleW laws implementing what they believe to he the authority
granted them at least under the Supreme Court decision.

Mr. not WKS, Yes: I would agree conlpiViely With that StIltelilellt.
.Nfr. liamootAs. tient letnem-t hank you very lunch to all three of you

for your most helpful testimony.,
The Chair wants to say that gentleman front Michigan, the Hon.

William I). Ford asks that his statement be subsequently submitted for
the record.

The statement referred to follw,vs:

STATEMENT OF HON. WILILIAM U. FORD, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr, Chairman and members Of the subcommittee, I appreciate having the
opplrtunity to present my views to you today on 11.1. Res. 700, a resolution
calling for a 1Vhite !louse Conference on Library and Information Services.

A White House Conference on Library and Information Services In 1070 is
a concept I wholeheartedly endorse, and I congratulate the distinguished hair-
man for introducing the resolution providing for this conference. I would also
like 10 commend the chairman for his long time interest and activity with respect
to library legislation, lie has been a major contributor over the years to the
development of landmark library legislation such as the Library Services and
Construction Act, Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
Title 11 of the Higher Education Act, and the National Commission on Libraries

nol Information Science Act of 1970,
,k tultion confevenee libraries, with widespread grassroots partIcIpation of

Aioerican,. from all parts of the country and from all walks of life will provide just
the forum we heed to reevaluate our nation's libraries awl the services they
provIde all Americans. 'flits reevaluation is urgently tieviled today because the
Nixon. inholukt ration Ills placed us on the threshold of a major reversal of
1,-tablishod national policy In support of an organized and voorillnated system
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of library services In the United Slates, It hits done so by recomending no funds
for the major federal library programs administered by the U.S. Office of Edu-
e.itioo. Fortunately, Congress has net agreed with the budget recommendation
for libraries, and we have appropriated substantial suing for the library pro-
gralos In the FY' 197,1 Labor-HEW appropriations bill (H.R. S877). Libraries
isre by no means out or the woods, however, because this administration has a
record of impounding library aId that Is surpassed by no other ad-
ministration throughout our history.

Established national volley on libraries is clearly set forth in the following
provision of the National ('onitaissoln on Libraries and infornottoin Science Act
of tow 91-315)

The Congress hereby affirms that Wintry and information services tide-
opiate to meet the needs of the people of the CnIted States are essential to
achieve national goals and to utit e most effectively the Nation's educa-
!tonal resources and that the retie. . Government will cooperate with state
aml local governments and public and private agencies in assuring optimum
provision of such services.

President Nixon on July 20, 1070, signed these words into law as a carefully
considered statement of enduring national policy. It was a policy supported by
1,111. political parties, by both houses of Congress, and the Executive Branch
(hiring both the Johnson and Nixon administrations.

This law recognizes a profound national interest in adequate library services,
national Interest greater than the sum of the Interests of individual states,

cenmainities, and institutions. Implicit in the law is the recognition of many as-
Peels of that national interest :

That bringing educational opportunity to children, particularly disadvantaged
children so that they can break through barriers of poverty and discrimination,
reimires school libraries with an abundant choice of reading and special Instruc-
tiohal materials:

That not only student: and faculty but the whole nation gains from the
Sr rength of the learning and research resources of college and university libraries ;

That each of our great research collections is a national resource deserving
tattle:il support

That only through our library systems can most Americans have meaningful
access to the enormous intellectual and information resources embodied in the
tens of thousands of books annually published and the hundreds of thousands
frion prior years that are actively in use;

Anil finally. that only through a nationally conceived system can all of our
libraries be linked to serve our national needs efficiently and economically.

I was fortunate to be able to meet with a group of concerned citizens recently
to discuss the crisis presented by the proposed termination of federal library
funding for college, school. and public litirories. At this meeting, we developed
it statement on this crisis. which I have requested to have included In the official
hearing record on the proposed White Weise Conference Ott Library and Ps
formation Services.

Because the present assault on library funding is contained in so many dif-
ferent bills and titles and affects so many kinds of institutions, its total impact
bas been hard to grasp, The White House conference will allow Americans to
reexamine their neighborhood libraries as well as the great research and national
libraries. It will provide legislators the information they need to develop more
effective library legislation In support of national library policy. Nationwide
debate on access to information and the role of libraries in providing it is needed
noire than ever today for we are faced with an unprecedented crisis in confidence
on the part of the American people toward their government which has with-
held vital information from the people. Libraries are a unique information-
providing resource belonging to all the American people. Their potential is largely
unexplored. Their problems are ninny and diverse.

A White House Conference on Library and Information Services will enable
us to make an Intelligent and far-reaching appraisal of these problems and for
dais reason, I strongly urge the prompt passage of IL.J. Res. 766.

Mr. 13imorntAs. Wo will also include, in today's record a copy of
Ifouse Joint Resolution 734 and House Joint Resolution 766.

The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., thesubcommittee adjourned.]
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'The fuilittNN into 111,11 el 'Jai stiimiilteli for Ind 11.!,1011 itt ti' record,
S1101,1'NIANS1111,4 NIAV TA( 1140 to 11.141111. 1,1141;11iY B1 41 IN1S

(Ily Eric Pace)
New uricatis has bet it mating dila 10111114.1 shim s. 1±11(.10111.;411 has torri0r,.41

V4,1114110 :miler, 011411 41 pI tt 111 nulclar111, e41111'., (tint 1141S been giving. out
11i 'tali .kitiebor(). :%lass., has fi ;mired foil: sin ge's and I 1;11111100re county
has preillicell nuaoreyele re' air It .sons, tttiiie Ho( 1.11., has found a deft
fellow s% loo demonstrates how to tIlliq. iitc a Cor1.1 to.

'1111. lucal .% io hart arfotr.40411 I roc! 411r tali i111
Pr1.".1111{0S. 11401 1141111 11_:4 nt., hut talc Lai 401111'1s trY1114.1! '11 1111011 HP !Mit. T.14P.r
ere alto 11141%. 111'1'4 it ot' thal vein rabic stacks, the .Inierlean and they

4114t tit repair their All hiking circulaiton figures ,tial hula. tap 111th reIalions
mill. their communities.

-111,r;icie; are (anging,- said Maly .toll 1.n Patty, a branch librarian In .fpf-
fer1,11. Parish, La. "The hushed tone is gene and the Idea is Flint they should
la im it hr.! places; pcol,te should feel t

lunotatton, huspitallty. sii.+1111talls11111 41t141 Si011114111114.4.4 1111111.411, .14111111114.1:ry hate
i11V41414`.4t the 1711111011. troll,: of the nation's libraries, a ego:1st-to-coast survey by
New 1 (irk Times eorresrondents shows.

Vet rrnny of the dozen, of row:Irian,: 11111' Inleryletyed in 1.,.(1ot
!..alit 111411 the lolhncss 4111141 1.111Y 114m4 did tittle to lar,44.t tiliir 01111.1* %%fairies, t Nett
inciede security. budget prohlems mut the NiNco, Administration's desire to cut
back federal funds.

-Libraries in Ihe ((Ill cities -hi places like Boston. Philadelphia, Baltimore
and New fork are WOO %%1111 a deteriorltthr, tax 1':1st', and it S(4.111!4 to too
I hail in the tong inn 344'111).! Iii lake federal aid to keep !limn healthy," said
I teats Itieleird Darling. of C(41111+11 l'ith'ersity's :41 hoot of Library Serviep, "but
iii kVashington Nye have att Administration Nvith vely little «Iticerti about the
libraries: 1'111 alarmed."

The big city libraries wed large slims tutiopy In keel, ging ii uise they
operate on a vast scale. The Nm York Pithile Library. for Instance. has tt budget
of :4732-million a year, and the Chicago 11111k, Library spent lfrnliiliotl in ]I172,
compared with 7.i minion a decade ego.

.And the libraries continue to lend enormous rttntntities of books. pamphlets and
other items 1,3 million last year In Pittsburgh, for instance. and ft million in
Chicago.

N'et iii many tilts lending figures ire on the decline. The total in Chicago has
fatten my from (.1.3 million in and 10.2 million In 19112.

cif course our circulation of books is (trooping% as it Is in all large cities."
said the ChieligF, public library's chief librarian, .1 lex Ladenson, "That doesn't
mean our service is diminishing, but that the large cities :ire more people
tyho are miclure- and ear-oriented, rather than word.orient ed.

eutulAtit rt- 'rE1.1.:VISION

-.1nd then there is a decline In pnrely reereatiroull reading because of the
vopithrity of tolvi,i01,- Mr. 1,micnson taint on, -People escape through the
tnl p way, not 011'4,1111 f'S.Capkt fiction."

(In the other maul, ytr. Ladettson said, the circulation of "notebook items" Is
hien. a.ii , and Iasi yit.lr 3.5 million people SliV at least one of the film.. in the
library's 110111.1114M. The use 14 10114440copyilIV: (4111i14111'11t iii r1114-'11g0 iihrarS
101'011110s is ;11S11 4011 t110 Increase. which Indicates. he said. that "people aren't
4'1144tef-: tin is t at. hull the' torts that fin. 11,4(1111 to them.

Smaller iihrory bar(' 11141.410 S111114kr 11111141V111.1401144. New Orleans has been
offering. lit addition to the puppet shows, story hones for preschool children.
free movies at tihdit.tiistruction iu (Tans, exhibits of paintings and iihotogramlis
;Ind book discussion golllis

411.14 1.11trplIS thine library nuwallays, librarians are increasingly
reluctant to -shush- them its they dirt in earlier decades %NMI' no-talking rules
tvere rightly miff iri ell.

-We like to think 'we're not Old and s I fry as librarif.SIIS4.11 In LP." obs(.ryol
the New urban, librarian. ..N1. P. 'Wright. .1r. "The (ally standard we set is that
nu ono should bother iitiyone else."
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It'll :NJ: A 1'111)111 F:11

1'et discipline rowilio4 a prnbleni In many Ilbro ries. Staid old .\111ehoro stiffer:4
f non n t radii howl hind of vilitil;t11.111 --parking iin 1:00ps,

Librarians in D4.1'0;111(1. I >1%',, Hai I into q't` VIS(.%% ht`11' l*PpfortP(1 art increase lit
recent ;sears in the number ,,r hw, ,111 and rotoriott. whit', Dr.
Peter .11,,s: of the tt:tidand public library system reported an increase in unusual
hints lor 1.3 two!' ordered t.r I (irk
In It.;1111S h,v, training in how
to deal ss ith ithrois ot. irrational persons.

iii Nuw York, a l',111011' LihrarY till' d:11 rondiness is a troth en,hots prob-
lem in the brunches: slijne 4.r rum, sve'se flail tio close
flossn bratteli for a lily or 5.1110 IMPS for a year until the kids who aro
4,4114 I lie MI gri P11' 1111 or Thai something else to do,

Budget problems are inonst ringing operations itt the New York system nil in
111dlly, although not Jill. P11114 the (q)1111, ry,

The Sew Puri: Futile Library, N hich sers es Manhattan. the ltronN and Staten
island. has been reducing Its sA,rv1(1-: for the last three years, At the ,leffer:oll
Market branch In )L[01811,111, the librarian, Philip iforrard, complained, "IVI' I
totallv unahle to provide all lily services III need, 'There's not enough money It
hill' or enough to replace filWs th:lt ;1. ro WWit

1111. 1111rni slsteut relies heavily on outside contributions. and last \void; It
president. 1th hard W. Couper, said lie \\';1,4 cheered by the offer of a $1-tuillion
"challenge- grant for the systent's research libraries front the Nat halal Endow-
ment for the 1 innainitics. he eligible to receive it, the library must raise
truce the almond front other sources, but 11 r. Couper said there svas a good
chance of suceess,

Many smaller libraires are engaged In cuthacks of services and
scrambles for fitno14.

.111,1 amore] the unwary. librarians' ['cars aliont flunk have been heightened
h Nixon Administration budget cuts. The A011111)Istr,111""'S 1:11"t 1014112:0 Pro-
posal:. mode pnblie earlier this year, make no pros ision for Federal fund: for
libraries during the 1 months that began July 1. although more than $11;0 million
in Federal funds tits appropriated for local, state and other libraries during tho
preceding ;sear.

.after protests; front librarians and other interested groups, the !louse passed
a bill authorizing :1_1100 $170 million in funds for libraries this year, And the
Senate is 1,IppCtOkl. 10 110 the -,11111' this 1,111. Hut there is fear that President
Nixon \sin veto the legislation, and that his veto will not be overridden.

DEPARTMENT or,'Ir.-unit, Ent.c.sr 'Kos, AND WEI F.Utr,
fir FICE oi"r tin SErRETAItY,

11.1:4/0 9thii 1.f lemcmber f, 17.1.
Ifon, Cute, it, Pfaiki Xs,
C ir n. Innt in it c on I; ri nett Win a lid Labor, use 61 It'f

14:An Ma, CilAiRNIAN : This letter Is in response to your recent request for it
report sus 11..1, iiStS and 11.3. it 131. two bilk '"re authorize and rerniest
the President to call a White House Conference on Library and information
Sciences in thin," The bill: are similar with the exception of one item noted kfhitt".

The purpose of the Conference would he to develop rreominendations for the
improvement of libraries and Information eynters. The conference wont(' ho
Ilunposed of librarians, information specialists. educators, relevant technologists,
awl representatives of the general public, (11,1`. itrs. 7h would also include repre-
sentatives of Federal, State and local governments.).

Planning and direction of the C'oncerence would he carried out by the National
Cornmission on Libraries and 11,fortn tt ton Science with cooperation and assistance
front all Federal departments. Tito f'onitalssion would make technical and
financial assistance available to the States for preparatory meetings and con-
ferences and prepare background material for the use of delegates on the Federal
and State levels.

Within 12(1 days of the close of the Conference, a report would be submitted
to the Prvi-illoht and the Congress. Ninety days tater, the President would be
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required to submit to Congress a statement of reeonunendations regarding the
report.

A 2a member advisory committee would be appointed by the President to
assist the National Commission in planning and conducting the Conference.

Roth bills would authorize such sums as may be necesary to carry out the
terms of the resolution.

In certain cirearastances. a 1V1ilte Ilowe Conference may serve to tall n need
for the exposure and examination of critical anti neglected problems of national
concern, However, we do not believe there is nay need for a White House Con.
ferenee in nit area where existing forums are providing an adequate opportunity
for t Identification and discussion of Issues and ideas,

We recognize that there are lmportnnt Issues in the field of libraries and
Information science. Access to information is necessary for tin enlightened tech.
nological society, The dissemination of information is an area where we must
always seek improvements.

!know, we do not believe that the White House Conference en Libraries and
1 uformation Selma's, ns proposed in IIJ. Res. 766 and ILJ. Iles. 734, is just tillable.

de. best of our knowledge, there Is no evidence of critical unresolved issues
in lit raries and information science that cannot be handled through the exist-
ing "hannels of communications in the field, i.e., professional associations,
meetings of civic groups, and governmental and legislative processes on all

I'urttwr, the aetivities described in both bilis to be conducted by the pro-
Conference would duplicate the resvonsibilit les of the National Commission

on libraries and Information Science.
Secondly, we think that a White House Conference solely on the subject

of libraries and Information sMence would be too narrowly focused, both in
terms of the prestige of such a conference and in terms of the considerable
public expenditures necessary for such 11 conference. This Is not to diminish the
importance of libraries and information science but it does Indicate that we
believe that these subjects should be VS8111181N1 88 a port of the broader Issue of
education.

We therefore oppose the enactment of II.J. Res. 766 and II.J. Res. 734, as not
being needed.

Ws, are advise(; by the Office of Management and Budget that there is no
objection to the pt ..sentation of this report from the standpoint of the Administra-
tion's program,

Sincerely;
Asemt W. WEINRERGER.

Seer( tory.

STATEMENT or Tate AUTHORS LEAGCE OF AMERICA

The Authors League of America is the national society of professional writ-
ers drumatists.

The League supports II.J. Res. 734, which requests the President to roll a
White House Conference on Library and Information Centers In MTG. Obviously.
authors of the books, journals, and magazines which libraries and Information
centers distribute, recognize the imp atance of these institutions and the need
for careful planning and coordination of their services in light of the potential
inherent in their use of advanced technology.

However, The Authors League respectfully submits that there is one serious
weakness in the Resolution which should be remedied. Section ( t proeide,$
that "The Conference shall be composed of. and tiring together'' representatives
of 1A) library and infortnation systems, (Il) educational Institutions and orga-
nizations. (C) experts in technology, and (I)) the general public. We revectfnily
submit that pnblistrns and authors, as separate categories, have as vital an
interest in the 1)roceetlings and outcome of the Conference as librar'ini or
educators.

History teaches its that the same technological advances whclh hemq society
ran -- mishandled also create serious new problems. The gasoline engine gave
millions of Americans greater mobility and produced mass employment. it also
produced deadly pollution and clogged highways, and destroyed mass transit,
which must now be rer:e-sted at great expense. Rockets can Carry men to the
moon, and nuclear warheads to every city on the globe. And, the computer per-
mits us to process information on seal, and with a speed hitherto undreamed
ofand to invade the privacy and personal rights of countless citizens on the
same enormous scale.



Sitnibtrly, lioprotatients lit reprograpliic machines and computerized infortna-
tiOn systems will transform lib:Arles and Information services, However, misap-
lineation of this new technological capacity by library networks and information
systents could destroy the present system of Independent entrepreneurial ttutitor
ship and pUblisititigtransferring their vital funetions to national library nets
works and information centers stibstantlally subsidized by government. In rocent
years authors and publishers have hail ample evidence that some library spokes
men (tintitil or ill not recognize the daumge which Wintry misapplication of
technology can 1ntdief on or independent writing null pub.
lisiting of information,

The .tutlfors League submits that scrtion (&) (2) of the Itesultition should be
amended to provide that "The Conference shall be composed of, anti bring to-
gether

( FA representatives of publishers of :wield Hie, technical and other hooks
aad journals; and

t1') representatives of authors,"
The .\ tit hors Letigno 1.es:11.111'101y urges that spokesmen for such organizations

as the American Chemical Society, the American institute of Physics, and the
American Society of 'resting anti NIaterials, can contribute much to the Con-
ference, as representatives participating actively in its proceedings along with
librarians and ethwators, These societies and tither private concerns now publish
the great majority of scientific and technical journals, the primary 10(4115 of
disseminating the vast quantity of needed Information in their fields. The views
of these learned soelellt.S and other publishers, on library uses of new technology
IR the dissemination of information, do not coincide with those expressed by
spokesmen for several library organ(zations and hiformation centers. On the
contrary, representatives id these varloos groups testified last July before Semi-
tor Mu fiction's Subcontriittee on Patents, Trademarks and (!opyrights concerning
problems created by teetufillogy's impact on the funetions of libraries. Inform:1.
tion centers and publishers. Spokesmen for the learned societis and pith'ishers
:Ind for librarians and aiforioation centers voiced sharply different opinbitts ou
i t ti most his wl viii so vitally concern the Conference.

While libraries play an Important part in the dissemination of information it
should be remembered that the primary and indispensable function of diszetninat
lug information Is performed hy the authors and publishers of scientific and tech-
nical books, journals. monographs and other tathlications. libraries anti informa.
lion services actually perform a secondary function wide)) would be impossible to-
day were publishers to cease publishing. One major issue in the debate between
aiblishers and authors, and librarians Is whether the unbridled library applica-
tions of the new technology threaten to tlestroy the present structure of inde-
pendent publishing. replacing It with gOWNtifiBlit-NithshilZol ituformattort tlet
works confitosed of libraries and information centers.

Tito .Itithoes I,cagite also believes that authors who create the
articles and monographs which libraries ultimately help to distribute, after
foildi-hers y1.0111,11 them, tits° should 111. riprosliiIiBI at rho Catlferk .1 sep-
arate category. The rapid developments in reprography ;toil computerize I infor
Illation techniques still have a tremendous effect on the profession of writing in
All areas. Moreover, The .111thor4 14>;1;:ili. is deeply concerned Willi freed to of
expression. .\ nil one of the primary questions for the Conference should he the
effect of these new technological developments on freedom of speech and press,
anti the freedom to read. As large information networks develop they will pose
vital First Amendment problems--e.g., the author's right of across !1B. infer-
mationolissemination networ";s. to communicate his writings to the public; pro-
tection of authors against censorship by the systems' managers; and ti.'
right of ;fees: to the materials stored In the system,.

For of these reasons, we respectfully tirre the amendment of 1 f..T. Res,
i :11. to :obi to flue categories to be represented at the Conference; (E) r, Fresoithi.
tires of publishers of selentifie, technical and other looks and journals; and
( Ft representatives of authors,

fitwrx Kvate,

STAlEMENT 111!-: .%SgoCTATION OF' RESEARCH LIBRARIES

To the Chairman and MentbeN of the Subcommittee: The Association of Re-
Lihraries, a professional organization numbering as its members the

major research libraries of this country, appreciates the opportunity to present
the views of the As..wintliAl on the proposed White House Confereme on Li
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)navy .ftiil information ittel that this statement t made 4l part of
HI,. ref

it ha.; ieell Sabi that NV(' :ire boring from Ike .%ge of I.:orgy to the .1go of
information. In view or iproscnt shortages, thIA may hi. Jitt al,. NsTil, for Ilse itu
utPlood rosourees or information are as lilllifleSS is the 1111111811 ti111111 (1111 Wilke
thtlit, ttnl depletion is 110t one of the problems. ltatiter Is It a matter of ettcctivo

and ufillzation lit' Lima Iciige, II flit 110,iihe a",SItrillWe of Its ready
availability to all persons. To many citizens, the notion netr occurs that libraries
or books or Information ore watIcrs of concerti rciptiring study, idannIng, sup-
port, vinifiagement, systems Ilt,Si;4111111I1 rather 'sophiqleatt qi 4.X114.111,1% '0.1, ;IS the
Cottlillittee finite aware, 1111 Olt) 111011y Or 0111' COlilltlYtillql still haw poor or even
uo say ess to libaro facilities, though notch kr. 'R4.11111410 enrol i'ccilitly 10 correct

(Ailing. The librarks in N't hum. spemi lire Wit po6r !nslltlllulit. rep.
resenting as they do the Investment of niany minion.: or private and governmental
dollars. it their h at one 111(.1r pre-wiii and growing handicap, for
this preeedellt of completeness mid that dependence upon timm as major intel-
lectual resources can no longer contittne hi the past ;nal 'present 'node, itather
searching reexamination of ultimate objectives and national need.. k urgently'
reilltirell, if ern' information facilities 11'1' not to ColltitIlle to deteriorate ender
the corrosive effects of rapidly rising costs. nninattagoable quantities, tittertqlpressures for access 1.11111 Other Ileg:IliVe couditilta

li'careli libraries share many problems %Sift other !)lies of libriirl.s, cer-
tain areas ore of port leillar concern .tnil, indeed, many have been the subject of
Association investigation not action, hoili past 11101 present, In 501110 reSPeet,4,Ilse prohlears relate to the distinctive size, complexity and character of research
libraries. II/mover, the solutions. when achieved, will be rather universally
applicable. Typically, the research library deals with appropriate disciplines
through compreliefe.ive coverage. boll! 111 svou( ivtospeellVe depth. Itsucgnisilious Iced to 11,0 have originated in most countries of the
w.,id, to bp. dill-10dt and espcnace to otttattt, In rtitlirolsit.mal language and sub-ject capabilities for selection 111ii1 cataloging, awl are often subject to
deterioration lay:Ilse of age or poor quality of tininufaettire. Such collections
are relatively unique to a given instil intim anal demand careful bibliographic
blentitleation and revords of their existence and content. Indeed, toast growth of
stud) c.Ilectioni. has been and still is due, lo part, to the lack of adequate national
provision for creating melt records and content analysis, tints requiring scholars
to live the materials immediately at band for personal examination. Since the
materials are nit Nviclely bold, fairly substantial demands are znade on the owning
institution in outside scholars anti commercial users. With respect to iorganiza
tional management. some degree of automation is commonly found in many large
libraries, usually developed and applied by the Institution itself, uniquely in each
case.

'flip. foregoing, dvseriptirin goes into some detail, not to astound the innocent
but to illustrate n complexity fraught with problems, many of which are common
to oil lilpraries anil fir which solutions are ?PAN' haphazardly' sought at the local
level. it 1.1 our eolttenflon that full national access to recorded kimleolge is better
served by elevation of problem-solving to a higher, more broadly applicable level.
indeed. the .1Itl, has initiated and participated In such contributions, ineinding
comprehensive studies of tuferafoiiu techwilogy and lit illy.ation, the ileveloptnent
or 1,orrwilloilt/iiiiraiiie /open:, and the analysts of conservation techniques. Sup-
port bas also been generated for the National l'rogram of .kcquisitions and
Cataloging at the Library of ('ongress, to relieve Individual libraries of much
expensive and redundant cataloging effort, d1pplIcation of computer technology
to library problems is not an altogether simple matter, since management of
bibliographic data bases is surprisingly more complex than businessoriented in-
formation systems. The Association has been closely involved in development
of such data bases. particularly tne National Serials I)ata Program 1101 under
NV;ly at the Library of Congress.

if concern to all citizens, and to the libraries which serve them, Is the matter
of ;IereSS to InfOttnntiOn----the seemingly sillily pricers of getting 00(..5 hands Oil
the riet'llod book or report or Journal article. The traditional procedures of
pritocil catalogs and indexes and the fintlimlly supportive interlibrary loan activi-
ties are no longer adeimate to cope with the varieties of needs and the extraordi-
nary increases in operating costs. .A number of staidie.s of interlibrary relation-
ships and loan systems have been made or are under 141).. with the ART. having
heal instrumental In several of them. IWelt more needs doing, to achieve a
r,,lional ;mit economically feasible system Mitch ensures the maintenance and
accessibility of the total infortuation record.
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iiIii.; fl thiI IIJh fl Ji1) IlllJt lii ,n a
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work of the Commission I antiot 1,C1w1114 111 he eAliCC1e0 from a
Confereme. 'PM, Commission has it staff of two persons. In the two years the
Commission has existed the level of accomplishment has been mei:tient In propor-
tion to the inammwer available, but rho manpower Is wholly inadequate to the
task of gathering independently and in a finite amount of time the rceommetida
nous and tin data that would emerge front It 'White House Conference.

Flintily, It has. been averred that the 1roposeti cimference has .n fivus Mat Is
too narrow to be of consequence to national goals. In reality every sector of so-
ciety and all of Ol/r nolenal goals ena he screed by the recommendations and
results of such a Conference. Interests in the areas of agrieultore, health,
economy, ecology, science, technology, arts, humanitles. busilieSS, government,
and education are among those whose concerns W011111 benefit from the (:'onfer-
race. Far from being "narrow in coons" Hut information needs of the present
encompass everyone and every component of our society. To assist the nation
In addressing their needs, the Association of Research Libraries heartily endorses
the proposed calling of a White House Conference on Library and Information
Services.

III a further elaboration of Assoc' Ron interests and concerns as they relate
to the proposed White Rouse Conf, -race, we wish to supplement this general
statement endorsing the Conference 1\ ith nddltional comments, These comments
wore prepared Ire AtIALIISL 1973 Ids pall of LI presentation made to the National
Commission on the Financing or Postsecondary Education.

This statement represents our hest thinning on an area of critical concern
the (blaming of research libararies--1111 area which, we would hope, would be
'Iron special attention at a White Ilouse Conference on Library and Information
Services.

THE FINANCING or IIIE TIESEARCII IALIRARYA n)Iscussmtg PAPER PRESENTED nr
TILE ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCII LIBRARIES

III 11107 the American Council of Learned Societies published the following
statement : "Research libraries may he defined as institutions whose ettilcetions
are organized primarily to meet the need.. of scholars and so to facilitate effective
action on the frontier of eve ry field of knowledge, traditional and novel ... At
their best they are notable 'or the variety and depth of their holdings and for
the quality of research that they slipport."'

These relatively well stocked libraries make an indispensable contribution to
higher education and research in every section of the country and indeed in all
parts of the world. The research library is typically a university library similar
to the 81 which are members of the Association of Research Libraries. Much of
what we say applies also to certain major non-university libraries which hold
some of the world's greatest research collections, such as the New York Public
Library and the Library of Congress.

The 7S university libraries who were members of ARL.in 1971-72 had in their
e011ections from 700,000 (Rice) to 8.700.000 volumes filarv,,tar,. In 1971-72 they
added to their collections from 34.000 (floward) to 387.0e0 volt mes (Harvard),
Most of them maintain as well large collections of tuanuseripts..nicroforms, and
other library materials not reflected in the count of printed books. These figures
alone may serve to indicate that these libraries are quite differerd from most of
the thousands of libraries witiett support the educational activities of two-year
colleges and even the best four -year liberal arts colleges.

It is often said that universities exist for the preservation of knowledge. the
transmission of knowledge, and the creation of new knowledge, The university
library is deeply involved in all those ftmetions. Aside from oral tradition and
the physical monuments of art and nrelliteet tire, libraries are essentially the sole
repository of recorded civilization. and only the large research library performs
the preservation function in anything like a comprehensive way. Collectively these
libraries are the memory of Inn h',.1tul. organized in that it may be drawn upon
as needed today and In all of our tomorrows. whether man requires inforninCon
recorded at the dawn of history or only yesterday.

These libraries are essential also to the transmission of knowledge and the
teaehing function of the university. A simple skill, such as woodworking. may be
passed on without reeourse to the written word. More sophisticated disciplines

1 /tin PrReqrrh titp'errIrR StnIPIrv.nt rind firer,ninusn.Ilthrl of 111n enlY1rattP, Tfr.Pirch
fAtror!os of tin 1roork,nn roo,v,1 nr 1,,q1r1;....1 SociotleA, Sohniltted to Natinnstl Adv1=ory
Commission on Librarlos, November 1967,
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te.g., technology, science, philosophy, economics, literature), at least as essential
as simple skills to the advancement of civilization, are obviously built upon and
transmitted to a considerable extent through the intellectual discourse of books
and serious journals. Even at the undergraduate level, education of any quality
seems to require sending the student beyond the lecture-plussIngle-textbOok
process to exploration among many printed or pictorial sources, Economy alone
prescribes that these sources be sitarist through a library,

t mraduate education demands ranch greater resources. Various studies indicate
that graduate students use from three to the tildes as many books an under-
gradnates, as welt as a far greater variety of hooks and other kinds of recorded
Information. The kind of library we are discussing is likely to be found In the
universities whose graduate a ml professional programs have been identified in the
American Council on thieation and other surveys as possessing excellence.
Indeed, in the 1966 ACE report, An AW88-Melit of Quality in Graduate Education,
it was noted: "The library is the heart of the university ; no other single non-
human factor Is as closely related to the quality of graduate education . In-
stitutions that are strong in all areas Invariably have major national research
libraries."

While the market for Ph. It's in many fields may i.e temporarily glutted, the
continuing health of much postsecondary education will obviously require con-
tinued doctoral training of quality, if only to provide competent stalling for
thousands of colleges and universities. It is Interesting to note that the 78 uni-
versities which wore members of the Association of Research Libraries in 1971-
7 products! :23.88.) or 69 percent of the estimated 54,600 doctoral degrees (ex-
cluding jaw and foolleinet awarded that year in the U.S. and ('armada. This is
another way of saying that a great deal of graduate education is concentrated
in a relatively few large universities, as it should be in terms of the economics
of t he sittm t ion,

The third function of the university, the creation of new knowledge, is shared
with other Institutions, such as the gevernment or industrial laboratory, for
example, but it Is clear that it is a major function and the element which most
obviously distinguishes the university from the college, the vocational institu-
tion, and other types of educational institutions. It is equally clear that most
research demands major library resmirees. In nearly all fields new knowledge
Is developed only after a careful sifting of what is already knewn anti work
in the field or the laboratory is interspersed with work in the library. In some
fields the books in the library are themselves the sole material of research.

The point which we wish to emphasize is that the threrfmtetions of the uni-
versity are Inseparable and the library Is PsA.ritIal to all three. That it exists
to support the university is only part of the ecological balance, for it can be
said also that the University exists in part of support the library. These rela-
tionships have an important bearing upon any discussion of the financing of
research libraries and of ed mention.

Time university library and, even 'more, the independent research library have
important relations outside the university, Almost all of them, under a variety
Of arrangements, provide Important resources to industrial research laboratories,
government agencies, independent scholars and the whole range of organizations
and activities that comprise the web of American society. These libraries are col-
lectively the capstone of the pyramid of information resources.

Together they constitute a single national resource of great importance. In-
creasingly, and of necessity they are sharing and pooling their resources, for no
library can have everything. It has been estimated that by 1974-75 the mag-
nitude of loans of materials that will be made by academic libraries to other
Ultra -Iv,: would approximate 200.000 at an estimated cost in the order of $12,1

Typically the university library !ends to other smaller libraries four
or five times as much as it borrows,

A valety of devices, national and regional, has been developed by librarians
for bringing the combined colketions of time research libraries under bibliographic
control, for telling* where a particular book may be obtained. The ls'ational Union
rataloz Pre-1956 lonprint8, now being published in an estimated 600 large
volumes, supplements the ongoing current record by indicating holdings, mostly
monographic reported over the past 70 years of more than 800 libraries through-
out North America, The NUC is one of the keys to that vast national resources
represented the combined collections of libraries. (Ineidentlally, with some 250
volumes already published, through the letter "II", the project is facing serious
financial problems,1 The rapidly developing computer -based technology will al-



Most emit:tidy provide till' balls for bibliographic. control In the future through
It national library constratisicalion network.

Librarians have for years been thinking of the total researis !Hirsh." collections
of the coluntry as a single national resource. In 10-11) Julian 1'. Boyd, then
1.1britrina of Princeton University. stated the iss1::, sticchictle: fallacy of nn
1/n0e:slide rowni?ettioss in any sow library should be abandoned in theory and
Practice: librarians should tent think It terms of completeness for the library
resources of the whole country." Soon after. Pr. Hopi was one of the leaders in
proposing mid developing the Fariiilligtin Ham under which sent'
have tit cooed respoitsintlity (si specific fields and gt.4)griiphic areas in an attempt
to bring to the country at least sow entry of each book of potential research
interest (rota Mont 15II countries and territories.

This program is now being planted out mill the :National Program for Aesintst.
lions and 4'111111ms:1m; of the Library of Congress, authorized by Tine II -(t of the
Mater Ethwation Act of VALI, Is beginning to 114111eve the obietlive of I he Pa I'M'
ington Pion. N11.1(', or the "shared cataloging" program, had Its II:cation in the
recagaithin i t the sabsintil 440111013iPs trhich could he rtializosi if each hook
could Ii' cataloged solve only and the cataloging copy made available promptly
to all other lihratrles ncrlulrInh the satnc hook. It4 Import has liven Irene tons,
(tilt though S1'.11' has never been fully funded by the Congress.

Oise more example among many rusty be cited to suggest the tray lit which
IllisvAytes IITI.1.1)111ing ibeir losialrips Anil serving students and scholars by itra W-
ing upon collect III' strength. The Center for Itesest reit 1.111ra rips licago, which
had its ortgit, to it4.1 1, Is ail iratilalitleilt "library's library," supported by its more
than 1110 litstinithand members, Its function is to collect and make avaltaisle
important but seldnnrused litatl'rialg SO that vadi luditidual library will not have
in tireservc such things as newspaper tiles, N1111(11 are essential but not called for
frequently. Currently.-with the nits of it grant front the Carnegie l'orporatIon,
time Center Is esaalacting a pilot program of sitioserihing to several ikons: nil
seldom-used journals In the hope that individual member libraries may find it
possible to rely on the Center for these noes anti (hits increase their available
resources: and stabilize the heavy howl of carrying individual saliserIpilons. tine
omelet for such an activity is the highly-successful National 1,0nding Library for
Science and l'ehnolia.,,y, supported by the British government as a national
resionrce.

:tinny other extintjles could he cited. Ilowever, it should already he clear that
the university libraries and a few rather sitnilar national and tealieutteut
research 11)4'01'10s cvlistlt nte ii major national rcsoarl*e, a do facto twtwork cre-
ating a ViiSt p WI Of i'VC1)1.(101 1011111WhAlge anti inffIrffintlf,11 essential to education
and to the advancement of learning without which modern society could not
exist. 'Ills network- has evolved unsystematically and v%ithout adequate planning
and Ifs links are at present quite imperfect, but we are beginning to set. the
emergence of at coherent, integrated whole. Its viability will depend uPois at

jutlielous balance between (loiters of local excellence, immediately accessible to
users, and a variety of centralized cooperative activities, integrated through a
computer-based sy-.1 ens of isilsilograpide control.

In ail of these developments and activities the objective lists been to provide
011111 users teed at a cost vkltich is tsvatahle, for a large university library to mat
expensive proposition, In 1tat-12 the 7S libraries upon which we have been con-
centating spent a total of Immure than $7il million for the purchase of books,
periodicals, and other materials. Since the associated staff costs of acquiring,
organizing, preserving, and interpreting large library collections tend to be about
twice the amount spent for iiiirchnses, total library expenditures of these 7S
libraries in 1971-72 Wct. S2e4),5 tnilllou, not including great eapttal expenditures
for housing library oiles:thins and operations,

1 1 tarty be easier' hi comprehend witat has happened If taw looks at the actual
dollar expenditures of to single university library. I-'ur the Princeton University
library actual annual expenditure!: over the past 2s years increased ns follows;

194749 1972-73

Backe, peuodals, ald tinding ........ .. ............. $100,000 $1,400.000
Salaries and sages 190.00 2.40:000

-- --

(1111 hUary expenditures,

__ -------
317,000 4, 100,000
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It should be noted that Princeton Is an ofd and stable library, In an Institution
which has not seen the enormous growth of the great state universities. The
library's rate of growth has been one of the slowest among MIL libraries, and it
IS not one of the largest in the group. in 1073 It Was 17th in the number of volumes
held among U.S. and Canadian university libraries,

rusts of this magnitude are Impressive and alarming, but their significance lies
more in the rate of growth which they represent, Statistics are available for 58
university libraries which have been members of the Alit, throughout the period
11150-1969. For these libraries the average annual rnte of growth was 10.5 per-
volt over the twenty year Ierlod, It should be undersconsl that this rate of
growth represents an annual compounding, and that the power of compounding
is such that at this rate a variable doubles in size In less than seven yearfi and In
tiro decades invvicit to at(iut eight (MICR its firighiai 81.7e.

The principal causes of this growth in costs Include not only general Inflation
and higher sainries but also several speeinl library factors;

I. 'llw Increase in university enrollment {probably less significant than
tlw other fa et ors).

'2. The expansion In the scope of teaching and research programs.
a. The rapid Increase in the worldwide production of recorded knowledge,

Fur example, in 1:117, 7,S07 new hard-cover books were published in the
l'irited States; in 197'2, 20,SU5. To maintain the same relative sample of this
information, %vithout regard to new fields of study, libraries must increase
equIsItions proportionately.

An increase in the unit cost of publications considerably In excess of
general commodity Indices four the period. For example, note the following
average list prices of U.S. publications

----.-,---
New ltad-cover books (per volume)--. ------------ -------
Penothcal (annual subscription) .

1941

$3.62
3.4

1912

$12.99
13.23

We suggest that irk the light of this evidence the financial problems of the
university libraries and the related non-university general research libraries
merit nationahittention. While these libraries occupy numerically a Slaali 114)1110I1
of the broad spectrum of educational met ivities, this is a particularly signillcant
segment. Libraries of this type HIV an 111,,SOIlitelY essential element hi a very
suhstnratial aluoUnt of undergraduate collegiate education. Perhaps more 1 into' tr.
taunt, they are even more essential to the advanced and professional education
:cad research ul /Mt Whirl( the flat IOU (ICIN'tiik, 0110 (711111at CONVCIVP Of (I modern
society without the steady Infusion of highly-skilled manpower Mal creative
thinking which only tlw university provide, and one catutot conceive of a
university -f qualify without library support of equal quality. Beyond formal nen-
(1011110 WaitS. these libraries collectively are a single national resource of recorded
lthowledge organized for use, the collective memory of mankind, constantly
being applie:1 to improving the :totality of life today and tomorrow.

We recognize that this very Involvement of the research library with so many
aspects of education. with a complex lulend of teaching unit research, makes it
difficult to develop a single satisfactory plan for financing libraries. University
libraries have been supported by :t variety of federal, state, and private funds.
Tine have received rt share of the general funds of their parent Institutions,
whether derived from state legislatures, endowment linNune, tuition, sponsored
research overhead. or annual gifts front :damn'. Sow have separately endowed
fittuls, and most receive direct gifts.rond,grant,s front halivIduals. founklations.
rind corporations for specified :activities. They have received mtegorIcal asXist-
ance directly front the federal government, such 118 the grants for acquisitions
kinder Title 11 -.A of the Higher Education Act of i9esi. or as part of federal
support of specific programs. such as the N1)EA foreign langnage centers, Some
charge itomiffia tress Air certain kinds of servfees, such as .S.pri'ke err ifflaIN(CY.

feast that all of these kinds of support continue, We urge, however,
that special attention. be paid to library problems as new patterns of university
financing emerge.

There have Icon discussions of general institutional support, by which federal
aid 11'011141 come to the institution In a lamp slum, to be distributed by the insfi-
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tutien according to Its own needs. If the library were merely a service agency,
'moulded by the speciac needs of specillic classroom activities, merely plating
books en reserve for assigned reading, such a program might be fairly effective.
lint the university library has a multitude of other functions end relationships
not bounded by the walk of a single institution. Furthermore, white institutional
nutonoiny may be generally a worthy objective, in the case of the university
library it runs directly counter not only to qoality of service, for no library can
have everything, but also to sensible economy, for it is becoming Increasingly
clear that one of the most promising means of slowing the growth of library costs
is the sharing of resources among institutions,

There have been discussions of student support, by which much of the funding
of Institutions might come from tuition grants from the government which the
student might bring with hint to the Institution of his choice. This plan has the
great merit of encouraging free choice. Yet university library costs are related
much less directly to numbers of students than they are to factors such as the
number of !kids offered, the nature of each field, the quality of the collections,
and above all the research element. For adequate university library support to be
derived entirely in this way the student grunts would have to he quite large
indeed. Furthermore, it would be ditlicidt to adapt this method of funding to the
highly desirable support of the great independent research libraries which are In
important element of the sleek national resource which has been described.

We 1,0110%1'. therep)N, that si na. form of categorical aid is probably essen-
tial for university and 'researeli libraries. For too long the aid which they need
has tended to slip away because through the multiplicity of their involvements
Ibis aid has always seemed to be s(aueone else's business. They need direct and
massive sme..ot its libraries, or rather as elements of a single national toter-
related network of libraries. au essential national resource.

We believe further that, while grants to individual libraries are useful and
welcome, they are not ttecessartly the most economical and rational way of
solving the problem of the enpid exponential growth of university library costs.
Perhaos the most effective kind of assistance is massive aid applied centrally
to whatever operations facilitate sharing, and thus relieve individual institu-
tional fonds to do what must be Iloilo locally. A variety of opportunities at the
federal level suggest themselves

Legislation already exists which his done much and could do much more
if fully funded under existing ofithorlzatitm and under increased authoriza
Hen. The shared eataloging priori-am of the Library of Congress (NPAC)
has saved university libraries millions of dollars in cataloging costs and
ceeld save millions more if adequately funded anti expanded.

The distribution of machine-readable catalog copy on computer tapes
(MAitC) could be quickly ('N tended to additional categories of hooks and
made b a free service to libraries by appropriate action of the Congress.

dee, lopment of the national computer network could be accelerated
hy the sul*;tantial Investment of federal funds in developing a series of
rebuts' networks. perhaps along the lines of the Ohio College Library Cen-
ter or other testesi model, which would as a federal service provide in-
dividoat cataloging front MARC tapes and from pooled original cataloging
to tho major libraries of the country.

The staff costs of acquisitions end eakiloging consume as much as one
iii rri of the annual budgets of university libraries. By applying federal
feeds neutrally for /programs such as those outlined above, subgtithilaj
savings for individual libraries might be achieved.

Inn quite different one!, the creation and oileration at federal expense
of ,me or perhaps several spetat libraries to which research libraries could
torn with confidence for the loan of journal articles, on the model of the
Itritish National lending Library for Science and Technology, would pro-
vide for access by individual libraries to tens of thousonds of scholarly
journals which might otherwise be unavailable to them.

We have attempted to identify the nature and functions of the large univer-
sity research library, to indicate the special role these libraries play in the
edupation and the life of the vountry as a unified national resource, to sug-
gest the formidable costs and the rapid exponential growth involved, to discuss
alternative forms of financial support, and to suggest examples of centralized
federal assistance which might be given.

Again. 11101.40 areas 011(`)/ are critical to the welfare of thP country, require
etteetien at the national level. We feel that the proposed White House Con-
ference on Library and Information ServiiTs would provide the most appropriate
forma for such a discussion.
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AMERICAN CoUNCIL ON EDUCATION,
ION/tiny:on, D.C., November 211, 1973,

lion. JOHN ItitAnst As,
Chatrman, Select 814Gc(ortinftece on Education, Committal on Education and

Labor, U.S. 1100 c of ItcprcsentatiVes, Washington, D.C.
IE.Vii Mn. Thank you for giving us an opportunity to comment on

1I.J. Res. 731 and 1I.J. Ikea. 766, which you and Mr. Ford have introduced.
We wish to be on revord na endorsing enthusiastically the proposal to convene

a White House Conference on Library nod Information Services in 1070. The
word crisis is so overworked these days that we may have to invent another to
convey lily real sense of urgency. Yet It is a quite appropriate word to use in
describing a situation where demand for information seems to be outstripping our
nullity to supply it.

There are no easy solutions; if there were. there would be no need for n Con.
ference. For example, amazing technological developments of the past few de, Sled
offer means of storing and transmitting Information in ways never before avail.
able, tird yet their Itollsertrolmtte use could welt destroy future sources of informa
non, Somehow till parties coovernedpranwers. eustsllans, and users_toust be
brought together to wrestle with the problems: A White 'louse Conference would
seem to be a promising approach.

The tinting of your proposal is particularly fortunate. The days when a few
Andrew Cu rnegies, and later state and local supplenna ary sources, could provide
the needed financial resources for adequate library and information services are
past. We pretty well established this concept in the Yet the coneeptistiollnow
limier challenge, as it is the case of many of our great (awl expensive)
resourees. It %void(' he our hope, Rua our expectation, that a White House Con.
lemma, might sort out the problems and straighten out our thinking.

Sincerely yours,
,Ions F. MonsE,

Director,

StAlEmENT or Nam% WALTER ADAmS, l'RstoEsr or TILE AMI RICAN
AsSOCIATION OE' UNI4ERs1 PILOVESSOHS

On behalf of the 90,000 members of the American Association of University
Professors at '2,300 institutions, 1 appreciate the opportunity to present this state'
'ilea to (ho members of the Subcommittee in support of the resolutions currently
before the 'louse authorizing and requesting the Vresident to call a White House
Conference on Library and Information Services in 1976.

The Alilerleith Association of University Professors is the largest and oiliest
professional association of college and university teachers, librarians. and
academic counselors. Our long-term support of libraries and librarians within the
academic community has been most recently manifested in the Joint Staha st on
Facany Status of Colteae and University Librarians, which was drafted jointly
by our Association, the Association of College and Research Libraries, and the
Association of American Colleges, I have appended a copy of the Joint Statement
and I commend it to the members of the Subcommittee for its succinct description
of the appropriate roles of college and university libraries and librarians in theediwational process.

A White House Conference on Library and Information Services, with the
attendant State Conferences provided for In the House resolutions, would permit
librarians, representatives of the Federal, State, and local governments, repre-
sentatives of educational Institutions. agencies and organizations which provide
library and information services, professional and scholarly associations, and ofthe general public, and 'fermata with technological knowledge and competence to
focus sharply on the current goals of diverse types of libraries and to explore
their future needs, goals, and policies. Libraries represent a major national re-
source. They play a major and slgulIkatit role in strengthening the educational
IrrogratrIS which we believe are In the national interest. As a nation, we ace at a
critical point in the development of our libraries and a White !louse Conference,
corning during our Bicentennial Year, would serve to provide both an assessment
of past experiences and a set of objectives for the future. We strongly endorse.
therefore, both the proposed format and expressed purposes of the White !loose
Conference.

For college and university libraries. the White Utilise Conference would provide
the opportunity to evaluate their current roles and to project their future integral
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relationship to the educational process. Libraries on campuses continue to expand
their holdings and increase their services even during the current period of rela-
tively slower growth of full-time enrollments. However, the new emphasis on
expanding postsecondary education and the continued rapid growth of community
colleges have led to increased demands for library and information services.
Stead of arbitrarily restricting the growth of libraries. it appears to us that the
next two years could be spent profitably in discussing the problems in meeting the
growing demand and their probable solutions. Both the proposed State meetings
and the White House Conference can provide the forum in which those discussions
may occur.

In reviewing the resolutions currently before the Subcommittee, we agree that
the National Commission on Libraries and Informational Science should assume
Primary restamsibility for planning and coordinating the White I louse Conference
and that the Commission should call upon other Federal departments and agencies
for assistance. We welcome the provision in House Joint Resolution provid-
ing for assistance to the Commission front the library of Congress. We would
recommend that the House Resolution provide at a ntinimunt an authorlzatho,
of Sl0.000.000, which should remain available for obligation until expended.

We endorse the goals expressed in both of the resolutions before the Subcom-
mittee and we would urge early action in amending the provision on authoriza-
tion to conform with the authorization provision already approved by the Sen-
ate. We are pleased to note the hipartisan support for a White House confer-
ence and we commend the members of the Select Subcommittee on Education for
their concern. We urge early approval by the Subcommittee, the Committee mitt
Education and Labor, and the House in order that the Commission may begin the
planning necessary for the Conference.

Thank you for your kind invitation to present this statement on behalf of the
American Association of University Professors in support of the proposed White
House Conference on Library and Information Services.

(Reprinted from AAUP Bulletin, Inter 0721

JOIST STATEMENT ox FACULTY STATUS OF COLLEGE ASO UNIVERSITY
LtaRARIANS

(The following statement has been drafted by the Joint Committee on College
Library Problems, a national committee representing the Association of Col-
lege and Research Libraries, the Association of American Colleges, and the
American Association of University Professors. The statement has been
officially endorsed by the Board and Annual Meeting of the Association of
College and Research Libraries and is bring considered by the SAC and AAUP.
Publication of the statement leas authorized by AAUP's Council at its meet-
ing in October, 1972. Members, chapters. and conferences are invited to review
the statement and transmit comments to the Washington Office)
As the primary means through which students and faculty gain access to the

storehouse of organized knowledge, the college and university library performs
it unique and indispensable function in the educational process. This function
will grow in importance as students assume greater responsibility for their own
intellectual and social development. Indeed, all members of the academic com-
munity are likely to become increasingly dependent on skilled professional guid-
ance in the acquisition and use of library resources as the forms and numbers
of these resources multiply, scholarly materials appear in more languages,
bibliographical systems become more complicated, and library technology grows
increasingly sophisticated. The librarian who provides such guidance plays a
major role in the learning process.

The character and quality of an institution of higher learning are shaped in
largo measure by the nature of its library holdings and the ease and imagina-
tion with which those resources are made accessible to members of the academic
cent/mini ty. Consequently, all members of the faculty should take an active inter-
est in the operation and development of the library. Because the scope and char-
acter of library resources should be taken Into account in such important
academic decisions as curricular planning and faculty appointments, librarians
should have a voice in the development of the institution's educational policy.

Librarians perform a teaching and research role inasmuch as they instruct
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students formally and informally and advise and assist faculty in their scholarly
pursuits. Librarians are also themselves involved in the research function; many
conduct research in their own professional interests and in the discharge of
their duties.

Where the role of college and university librarians, as described in the pre-
ceding paragraphs, requires them to function essentially as part of the faculty,
this functional identity should be recognized by grinding of faculty status.
Neither administrative resianisibilities nor professional degrees, titles, or skills,
per se, qualify members of the academic eommunitY for faculty status. The func-
tion of the librarian as participant in the processes of teaching and research is
the essential criterion of faculty status.

College and university librarians share the professional concerns of faculty
members. Academic freedom, for example, is Indispensable to librarians, because
tiny are trustees of knowledge with the responsibility of insuring the avail-
ability of Information and ideas, oo matter how controversial, so that teachers
may freely teach aud students may freely learn. Moreover, us members of the
aeadeinic community, librarians should have latitude in the exercise of their pro-
fessimnd judgment within the library, a share in shaping policy within the insti-
tution, and adequate opportunities for professional development and appropriate
reward.

Faculty status entails for librarians the same rights awl responsibilities as for
other members of the faculty. They should have corresponding entitlement to
rank, promotion, tenure, contpensation; Mayes, and research funds, and the pro-
tection of academie due process. They must go through the saute process of eval-
tuition and !civil the slum standards as other faculty members.'

On some campuses, adequate procedures for extending faculty status to li-
brarians have already been worked out. These procedures vary from campus to
campus because of institutional differences. In the development of such pro-
cedures, it is essential that the general faculty or its delegated agent determine
the specific steps by which any professional position is to be accorded faculty
rank and status. In any case, academie positions which are to he accorded faculty
rank and status should be approved by the senate or the faculty-at-large before
submission to the president and to the governing board for approval.

With respect to library governance, it is to be presumed that the governing
board, the administrative officers, the library faculty, and representatives of
the general faculty will share in the determination of library policies that affect
the general interests of the Institution and its eduCational program. ID matters
of internal governance, the library will operate like other academie units with
respect to decisions relating to appointments, promotions, tenure, and conditions
of service.'

STATEMfiNT OF !aux P. Scntoss, COORDINATOR OF' GOVERNMENTAL. BF:LAM:IR,
AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR TM: BLIND

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate this oppor-
tunity to present the views of three national organizations vitally interested
in programs serving Mind persons on 11.J. Hes. 760, which authorizes a White
I iimse Conference on Library and Information Services in I976.

The three national organizations I am speaking for are the American Associa-
tion of Workers for the Blind, the national membership organization of pro-
fessional workers in services to blind persons; the American Foundation for
the Mimi, Elie national research and consultant agency in the field of work for
the blind; and the Blinded Veterans Association, the Congressionally chartered
membership organization of the nation's war-blinded. All three support enact-
ment of 11.3. Res. 7611.

A White Muse Conference on Library and Information Services in 1076
would perform an invaluable service to the nation by focusing piddle attention
on the state of the art at a critical time in our history. As we enter a post-
industrial technological age, a national White /louse Conference. and state
and local conferences to prepare for it, will enable the public to participate

Cf. 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure; 1955 Statement
on Procedural Standards In Faculty Dismissal Proceedings: 1972 Statement on Leaves of
Ahsrnce.

set. IDGD Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities. formulated by the
A mpri ea it Council on EdIll'ittion. American AsineLiit in of L'aiverAty Profi Nso rs and
Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges.
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In the process of taking shil; with regard to our libraries. information cen-
ters, and information scienees. barileularly in light of the information ex-
plosion and technologieat advances for storing. retrieving. and commonleat-

lag Information since World War H. A NA'htte (louse Conference will enable
OUT national leaders in both the Congress and the Executive Braneli to
evaluate our progress in the development of library and information services.
determine future needs, and plan for the syslemalie Implementation of ways to
meet those needs. It is time for long-range planning in this country in many
areas of our national. life Instead of ad hoe responses to crises, and a White
House Conference on Library and Information Services can serve as the be-
ginning point in such a long-range planning process in this baste aspect of our
national life.

Adequate library and information services are essential comeomitants of ade-
quate education. They are the sine qua non Of a vital democratic society. Tech-
nological advances in the past 30 years have already revolutionized information
services for the mass /lbite and for special .groups. FNf radio, including sub-
carrier transmission; high fidelity tape revording and speech compression; VIII.,
UHF. and closed circuit television; simultaneous teletypesetting in various parts
of the country of newspapers, periodicals, and books; rapid photocopying and
teletransmission of photoeopied materbils; computer; C01111110111CMIOIN saIM-
litesthose are some of the technological advances which have or eau he utilized
in a worldwide network of library and information services.

A White !louse Conferenve on Library and infortnathm Services should also
consider the needs of special groups. such as the blind and severely visually
impaired, who cannot read ordinary primed material ; the deaf, who cannot use
auditory information systems: hatuliealped individuals who cannot handle or
manipulate ordinary printed material and must utilize pro.leetIon devices, page
turners, or auditory reading systems; the homebound, who cannot get to and
from libraries and information centers owing to severe mobility limitations:
and others. like individuals with speelfie learning disabilities, who might benefit
front a variety of informati101 modalities if they were readily avallable.,There-
fore, we would strongly recommend that the planning committee for the confer-
ence schedule special concerns sessions to deal with these specific problems:
and we would urge this Committee to include language calling for special eon-
cerns sessions in its report accompanying 11..7. Res. intl. Similar special concerns
sessions at the recent White House Conference on the Aging were effective in
focusing- attention on the needs of speelal groups.

In conclusion. we urge prompt and favorable action on ILI'. Res. Told with
the report language -we have suggested. A White Howse Conference on I.Ibrary
and Information Services In 1970 '-would be an appropriate way to comineinorate
the bicentennial year of the American Revolution. it would he a fitting tribute
to the founding fathers of this nation, who firmly believed that uu informed
electorate is essential to the successful functioning of a democracy.

STATEMENT OF TILE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE

The American Society for Information Science (ASIS) strongly supports
II.J.,13.es. 731. I1..7. Res. NO and related resolutions to authorize and request the
President to call a White House Conference on Library and Information Sciences
In 197,p. In supporting the resolutions. ASIS also strongly endorses the pollutes
and 1-atemetAts set forth In the preamble to the joint resolution. Further.
AS1S fictively seeks a role in planning and participating In the Conference and
in making the subject expertise of its Members available to the conferees.

The Resolution heavily emphasizes the importance of advanced and modern
tecermingles for the further improvement of access to and dissemtnation of infor-
mation In the Nation's libraries and information centers. 'Essential requirements
to this Improvement are the training and continuing education of those who
operate and manage these information systems and the education of those who
use the services and products of the systems. We strongly urge the Conference
to address itself to these areas.

In addition, we suggest that the Conference deal with the nature of information
problems anticipated In the future, In elaboration of those mentioned in the
resolution. These problems will demand solutions on a radically different and
broader scale than we have now. The following future information problems
may be expected :
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The complexity of social structures anti problems Is increasing; as a result,
the complexity of information requirements is increasing as well. However,
the ability of information systems to satisfy these complex requirements is not
keeping pace but rather seems to be decreasing ;

The human social order is in a transition period from the industrial to
a post-industrial society; there is an iuerettse (to the point of dominance) in
types of work requiring higher education; knowledge is becoming the most
important social force and kuowers (professionals, technicians, managers.
etc.) the most important social group; as a result, communication and manage-
ment of knowledge will be one of the most essential areas of the new post-
industrial society, requiring new concepts for many types of information
systems;

More specifically, policy-making and management related to the environ-
ment may become one of the most important factors in the survival of our
civilization; since rational policygnaking and management is based on in-
formation, we may expect an increase in demands for special kinds of new
information systems related to policy-making and management ;

In highly developed societies. everyday life is becoming more complicated
and each of us, as an individual, increasingly demands all kinds of informa-
tion to function; furthermore, as we are becoming a people more and more
assured of equality in goods and services, we start seeking new services
related to quality of life and new modes of participation in social processes

. for all this we will need new types of information systems specifically
oriented toward the general populace, not only toward the intelleetual elite.
The American Society for Information Science is a non-profit national pro-

fessional association of nearly 4,000 Members concerned with the development
and application of advanced technology that contributes to the more efficient use
of existing Information. ASIS is dedicated to the improvement of the information
transfer process through research, development, application, and education. The
Society acts as a bridge between research and development and the requirements
of diverse types of Information systems. It provides a forum for the discussion,
publication, and critical analysis. of work dealing with the theory and practice of
all elements involved in the communication of information.

The Society has a diverse membership reflecting the pioneering and changing
aspects of an emerging subject. Its Members include information specialists front
such wide-ranging fields as librarianship, management, linguistics, operations re-
search, computer science, psychology, symbolic logic, data processing, communi-
cations, economics, mathematics, education, and other disciplines concerned with
information handling. Members are employed by universities, the information-
products industry, government agencies, computer manufacturers, software com-
panies, research institutes, and a wide variety of other types of organizations.

In supporting the joint resolution, we wish to emphasize that ASIS is heavily
represented in many of the subject areas that will undoubtedly be discussed dur-
ing the White House Conference. Since one of the aims of the Society is to bring
people together from different levelsthe theoretical, experimental, and practical,
and front Industry, government, and academe we view the scope and purpose of
the proposed White House Conference as very similar to those of the Society
itself.

ASIS is eagerly looking forward to participating in the White Mese Confer-
ence on Library and Information Sciences and contributing toward the success
Of thi4 significant event. 111-

STATEMENT Or ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AND
TECHNOLOGY

The Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT),
represents eight thousand educators whose Mm it is to improve the educational
environment available to learners at all levels through the application of tecb-
nology to instruction. Our members have a wide range of responsibilities in
eluding the study, planning, application and production of communications media
for Instruction. They are employed in schools and colleges; in the Armed Forces
and industry; and in museums, libraries and hospitals. It is important to note
that our members interpret educational technology as more than machines and
equipment. Rather. it is a process, rooted in learning theory and eranninnications
research, that enables a learner to learn more effectively and efficiently.

24-452 -74 - -s
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In first reading ILI Resolution 7041 I was impressed by the statement that
". . . access to information and ideas is indispensable to the development of
bunion potential, the advancement of civilization, and the continua Iwo of e-
lightened self-government." I couldn't agree more with that statement. This is
something we in the educational technology field have stressed for many years.
We feel our job is one of getting information to individuals In as effective a man-
ner as possible.

However, the second paragraph of the Joint Resolution leaves too at a loss.
Certainly the preservation and dissemination of information and Was are the
primary functions of libraries. but libraries are not the sole repository of informa-
tion. infor,,ation storage, which requires people to come to that storage area
and rime through vast quantities of information to find what they need, is a
disservice to the public today.

Knowledge is no longer confined to the printed word And preserved between
book covers. Technology for the creation, proessing and transmission of informs.
thin has been vastly extended in the last decade.-

At this point we should be looking beyond libraries to the larger question of
how our.stwiety's information Heeds are to be met in the futureperhaps to a
network of eommunieations. Certainly libraries would be a part of this network
concept, but the network would extend beyond the ilbraryeven the library is
Its present conceptualization as an -information center." In a paper developed
for a Confer:owe on interlibrary Conumtnieations and Information .Networks,
Dr. Itobert Wel], Professor of Education and instructional System Tech-
nology- at Indiana University, made the following point :

The blue sky of the papers dealing with the technology of Information handling
elon over somewhat when future social implimilons of networks are discussed.
Por example, we tend to Assume that libraries will be the foeal points of networks.
This is not at all certain. Other networks exist, (the telephone, eable television.
etc.), others will, and the strueture that may evolve may be a thorough mix of
several or all of them.- Cable television, in private hands. ()mid become the
dominant network, in terms of the public, with library network nodes as ancillary
suppliers. At the other end of the transmission stwetrutu, satellite systems may
become the meta-network, subsuming many earthbound networks. (If I may. ores
metaphors, McIathatt's global village is on the horizon. Recker and Olsen ifieiS)
In detioing a network presuppose the existence -of units waiting to be inter-
connected. This no doubt is true now but the dynamics of information handling
will generate the units to be joined.- Peter Drucker (1968) sees knowledge-as-one
of the major growth industires of the future: if he is right, private enterprise will
likely move in to dominate this aspect of networking." I have quoted extensively
from Dr, lielnricles paper because his vision of the meeting of information needs
offers more promise than a mere consideration of reorganizing or in some Way
modifying present libraries.

Oranted, a networking system such -as I am des6ribing is a radical departure
from what ire know- now and Will require rethinking many areas from our eeny-
right.laws to public financing of education.

The impact of a conanunication's network could be especially great on today's
format education; With a network instruction would become available wherever
a terminal is looted. Information and learning would become accessible to those.
who cannot or do not .wish to participate in- formal edneationwhether it is-,
sometine looking for specific information to prepare themselves for the next
rung-on the career ladder; ft student studying a subject not available at his local
school; Or a handicapped person not Able to travel ton formal educational setting.

The question that arises is where will the terminals be located. Libraries (par-
tteutarlY public libraries) are one logical choicethey are widely distributed and
could provide the necessary ottnosphere, both social and academic.

Let's specitiate about the possilditles of such a networking system. A national
currienhirn group could design a course using Interrelated series of filnis..pro.
grained instruction, books or other edneattonal fOrmats vomiting self-study
by individuals or small groups. The films would be available over cable TV. The
related programed Instruction would be available at the end of a terminal In a
public library or other- institutional setting. AsSessment and acereilitation of
learners could be turned over to a group like the EductitiOnal TeSting Servic
or American Ciallege TeStIng and carried out over the seine terminals. TuitiOn
calla always be Collected by Credit card l

realize -nanny of these ideas seem rather fantastic at this point: Orante(I
radical change such as We are considering is to the futtire. But it-19 not too soon
to start-preparing for that time.,Sonte institutions hale- already made steps itt
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that direction. Illwassee College Tennessee, has established a
learning resources center including a commtmicatIons laboratory ccith a multi-
media capability. The library is providing many' of the resources for the center.
Tlinugh..the crater, students can dial access to rentotedly located !aloe programs
and hear that privant through a headset. The laboratory can receive and record
OVerS0:14 broadcasts.

A closed circuit television system was designed so that the three major net
works, one PBS channel and one channel of the campus snitiott are accessiqk iu
all classrooms. The library fouctions as the center of the total televistote pro-
grams--origioathi4 production, distribution of campus originated programs;
and the transmiss'.on of the network. The college is noir expanding the cable
distribution system into all existing buildings on campus. "SendReceive" out-
lets will be installed in all buildings so programs can be originated everywhere
on campus. They also plan to increase locally produced programs as well as daily
campus news and educational programs. Eventually, they hope to tie all dormi-
tory rooms into the system. -The librarian of lliwassee College, Ken Yamada,
said in a recent article, "It Is hoped that the library wilt eventually become part
of an electronic information exchange network among depositories throughout
the country and the work!."

I do not wish to denegrate the idea of a White House Conference on Libraries
and Information Centers. As you can see from the above example, libraries can
play an important part in the future. But I ant suggesting we look toward the
future in broader terms. Perhaps a White House Conference on Information
Technology would be more appropriate. At the least, the ideas presented .should
be carefully considered and explored as hart of the substance of any conference.
This itould get at the vital importance of "access to information and ideas (that
ist indispensable."

I know the Committee is aware of the importance of the future of educa-
tional technology as well as the future of libraries since both fall under your
jurisdiction, and I hope my remarks will be helpful to you in developing legis-
lative initiative that will enhance the relationship between libraries and educa-
tional technology.

COALITION OF ADULT EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS,
Washington, D.C., No ember 16, 1973.

BRADEMAS,
Rouse of Representat Ives,
Washington, D.C.

MAR SIR: It is my pleasure to adivse you that the Coalition of Adult Education
Organizations at its regular meeting on November 15, 1973 endorsed the calling
of a White House Conference on Library and Information Services in 1976.

In addition to other reasons, we believe this would be an important contribution
to the Ili-Centennial Year.

Very truly yours,
LEONARD P. ARIES, Pt CedCBt.

STATEMENT OF JOHN a. LORENZ ON BEHALF OF THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION
OF LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS

I appreciate the invitation, as Chairman of the Local Planning Committee for
the 1971 General Council Meeting of the International Federation of Library
Associations (IFLA), to submit a statement on 11.1. IteS. 731 and 766, author-
izing a White House Conference on Libraries and Information Science in 1976.

The International Federation of Library Associations, a nongovernmental
organization founded in 1927 and supported partially by UNESCO funds, has
several important objectives related to such a Conference: to promote coopera-
tion in the Held of librarianship and bibliography and to carry out research and
development projects concerning the international relationships between libraries,
library associations, bibliographers, and other organized groups.

IFIJA has continuously worked towards the principles for which it was founded
and has made significant achievements toward the developMent and improve-
ment of library service world -wide as well as in the United States. Specifically,
1PLA was very helpful to the Library of Congress In achieving the cooperatron
of other national libraries and national bibliography centers in developing and
tarrying out Le"s international shared cataloging program. This program was
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created through the foresight of the House Committee on Education and Labor
in Title 11-C of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and is commonly known as the
National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging (NPAC). NPAC answers
the national need for effective and efficient centralized cataloging and eliminates
costly duplicative cataloging by individual American libraries. The NPAC} pro-
gram has been received with great interest and enthusiastic response both
nationally and internationally and has been hailed as one of the historic library
developments of the 20th Century.

For many years 1FLA has also worked toward international agreement on
cataloging principles, developing international standards relating to library
statistics so that, statistics reported from various nations can be compared and
historic and valuable agreements on inter-library loan and exchange of document
principles.

IELA has also worked toward the improvement of international transfer of
machine-readable information and has organized mectiw:s of experts, which in-
cluded representatives of the Library of Congress, to develop standards to make
it possible for users to recognize the (dements in a bibliographic record, regard-
less of language. This would facilitate the conversion and exchange of these
records in machine-readable form on an international scale and form the basis
for Universal Bibliographic Control (1.11C) which is now one of 1ELA's major
objectives.

IELA was one of the international associations which joined UNESCO in spon-
soring the International Book Year in 1972. This program helped reveal that
libraries play a major part hi overcoming the dividing lines between nations
by bringing books and their knowledge to the peoples of this world.

As reflected above, the United States has also provided considerable leader-
ship and talent to the work of IELA. Considerable interest has already been ex-
pressed by members of LELA on the planned White House Conference. The White
House Conference Would represent a most significant and in many cases an un-
paralleled and historic effort toward achieving an effective and effielott national
system of library and information services., Through IELA, the planning and ac-
complishments of such a national conference might serve as a model for the en-
tire world.

The 40th General Council meeting of IELA to be held November 16 to 23, 1074,
in Washington, D.C., will mark the first time this organization has met in the
United States. The theme of the meeting is "National and International Library
Planning." Anticipated attendance of delegates and observers is 1,000-1500
representing over 75-100 countries of the world. The meeting could serve as a
very effective springboard for disseminating the initial plans for the White
House Conference. The results could well be similar planning in other countries
for nation-wide development of library and informatiOn services. Several nations
have already begun taking significant steps in this direction, e.g., the United
Kingdom with the development of the British Libraries plan and similar plans of
West Germany and Japan. Presentation from these countries are already being
planned for the Washington conference. These plans illustrate the growing be-
lief that the effective dissemination of Information will be one of the decisive
factors in the future growth rate of nations. I trust that at the Washington con-
ference in 1974, United States representatives shall also be able to speak with
definitiveness about the plans and programs of the National Commission on
Libraries and Information and the White House Conference in 1976.

INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION,
Newark, Del., Xorember 26, 1973.

lion. JOIIN BRADESIAS,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Bducation, Rayburn House Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. BRADENIAS: While the Select Subcommittee on Education will doubt

less bear much expert testimony from professional library groups on H.J. Res.
734. 11.J. Res. 766 and other resolutions on the desirability of requesting the
President to call a White House Conference on Library and Information Services
In 1976, it Is perhaps appropriate for the International Reading Association, an
organintion representing 60,000 teachers of reading, to underscore the importance
of such a conference.

Libraries are of prime importance In the development of reading abilities Of
many kinds. In most situations, teaching a hild to read where there are no
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_library facilities is tantamount to teaching him to swim where there is no body
(4 water in which he can continue to practice and develop his swimming ability
Libraries which provide a wide range of materials for the stimulation of readers
are an inseparable aspect of the teaching of reading.

But we are not ony interested in libraries for their instructional value. The
storage and retrieval of information, as this service Is performed by libraries, is of
inestimable value to those of us who use the findings of research in our study'
of reading. Not only is the enormous potential of the electronic revolution in
information retrieval before us, but the application of the principles of the new
technology to information science is in great need of study and use.

A White House Conference on Library and Information Services could serve the
future In many ways, and the International Reading Assoc;ation's members
would welcome such a meeting.

Very cordially yours,
RALPH C, STAMM

Executive Secretary-Treasurer.

JOINT COUNCIL ON EDuCATiONAL TEl
Washington, D.O., December 3, 1973.

Hon. JOHN BRADEMAs,
chairman, Select Subconttafttee on Education, Rayburn House Office Bu tiding,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BRADEMAS: Thank you for the opportunity to submit a
written statement in regard to the proposed ,Wbite House Conference on Library
and Information Services. My views for the record follow:

I am Frank W. Norwood, Executive Secretary of the Joint Council on Educa-
tional Telecommunications. The JCET was founded In 1950 by a number of lead-
ing nonprofit, nongovernmental educational organizations because they recognized
that the then-new communications technology of broadcast television held great
potential for the educational and cultural life of the nation. As the Joint Com-
mittee on Educational Television, the JCET led the successful effort to have the
Federal Communications Commission reserve broadcast channels for non-
commercial television.

Over the past twenty years, the JCET has continued to serve as a bridge
between the education and communications communities and to help explore
the potential for education and information dissemination of such emerging
communications technologies as cable and satellites. The American Library
Assobiation is a consistent member of the Joint Council and the field of library
and information services is clearly one which can reap substantial benefits from
developing communications technologies. Pioneering efforts are already under
way by libraries which are using cable television to increase service to their
patrons. A project in Information resource sharing by satellite is now in the
planning stage for the joint U.S.-Canadian Communications Technology Satellite
which NASA will launch in 1975. The enormous value of the computer for
libraries and information centers has been demonstrated in countless instances.

It is important to note that the benefits offered by new technology cannot
be fully realized unless and until all parties at interest are fully informed.
Communications specialists need to know more about the nation's information
needs and the expanding role of the library. Librarians and information scien-
tists must be kept informed regarding emerging technologies and their cam.
bilities. Leaders in the Congress and at such regulatory agencies as the FCC
must be informed as to the policies which will best facilitate the application a
technology to our information needs, and the same informed concern must be
present at state end local levels.

New technology, particularly in the field of communications, is developing
more rapidly and over a wider front th:-.n ever before. The necessity for making
wise decisions based upon knowledge and sound understanding grows increas-
ingly critical. A White House Conference on Library and Information Services
could provide an important means for focusing attention on such matters of
continuing significance. I am sure that the other organizations which are mem-
bers of the Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications would be hapDY
to join with the American Library Association in supporting such a White
House Conference and contributing to its work in every appropriate way.

Sincerely,
FRANI: W. NORWOOD, Executive Secretary.
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MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, III., December 5, 1973.

Mr. JOHN ItaAnEmAs,
Chairman, select Rubcominfltee on Education, Rayburn House Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
Mr. CHAIRMAN : The :11e4lical Library Association appreciates the opportunity

to comment on 11.J. Res. 731 and 11,3. Res. 760. The Association would express
interest in the calling of a White House Conference on Library and Information
Services whenever such a conference wonld be scheduled, as a logical extension
of our charter purposes. lint we feel that a conference would have particular
importance in 1970. As the nation enters a period of relative austerity, there is
little doubt that its priorities must is' more carefully identified and selected.

For both the public and the congress, the need to support programs of growth
and development in the library and Information service area has been less visible
and certainly less draniatle, than needs in national program areas having a
seemingly more direct interface with the important problems of today. How-
ever. it is not difficult to demonstrate the essential component of information
services in all areas of national priority. This is particularly evident in the
health sciences field. from the standpoint of health care delivery. education and
research. Technological development, the exponential growth of new informa-
tion and the recent emergence- of many difficult questions relating to the !inane-
init. planning. administration and use of information services suggest that a
national forum is indicated now. In time absence of such a forma, costly disorder.
Inefficiency and deterioration in the communication and transfer of informationis likely to occur.

A White !louse Conference would be one meaningful way of helping to assure
that important considerfahms in this broad field are brought to public and
congressional awareness. In addition. since the Congress and executive branch
will need to exercise increasing discretion in the planning and support of future
national programs in library and information services, a current determina-
tion of priorities is important. Knowledge of these priorities is also of increased
importance at the state and local levels as a result of the broad ramifications
of revenue sharing.

The Medical Library Association wishes to call to the attention of the Select
Subcommittee on chwation the fact that there is great diversity wihin the
Library and Information Science field. This needs to be recognized in the struc-
turing of the Advisory Committee to the Conferen^e which will be appointed by
the President. It is of crucial importance that on the occasion of a White house
Conference, no segment of the field be neglected. Finally. the Medical Library
Association is ready to recommend individuals who could serve capably on the
AdviSory Committee as representatives of health sciences library and informa-
tion services.

Respectfully,
SARAH C. BROWN, President,

Mvsie Lulus? AssocIA-trox,
December 3, 1973.

Mr. Ions IlnAntsiAs,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Education, Rayburn House (Vice Build-

ing, Washtnglon, D.C.
DEAR MR. BRAM:MAR: As President of the Music Library Association, I strongly

support the joint resolutions (11.J. Ices. 734: Ilf.J. Res. VA) urging the President
to call a M'hite !louse Conference on Library and information Services in 1970.

Such a conference offers a fine opportunity for the exchange of ideas among
various divisions of library work as well as the chance for special library groups
such as MLA to make their information more readily available to other special-
ists and to the general public. In such a proposed conference, participants will
have a uffigne opportunity to plan cooperatively and to learn, hopefully. how
to better integrate and disperse the overwhelming amount of general and
specific knowledge available through libraries.

The scope of the White House Conferencebringing together librarians, Nth-
en tors. Federal employees, and representatives from the general publicand the
advance support to permit preparation, will certainly give a new and needed
dimension to the role of libraries in this country.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES PRUETT, President.
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STATEMENT BY MILES NIMIK FISHER, IV, EXECUTIVE, SECRETARY, NATIONAL
AssoctiTioN FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDITATION

Niy statement is in support of ILL Res. 734 and 1i.J. Res. laid authorizing and
requesting the President to. call a White House Conference on Library and In-
formation Services in 1970. The year of the bicentennial of this nation is an ap-
propriate year for such a dialogue.

The recognition of the fundamental Unportanve of librarika and information
services and the bringing together of the various levels of leadership and the
users of these services for discussien is both necessary and essential.

A free society is as strong as the available library and information services
that are accessible to its citizenry. libraries and Information systems are funda-
mental to our preschool education, elementary education, secondary education,
postsecondary edneation, higher education, vocational and technical education,
continuing education, corporate and industry education, and leisure.

Libraries and information services are a critical part of the resources of the
academic community. In institutions of higher education, accreditation is neces-
sarily related to the availability of library and information services that an insti-
tution has the capability to provide to the general community.

In the historically black institutions of higher education there is need to con-
thine the support and upgrading of library and information services. These
developing institutions need a certain level of library and Information services
In order to maintain their accreditation. As the hub of an Institution, the library
system Is very imports)» for the continuation of a certain level of viability.

With today's information explosion it is important that those who provide
such services come together to assess this phenomena as resources in libraries
are fundamental to solving the educational, selentific and cultural problems of
today.

There are five observations that I would like to share with you in response
to these resolutions, namely :

1. This conference must be responsive to the diverse nature of the users of these
services and resources;

2. This conference must not only be composed of and bring together the special
interest groups at different levels but must be truly representative of these
gronps;

3. The Advisory Committee established shall consist of and be representative
of the diverse persons Who make up the population of our nation;

4. All other advisory and technical committees necessary to carry out the
Conference shotttd toe truly representative of the various groups of persons within
our society ; and

5. Any recommendations from this Conference should take Into consideration
the diverse publics that are served by the library and information services.

The Joint Resolutions calling for A White House Conference on Library In-
formation Services should be supported and implemented with the help of all
interested persons and groups.

STATEMENT OF KENTON PATTIE, VICE, PREstbrNT ASP EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL AUDIO-VISUAL ASSOCIATION

The National Audio-Visual Association is a national trade association of
communications professionals dedicated to the Increased and Improved use of
audio- visual communication at all levels and in ail walks of life. NAVA en-
thusiastically supports House Joint Resolutions 734 and 766 which authorize
and request the President to call a White House Conference on library and infor-
mation services In Md. But such a conference should not merely_ he it tribute
to the nation's advances in the past 200 years; it should be a springboard for
rethinking the role of a most fundamental institution In our land.

All of us know that today's library Is a distant cousin of the 1040's stereotype
of dimly lit, hush-hush bastion housing rows and rows of perfectly aligned
dusty volumes. To the contrary, it is a intstling hubbub of all kinds of ncliviiY,
both learning and leisure. The Dewey Decimal system may stilt reign; students
are still writing 'research papers. But alongside the "traditional" library aetivi.
ties like these are adultS borrowing films, tapes, and phonograph records and
people homing languages autotUtorially. Saturday mornings may mean a movie
called "A Ride on a Garbage Truck'' for pre-schoolers; on Saturday night,
movie on retirement living for senior citizens: Unfortunately, though, this plc-
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ture is not universal ; nor Is it all it could bewhich is why the National Audio-
Visual Association would like to see a national Conference on Library and In-
formation Services in 1976.

We have all known for a long time that education does not take place In a
vacuum ; that it means more than rote memorization from a textbook ; that no
single institution has full responsibility for education ; that learning Is both
formal and Informal; that it takes place in and out of school. Recenty, we have
been saying that teacher-and-textbook-dominated teaching is not the only way,
that the more actively the learner Is involved the better he or she learns. Indi-
vidualization, inquiry, and independence have become watchwords.

The library, information center, media center, or learning resource center
whatever the namehas a unique mission in this "new view". It can be a primary
instructional center, in a school or in a community. It can offer individual or
group opportunities for learning; it can offer almost every conceivable method
of learning; it can offer a storehouse of ideas, and an endless "information
treasure hunt". As the American Library Association and the National Asso-
ciation express it in Stamlar.Is for School Media Programs :

The media center's program, collections, and environment provide a broad
spectrum of learning opportunities for large and small groups of students as
well as for individual students. The focus of the Media program is on facili-
tating and improving the learning process in its new directionswith emphasis
on the learner, on ideas and concepts rather than on isolated facts, and on
inquiry rather than on rote memorization.
Libraries could be the core of a community. The 1!)71 White House Conference

on Youth stated it this way :
. educational media centers should be established which have community-

wide responsibility for the planning, design, production and acquisition of
teaching materials. These materials should he disseminated by a variety of
delivery systems, (radio and TV broadcasting films, cable TV, audio, video
and film cassettes) and made available to learners ... Such a communications
system, built rs an integral part of these learning centers, could make the
cultural and educational resources of the community available to support and
strengthen existing educational institutions and training centers. These sys-
tems would also make teaching materials available to individuals or groups in
the home, also to the neighborhood.
Libraries, however, have not had the resources to take on this mammoth mis-

sion or to keep pace with today's Communications-information-technology revolu-
tion. Said the Carnegie Commission In 1972 :

Until recently, our pattern of independent library establishment serving
neighborhoods, communities, schools, colleges and special interests of various
kinds has appeared adequate to the nation's needs, but now the situation has
changed. The infernaation revolution has completely overwhelmed some of
the smaller and medium-sized library establishments and they have abandoned
all hopes of keeping up with it.
The concept of storage of knowledge has become vastly complicated, let alone

the notion of how the information seeker can best get the information sought.
A national conference calling together all persons who care about libraries

from academicians to building trades people, from informatoln specialists to child
psychologists, from audio-visual publishers to municipal budget officialscould
focus on the myriad of questions which are the "sore thumbs" of this view of
the library. Questions like

How Can the information explosion be best recorded? How can the rapidly
growing field of information in not.print forms be assimilated Into collections
traditionally organized to accommodate print forms?

now can the library best serve the many needs of the community? Should it
heootne a single, unified source for stored information?

Why Is therm no comprehensive inventory of the Nation's information re-
sources? Why are existing information centers underutilized? Why are there
Inequities In our delivery of information services?

How can we best achieve our goals In an orderly, efficient, coordinated manner?
What are the social, economic. and psychological implications of all this?
If we decide where we're going, how will we pay for all this?
Why do we In the audio-visual field care what happens to the nation's

libraries? We agree wit hFAward L. Katzenbach, a businessman who haa said,
"Technology has tended to flow around the world of education." We envision
teehnology "flow" at the heart of learningbecause that's where it belongs.
And when we say technoolgy, we mean, as the Cartiogie Commission has described
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it, "The enrichment and improvement of the condition in which human beings
learn and teach achieved through the creative and systematic organization of
resources, physical arrangements, media, and methods."

The big question in our view is not "what technology?" or "when?" The basic
question is Where is education going? Unlike business, Industry, and govern-
ment, we are not at all sure that education has gotten to the fundamentals,
arrived at basic objectives, or found an inspiring sense of purpose. As one lead-
ing educator, Fred T. \\*Rheims, has put it, "What we are after is a nationwide
thinking through of basic purposes and the development of a compelling set of
prioritiescompelled not by any external authority but by the sheer force of
.ts ideas."

The questions are not what technical devices, print or nonprint, will support
and augment learning. The question is learning for what? When this question
is answered, and then the secondary one of what should the library do, tech-
nology will be there and will be ready to facilitate those purposes, Again, we
agree with Mr. Wilhelms : "It is no use polishing the brasswork of the machinery ;
what has to be done first is to true up the purposes and decide on priorities
then technology can do its work." That is why NAVA calls on the nation to bold
this conference.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES AssociATION,
New York, N.Y., December 4, 1973.

Hon. Jona BRADENIAS,
Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Education, Rayburn House Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
SIR; Thank you for your kind invitation to Special Libraries Association to

submit a statement concerning the proposed White House Conference on Library
and Information Services in 1970, II.J, Res. 766, Hi. Res. 734, S.J. Res. 40 and
related resolutions. We are pleased to respond positively to this invitation from
the House Select Subcommittee on Education.

Saecial Libraries Association with more than 8,000 members was founded In
1900. SLA is the second largest library and informationoriented organization'
in the U.S.and the third largest library association in the world. Specialized
libraries serve industry, business, research, educational and technical institu-
tions, government, newspapers, museums, and all organizations, public and pri-
vate, requiring or providing specialized information.

Because many specialized libraries serve highly specialized clients, many do not
have a high visibility to the general public. lint they are major contribptors to
the economy, health and general forward progress of the nation.

Specialized libraries often depend on additional resources of iniversity..and
large public librariesbut this dependence is not a one-way street because raany`).
special libraries hold unique sources of information, sometimes not even avail.:
able in the National Libraries. Continuously improved and expanded library,'
services are needed for all segments of our society. zero funding for libraries as
has been proposed by the administration must not be permitted.

In July 1973 the Association advised Senator Claiborne Pell and the members
of the Senate Subconanittee on Education that SLA supported S.J. Res. 40 (93rd
Congress) (Jan 20, 1973) regarding the proposed White House Conference on
Library and Information Services in 1970.

Representative Gerald It. Ford's 11.3. rtes. 734 (93rd Congress) (Sep 19, 1973)
appears to be identical with Senator Pell's S.J. Res. 40.

Comparison of your 11.3. Res. 7643 (Oct 17; 1073) with the other two proposed
resolutions reveals a number of significant differences; which, in our opinion,
makes 11.J. Rea, 706 the preferred vehicle for enactment, Let me list some of the
items in 11.3. Res. 700 which i !prove the concept and the methods to achieve
the goals:

1. The first statement of the Preamble significantly changes the title of the
Conference from "... on Library and Information Sciences" to " . on Library
and Information SerrIces." The concept of service has been the basis of all Ameri-
can library operations for 200 years. SLA does not intend to minimize the emerg-
ing fields of infortnatieri technology and information science. But information
technology and science must be clearly focussed on the diverse needs for library
and information services to many and varied library clients in our nation, and
they must be recognized as the mechanisms and theoreticians who are working
toward the pragmatic goal to deliver improved services.
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2. to the itt'SOIVing Platt=e, SlaoSe0iOn (b), Paragraph (2). Clause (0) of
ILL Res. 1116 rcry significantly identities the categories of participants in the
Conference to be:

"reprosennAtives of Federal, State and local governments:, professirmal
]enntih.isis added 1 ;aid lay people, and other members of the general public"

instead of the eaten all phrase. "rtifresent alive:: of the general pu10110." In thiA
respect Special Libraries Assoehltion is than in Its belief that the profeSsional
practitioners of library service must he represented at the Conference dim
their appropriate rrofe:isional associations..

In 11..1. Iles. 700. the concepts expressed in Subsection (el. Paragraph' (3).
Clauses ( A) and ( 11) appear for the first time. in the opinion of Special Libraries
Assort:Ilion, It is important that an Federal 'departments and agencies (including
the Librarian of Congress) be (tireetett (not only authorized) to cooperate and
nsSiSt.ils an the maleavOrs of the pro;losts1 Conference. Each of a muiffier of major
government agencies is the only. repository of govertinwitt-funded research and
d,,reloptatitt data.

4. Subsection ir1. Paragraphs ( 1 1 and (2) are important additions. Paragraph
(ID is especially Important in that the 'selection of all. 25 appointees is )rot
assigned to the President. Wi(htatt considering the animus of any indlvidnal in-
cumbent. it Is patently to be preferred that there be several appointing author-
ities in a matter of such national Importance.

5. Subsea Ica I 11) in 11.J: Res. hill may be considered by some persons as trivial
or. even worse. as 0 pOtential area of nitsfeasance. Knowledgeable professional
worlwrs hi library and information services are constantly awarefrom re-
I" '41 tol iersitual experhtees--of the difficulty of producing a report that is readily
moletz:biod in its Slaelti('S lawn1.011 even when troll-informed laymen arc can
tineed of the generalities. Therefore. the authorization to appropriate. funds
wificatt fiscal year limitations 'and the continuation of the availability of such
appropriated funds for obligation (until expended is Important.

To :(alMnflin' speci fie reactions to the several, wuding Joint Itesolu-
th tits. Special Libraries Association supports the overall concept of a White 'louse
Conference in 1970, lint in considering the speeitic terminology, It is hoped that
you and the members of the Ilnuse Select Committee on Education %vitt press
fur the a doptioa of 1I.J. Res. 766. .

May we ask for your continued patience to also consider a collateral matter?
We have just seen Senate Report No. 11.1-521 (Calendar No. 4(15) as sulanitils1
by Senator Pell to accompany $..1. Iles. 40. On pages ;';--ti of this Report there is .

reprodueed a Departmental Report in the form of a (July 20, 1073) addressed'
to Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., Chairman, Senate Committee on Labor
and Publle Welfare signed by Frank C. Carlucci. Acting Secretary. DePartment
of Health. I.:attention, and Welfare. Special Libraries -Assoelation disagrees with
Mr. Caritwas (Indention that the proposed White House Conference is Unjustl-
0able beeause there is

"DO evIA-nee of critical unresolved Issues in liltra ries and information science
that cannpt be handled thrimgh the existing channels of communleations iii
the field. I.e., professkinal associations . ." . .

Mr. Ca dueci seems unaware that the funds available to professional associations
depend. prisnarity on the dues OW by indirloinal toemberA.,Itrar can such
pittance resolve :t critical national problem? If SI,A. were to assign Its animal:,
dues revenno solely to this area, ire would have available about $250,(1)0 a year
With nothing left to pity rent, salaries, costs of jotstual publications, etc.

We also disagree with Mr. Carlucci's statement
"that' a White House Conference solely out the subject of libraries and infor-
Marion Scielice would, be too narrowly. focused (emphasis athled1 . .. that
these subjects should be examined as part of the broader Issue of education
(emphasis added]."

Special 'Abrade:: Association appreciates the efforts of the Bureau of Library &
Learning Resources, C.S. Office of Education In HEW. Rut to continue to
SnbilliAilinfo library services to those of formal educational activities is to (II-
shrino the concepts cif the 1920's and it In the existing Federal Structure. the
proldems of education ate thetaselve:: overheltned toy the additional 'critie4
tnitiotrel reSponsibilit les for Ilea ith and Welfare in HEW. It Ilbrary.aud infOrma
thou t-erti lee is ci ideal to the nation's potential. than thy must be brMighl-to the
constiottS sal face of both t'ongress and the Administration by bringing Federat
responsibilit) fro- library and information services to a more prominent level
than that of the ilureatt of Library & ',earning Resources.
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Special Libraries ,ssialathat does not Intend to minimize the etactrilintions of -
library services to the edueattonal processes at any level from Itiudergartens to
the uttiVerSities. But the Association must emphatically underline that specialized
libraries in American business, industry and research, as welt as 110fse lit IWO*.
"114 4-for-profit" orgallizations (museums, Itospitals, social welfare and the like)
and wIt lilt speelatized giwertiment agencies themselves, cot:truant, to the nation's
gnovtit and develop:nemand with relatively tenuous litikS 10 format yin:cation
pnicesses. If Secretary Carlueel's tioslthat were.10 prerttli, these speclatizoll
formaliiin servii!es tioNV.: funded almost solely by American industry and philau-
throliyWiintti have a very intim. recognition in the extremely broad concerns of
IIEW.

Within the past few days t hair seen yonr Oct. 11,11173 slitterneof when you -

introduced ILL Res. 7t ti in the ilous-e of Represeutatives, III your statement,
there are a number of comments Which are evidenee of your real understanding
it specialized library services. These OlOinent:4 are, in my eXperience, the first
real recognition of the value of the specialized library and information servicesthat art the daily duties and obligations of this Association's members at acongressional leVel.

1.et ate list several of your statements that have particular relevance to Special.
Libraries AssoCiation. I list these to chip/H.14:T importancr of 1.116c sratancal$

fcgidatirc recordnot to remind you of your own words;
j. "There are, in achlition the libraries of hospitals and medical schools,- the/ate libraries to which sat many of toy colleagues have turned ht their tinle, the

libraries of the professional and scientific societies, and the libraries of tielarger business firms and tratit, ilitilstry organizations?'
". not everyone uses a library, nor does everyone use the same library

throughout a lifetime of learning and work, yet the library must be thereably
staffed and welbstocked--for those Nebo need it, when they need it.- And the
library cannot await it request before obtaining r. item. The law library, forexample, must be ready to store Its patrons even when they are not preparing
for the bar examination or searching for precedents While drafting it brief."-This statement is the basis for the services of special libraries; they mustoatietpu to the needs of their clients.

3. "Our system of self-government requires an enlightened electorate with-,free access to infornmtion and opinion, aid the library Is as essential to no
processes of self-government as the newspaper, the broadcast. the public speech
or the legislative debate." SLA haS-tc policy position- 'Freedom to Commtd-
eate;"the thrust of the Association's policy statement is in total agreement
with Your statement regarding free access to Infortaation.

Sear the conclusion of your -remarks, yon state that "The public library is
gnat and distinctively America ecatt ribut ion . ." This observation is cer-
tainly correct. A less well known fact is that the concept and the establish,
meat of sPecial libraries is a distinctly American phenomenon which began both
in the Fnited States and in Canada, before the tine of the Itevolunonary.War.
Tim first special library En the U.S. was that of the Carpenter's Company of
Philadelphia ; It provided information for carpenters and their apprentices.
At about the saute titne. tt similar special library was established in Canada
hi the Province of Quetec.

1

Spcidal Libraries! Association viii be -pleased to submit additiOniti, More spe-
cific informittl6n if you wish, The Assoc:gallon wilt also welcome theoppor-
tunny. to be consulted regarding appointees to the Advisory Committee for the
peep osed White House Conference on. Library and Information Services, in
thick

Very truly yours,
F. E. 3lettENXA.
..E.rectitirc Director.

SIMI :Mt \r its Un. ROISI;S:T M. INNOERSON, PlaKSIDVINT, TILE TIIEATIM LIIMAItt
ASSOCIATION .

the fare of the obvious explosion of recorded knowledge and information
that must be retained in the Nation's archiveS and the Increasing demands that
this knowledge be made easily available to the public, libraries- still essentially
work with outdated tea:tholes. They recognize the potential value of informa-
tion storage and retrieval techniques, but are unable to finance the necessary
application of these techniques.



The Theatre Library .kssoeiation feels It is essential to coordinate the efforts
of the Nation's libraries and archives in making clear their needs and in sharing
the knowledge of developing tediniquts and progrzons capable of 'meting theseproblems.

We enlhuslastically endorse the joint resolution calling for a While !leaseConference on Library ond infortoatioo 1974,

ScATENut:Nr lir II In:vs.r E. it.vms. Jn., Exto t-tivE Imovron, CRBA!s: LIBRARY
'LlIVSIEEA COUNull,

The riban Library Trustees Commit composed of thirty -one .11toropolitan
11111.1'11es. supports the douse Joint Resolution 731 and 766 to authorize and re-quest the President to call a White Goose Conference on library and Inform:1-
tiou t-,;ery lees to Itati. Since its inception the Coninit has strongly supported the
access to information and ideas n /Orb is indispensable to the developimmt of
bunion potential, tile advancement of civilization, and the continuance of en-lightened solfgovernment.

The Council is convinced that the growth and augmentollon of the Notion's
libraries and Information Centers are essential If all Americans are to have
reasonable access to adequate services of large metropolitan public library, the
urban community colleges. the colleges and universities, and the school libraries
who all desperately need recognition and support if the population of the citiesis to be 011ie:Itch am l offered the infortnation and cultural resources of the city.
In Los Angeles, California,- on January 1(1, 1971, John Hope Franklin, a widely
respected historian, Chicago Politic Ilbrary trustee, and Delegate to the Connellspoke of the plight of the cities and libraries. soying:

It is clear that the problem is that historically see have not kept up with
the concentration of population ; that the large cities are bearing an undue burden
of educating, serving. and performing other kinds of dntles for the citizenry;
and that the population has rushed into the city without the agencies of gov-
ernmnt at any level taking cognizance 01 this concentration in terms of their
budget. This is 1he major argument for the metropolitan libraries to be pursuing
more assistance. The point is that all of these people are here and we need help
to serve them." A White House Conference of Library and Information Services
'would alert the population at large, the local and state officials, the Congress and
the President about the problems. the potential and the importance of one of the
earliest still surviving uniquely A merica institutions.

There is an increasing tendency to ignore jurisdictional distinctions In turban
areas. Students, in addition to using school and academic libraries are major users
of urban pubic libraries. Researchers. whether academic, Industrial or professional, use the library 'Most convenient for their purposes. This places the cen-
tral city library in the role of reference and research center for the outlying

-areas. The White House Conference would concern itself with the potential
inherent in the use of advanetsl technology by libraries and information centers
which requires cooperation through planning for, and coordination of, the serv-
ices, of libraries and information centers.

The District. of Columbia Library with which I atn associated, would lend
support to the National Commission of Libraries and Information Science desire,to celebrate the Centennial of the AMerican Library Association and the Bi-
centennial of our country with a White House Conference on Library and In-
formation Services. The Distritt crf Coltunida Public Library, furthermore, would
willingly be au exainide of the beginning of cool eralive ventures that are so im-
portant in the further development of tibraries and information centers. Regional
task forces within the metropolitan Council of Governments and cooperative
ventures with the local colleges and public schools as well as liew methods of de-
livering services to communities could be examined.

As the Honorable Henry S. Reuss, 'U.S. Representative, r)th District Wit:-
eonsiit sold, "No American's future can 10 separated front fate of America's
Cities." Therefore. the Urban Library Trnsi,,es Connell urges active support to-
ward the convening of a White House Conference on library and Information
Services,
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S 0,1 NILN't RY 3011: M. KM AN. EAELUlt1E Dtutkioti, Aral Youk CITY BOARD
OF CORRECTION

Honorable Members,of the subcommittee: On behalf of the New York City
Board of Correction, it is my pleasure to submit to this distinguished Subcom-
mittee the following statement in support of II,J. lies. 766.

Pursuant to the Charter of the City of New York, the Board of Correction is
the government agency responsible fur monitoring and evaluating the perform-
ance of the Department of Correction, which has operational responsibility for
the ten major post-sentence and pre-trial detention facilities in New York City.
In effect, the Board of Correction serves as the citizens' watchdog body over the
New York City prison system.

I submit this statement in the hope that the Subcommittee will recognize that
significant attention must be paid to libraries in correctional facilities and insti-
tutions throughout the United States, and with the knowledge of that for far
too many years, prison libraries, like prisons generally, have at best been the
subject of minimal public attention and concern.

Shortly after the violent riots that rocked the New York City prison system
In the fall of 1070, the Board of Correction initiated an informal inquiry into
the provision of library services to inmates.

In Fiscal Year 1970-71, the total allocation in the City budget for the purchase
of materials for prison libraries 1MS $2,000. On December 4, 1970, the total
inmate population of the New York City prisons was 13,050. On a per capita
basis, this allocation was equivalent to slightly more than 15e per inmate.

In the same fiscal year. the total appropriation from City funds for trained
library staff Was $15,600 for three library aides, at a salary of $5,200 each per
annual. since these salaries were too meager to attract qualified personnel, the
jobs went unfilled. Lven if these positions had been occupied, it is highly doubt-
fa) that three persons working at subsidence-level salaries with a budget of
$2,000 could have provided even minimum standards of library service within
such a vast, widely-dispersed prison system.

The picture for Fiscal Year 1071 -72 was essentially unchanged; what library
services that did exist in each institution were provided by a single correction
officer who, however dedicated. was unskilled in library science or administration.

Based upon this inquiry, the Board of Correction committed itself to 'work
jointly with the De,partment of Correction to seek markedly increased public
funds and private sector support with which to provide adequate prison library
services.

In Fiscal Year 1572-73 and the-current fiscal year, the allocation in the City
budget for prison library materials was increased to $32,000. Coupled with a
declining inmate population 18.073 on December 4, 1073), this increased appro-
priation has raised the per capita allocation to approximately $3,50.

However, the provision for library staff has remained essentially unchanged.
The current allocation is $16.500 for the same three library aide positions. For
the reason mentioned earlier, these jobs still remain unoccupied.

With the passage of a bill by the New York State Legislature to provide funds
for the establishment 'and Improvement et institutional libraries, $37,267 hasbeen allocated to the New York City public library system to provide library
services to the City's prisons. These funds are to be used solely for the purchase.
of reading materials, and do not provide for Increased library staff,

Over the past two years, immeasurable assistance in upgrading our prison
libraries tuts been received through the Books for Prisoners Project of the Asso.
elation of American Publishers. Following the compilation of a model biblio-
graphy for prison libraries. the AAP solicited 13.1 of its member publishing
houses who .voluntarily donated 1,074 new titles. As a result, 8,028 volumes,
valued at over $90,000, have been added to the shelves of eight of New YorkCity's prison libraries. Additional contributions under the same program have
been Made to the Federal prison In Leavenworth, Kansas and a state institu-tion in Chino, California.

While we are deeply appreciative of the unparalleled concern and generosity
of the AAp, we cannot expect the publishers to support prison libraries volun
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tinily on an ongoing basis. The initial private contributions must he expandedand IIIKtitlItiolla ItZed, ein Mt annual basis, by a inap4sive infusion of piddle funds.
Although we have made significant progress I.t improving our prison libraries

over the past three years, we are still far from meeting the acceptable standard4
for prison library services. as set forth by the American Correctional Association.Oar libraries are still little more than collections of books made available toinmates for their recreational reading. While 'pleasure re:Poling goes a long way
toward lessening inmate tension by reducing the deleterious effects of rallipahtboredom and idleness, a signineaut percentage of our inmate population is onlymarginally literate or even functionally illiterate and can derive virtually noIpetietit front reerp.ational reading, Therefore, the prison libraries toast be viewedas more than mere l'elitASitoties of books, They must play at dynamic central roleiu the rehabilitative progralil of the vorrediolial SY6telli. Library materials, seer..ices and progralreP tillt,t Le Stie4.4titlitty tailored to mesh With and suppk'aaettteach ongoing educational and restorative program within tho prison.

Snell an integration of library services and rehabilitative 'Programs can onlytaaachievell by professional library staff. which in the New York City prisons k
currently won-existent. Public fonds must be appropriated to entice unalitiedlibrarians: to work Within ollr correct System.

historically. prisms have languished at the bottom of the list of governmental
taidgetary priorities. Similarly. prison libraries are a low 'Priority exfoenditurewithin the t'pprrect bond system. Hopefully, a White !louse Conference on Libraryand lanai:Litton Services would highlight the need for a reordering of ourpthigetary 'tripod t les and emphasize to all levels of government the desperate need
for massively increased public tingling for our prison library systems.We' often say that the prison walk stand as touch to keep the community out
as they do to keep the prisoners In. Your efforts can play a major role in the effort. to open the prisons.

'.11citio.tx 1.1tatftv Assou mos.
Xorc»tber 27, 1973.Hon. Ions IlaAucvs,

boybarn Itolote Ogee Building,
Washington,

lanAn CONGRESSMAN : We were pleased to receive a notice that theSelect 1-Mucal hut subcommittee will hold hearings on a proposal to convene aWhite I louse Conference on Libraries and Information Services. We thought youmight like to know that the Michigan Library Association, at its Fall Conference
in Troy, Michigan passed the following resolution.

illtercas, there is in bipartisan proposal for a White House Conference on Li-
braries and Information Services in 1cJ-10. and

Whcreos, the Honorable Gerald Ford of Michigan has lent his support to thisproposal, therefore,
tic it resoltol, that the Michigan Library Association urge the President ofthe Vnitod States to support legislation and funds for a 113013 White House Con-

ference on Libraries and Information Services.
Wo applaud your' efforts to call attention to the libraries of the country andstand ready to lend assistance in any manner you peed.

Sincerely,
FRANCES IL PLETZ,

Executtre Secretary.
O


